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Introduction
The concept of information is of intrinsically physical origin. Information is stored,
transmitted, manipulated, and processed by means of physical systems. When these
systems obey the laws of quantum mechanics, a novel kind of information theory
applies. The simplest quantum systems have two well-defined and distinguishable
levels that are conventionally denoted by orthogonal state vectors |0i and |1i. From
the quantum information point of view, such systems are all equivalent and referred
to as quantum bits or qubits. In contrast to classical bits whose value is either “0” or
“1”, a qubit can have both the values |0i and |1i at the same time. This follows from
the superposition principle of quantum mechanics: generic pure states of the qubit
are given by complex superpositions of |0i and |1i described by two real angles
as parameters, |ψi = cos 2θ |0i + eiϕ sin 2θ |1i. This property—admittedly difficult
to accept based on our everyday “classical” experiences—is the essence of many
interesting phenomena in quantum information processing. For example, the main
advantage of quantum computation over its classical counterpart is due to quantum
parallelism (Deutsch, 1985), the fact that superposition of different inputs to the
calculation may result in exponential speedup on certain problems (Shor, 1994).
However, quantum properties of physical systems are rather fragile. Even looking
at them can destroy their quantum nature, so measurement transforms quantum
information (the two real angles) into classical (a “0” or “1”). Quantum information
cannot be entirely extracted, nor can it be exactly copied or cloned (Wootters and
Zurek, 1982). An immediate consequence is that only one bit can be encoded
in a single qubit if quantum systems are used to represent classical information
(Holevo, 1973). On the other hand, encoding information in quantum states, that
cannot be perfectly discriminated from each other, can be used to establish private
communication channels (Ambainis et. al, 2000; Boykin and Roychowdhury, 2003) or
to hide information (Eggeling and Werner, 2002), and it is fundamental in quantum
cryptographic ciphers (Bennett and Brassard, 1984).
The most interesting physics, however, starts when superposition principle is
applied to multiple subsystems that are separated in space: the existence of entanglement (Schrödinger, 1935) is one of the most peculiar characteristics of quantum
mechanics. Consider for example two distinguishable spin- 21 particles whose total angular momentum is zero. Regarding only the spin component of their wave function,
7
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they can be interpreted as quantum bits. Their spin state, the antisymmetric singlet
is maximally entangled and has the following property. If the spin of the first particle
is measured and found to point in a specific (but random) direction, then the spin of
the other will point to the opposite direction with certainty, even though it has been
indeterminate before. The importance of this phenomenon was first addressed by
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (1935) mainly in philosophical context regarding nonlocality and incompleteness of quantum theory. Later, Bell (1964, 1987) and Clauser
et. al (1969) showed that entanglement leads to correlation between measurement
outcomes that cannot be explained by any local classical theory and is of inherently
quantum origin. Since then, entanglement has become a key resource in quantum
information science. It can assist in implementing various nonlocal quantum information processing tasks when nonlocal operations are otherwise forbidden. It is a
crucial element in quantum secret sharing (Hillery et. al, 1999), quantum data hiding
(Terhal et. al, 2001; DiVincenzo et. al, 2002), spatially (Buhrman et. al, 2001) and
temporally (Brukner et. al, 2003) distributed quantum operations, one-way quantum
computing (Raussendorf and Briegel, 2001), measurement-based universal quantum
computation (Nielsen and Chuang, 1997; Gottesman and Chuang, 1999), dense coding (Bennett and Wiesner, 1992), quantum teleportation (Bennett et. al, 1993), and
quantum communication in general—the main topic of the Dissertation. Entanglement can also be concentrated or diluted (Bennett et. al, 1996a), and entanglement
content can be quantified (Wootters, 1998). More details on these tasks and further
concerns in quantum information theory can be found in (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000;
Bouwmeester et. al, 2000; Galindo and Martı́n-Delgado, 2002; Preskill, 2004).
One of the most fundamental applications of entanglement is quantum teleportation. It is a quantum communication protocol in which entanglement assists in
exchanging quantum information when no direct transfer of any quantum system is
possible and the communicating parties are restricted to local quantum operations
and classical communication. Indeed, entanglement and classical communication
together have the potential to be turned into quantum communication: a generic
unknown qubit state can be perfectly transmitted while using up one pair of maximally entangled qubits (distributed between the parties in advance) and sending
two bits of classical information in forward direction (from the sender to the receiver
of the quantum information).
Less entangled resources like partially entangled or mixed states can also be
used in teleportation. However, the quantum communication capacity of such
teleportation channels (the average quantum information they can convey) is less
than 1 qubit, because imperfect teleportation schemes are either probabilistic or
the transmitted state is distorted implying a decrease in transmission fidelity. For
reversible channels (Nielsen and Caves, 1997), it is possible to undo distortions, but
such schemes are always probabilistic if the resource is not maximally entangled.
Given a realistic, nonideally entangled resource, it is important to know whether the
channel can be reversed and how to construct reversible protocols that are capable
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of exact, albeit probabilistic teleportation of generic quantum states. This question
is addressed and partially solved in Chapter 2.
Exact and deterministic teleportation of a generic qubit state requires one pair
of maximally entangled qubits (1 ebit) and classical communication of two bits,
and these resources are necessary in the sense that neither of them can be cut
down. However, the situation becomes more interesting if the qubit state (the two
real angles) is known to the sender. This case is called remote state preparation,
since quantum communication is combined with quantum state engineering. For
a trivial example, suppose that the sender directly tells the two real angles to the
receiver who then prepares a physical instance of the quantum information locally
at his place. This method (referred to as classical fax ) uses no prior entanglement
but needs classical communication of infinitely many bits to convey the two real
numbers. Remote state preparation includes teleportation as a special case: the
sender can prepare an ancillary qubit in the given state and teleport using 1 ebit
of entanglement and 2 bits of classical communication. In the other limit posed by
causality, the classical communication cost can be arbitrary close to 1 bit per qubit,
but at the cost of using up entangled resources. Besides these two extreme cases,
there is a trade-off among resources. In addition, resources can be cut down if the
input is restricted to an ensemble of special qubit states, and remote preparation of
multiple identical copies of the same state also requires less of the classical resource
than teleportation does. Section 1.2 provides a detailed overview of various remote
state preparation schemes.
It is very important that teleportation does not violate causality: superluminal
signalling is not possible because of the inevitable classical communication that
cannot be faster than light. Furthermore, it does not contradict no-go theorems
on impossibility of cloning of quantum states. The original instance of the input is
destroyed and quantum information is perfectly transferred without leaving traces:
no more information about the input can be gained than what can be learned from
its single instance that arrives at the receiver. The two classical bits involved in
the procedure are random and they do not contain any information about the
input either. All the relevant quantum information is then transmitted over the
entangled resource. Such quantum communication schemes are called oblivious in
general. Evidently, the classical fax method mentioned above is not oblivious. This
aspect is of crucial importance if, for example, quantum communication is introduced
for securing a private communication channel. Oblivious remote state preparation
protocols are also special, because the sender does not really need to know the target
state, it is enough that she has a single specimen of it (Leung and Shor, 2003). It is
therefore important to know in what conditions a remote state preparation protocol
is oblivious. This problem is addressed in Chapter 3, and a sufficient and necessary
condition is given there.

10
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The protocol of quantum teleportation was first extended to states of dynamical
variables with continuous spectra by Vaidman (1994). Such systems are, for example, modes of the electromagnetic field or spinless massive particles moving in one
dimension. In the latter case, the dynamical variables can be the standard position
and momentum, but they can be the canonical action-angle coordinates as well.
Since the spectra of these variables are not the same, there are essentially different
continuous variable teleportation protocols. Good examples are the quantum optical protocol based on quadrature variables of the electromagnetic field (Braunstein
and Kimble, 1998) and another one based on photon number and phase (Milburn
and Braunstein, 1999). Quantum information processing on continuous variables
provides an interesting alternative to the “traditional” qubit-based approach (Lloyd
and Braunstein, 1999; Gottesman et. al, 2001; Bartlett and Sanders, 2002; Bartlett
et. al, 2002; Bartlett and Munro, 2003). There are also probabilistic quantum state
engineering schemes based on conditional measurements performed on one of two
entangled light beams. However, they are different from remote state preparation,
as an essential feature of the latter is that it is deterministic. A comprehensive study
of continuous variable remote state preparation has been missing so far. Chapter 4
intends to fill this gap.
Quantum communication is not a“gedanken”technology. Many important experimental achievements justified its feasibility, approved and further motivated theoretical research on quantum information processing. In the last two decades, various
techniques have been developed to directly control and manipulate individual quantum objects rather than just observe statistical properties of ensembles of quantum
particles. Many gedanken experiments, so popular in the early days of quantum
mechanics, have now been successfully realized. The most efficient methods implementing quantum communication are offered by quantum optics because photons
are easy to manipulate, fast, and relatively robust against decoherence over long
distances. One possibility is to utilize polarization states of photons to represent
qubits. More precisely, two orthogonal modes of the electromagnetic radiation field
are considered, and the two logical levels |0i and |1i of the qubit correspond to a
single photon being in one or in the other mode, respectively. This is called dual-rail
encoding. Recent reviews on optical quantum information processing are provided
by Ralph (2006) and Kok et. al (2007), for the continuous variable case by Braunstein and van Loock (2005), and on applications of quantum cryptography by Gisin
et. al (2002).
Besides photons, polarizable atoms in optical or microwave cavities (Domokos
et. al, 1995; Turchette et. al, 1995), trapped ions (Cirac and Zoller, 1995; Monroe
et. al, 1995), or nuclear spins manipulated by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
techniques (DiVincenzo, 1995; Gershenfeld and Chuang, 1997; Vandersypen et. al,
2001) can also serve as qubits in various quantum information processing tasks.
There are also several proposals based on solid state quantum systems like superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID) (Mooij et. al, 1999; Makhlin et. al,
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2001), quantum dots (Barenco et. al, 1995; Loss and DiVincenzo, 1998; Burkard
et. al, 2002), or nuclear spins doped in silicon (Kane, 1998; Stoneham et. al, 2003).
The Dissertation analyzes theoretical aspects of entanglement assisted quantum
communication in the following organization. Chapter 1 gives an introductory
overview on quantum communication schemes. Descriptions for ideal, imperfect,
and classical (non-quantum) teleportation protocols are given. Then known remote
state preparation schemes are presented that achieve trade-off of resources in various
ways. The question of minimal classical communication cost in the oblivious case is
also addressed. An antilinear operator representation of entanglement is introduced,
a tool that is found extremely useful in the description of entanglement-based
quantum information processing tasks. Chapters 3–4 comprise the main results. In
Chapter 2, reversibility of exact probabilistic teleportation channels is considered,
and a condition of reversibility called “entanglement matching” is provided. Exact
remote state preparation is investigated in Chapter 3 paying special attention to
oblivious schemes. Necessary and sufficient criteria of obliviousness are derived.
Finally, remote preparation is generalized to continuous variable quantum systems in
Chapter 4. Three different setups are shown involving momentum, particle number,
and phase measurement, respectively. Their feasibility in quantum optics is also
examined.

Chapter 1
Principles of entanglement
assisted quantum communication
This Chapter gives an introduction to quantum communication assisted by entanglement and forward classical communication. First, teleportation on discrete and
continuous variable systems is introduced in the ideal and noisy cases. Section 1.1.2
describes the one-time pad cipher as a classical counterpart of teleportation. In
Section 1.2, properties of general, non-teleportation-based quantum communication schemes are summarized. Various remote state preparation protocols achieving
trade-off between entangled resources and classical communication costs are also
presented. Then the issue of quantum communication complexity of oblivious remote state preparation protocols is addressed. Finally, an efficient tool for describing
entangled states is given in Section 1.3.
Quantum communication concerns the transfer of quantum information between
distinct, spatially separated locations. One can conceive of this transfer as direct
transport of the quantum system which represents the quantum information. Such
is the typical picture for everyday classical communication if, for example, electric
current or light pulses are used for messaging. However, it is a fundamental question how quantum information can be transmitted when no quantum systems can
be transported in such a direct way and, in addition, the communicating parties
are confined by superselection rules permitting only local operations and classical
communication (usually abbreviated as LOCC). In general, this task can only be
accomplished by sending all the classical knowledge that is needed to completely
describe the quantum state. For qubits, this means communication of two real
numbers, i.e., infinitely many bits of classical information. The situation changes
dramatically if there is an entangled pair of quantum systems, one half of the pair
in the sender’s possession, the other in the receiver’s. Entangled states could not be
prepared under the superselection rule, but once they exist, they make it possible
to perform many nonlocal operations that are otherwise forbidden by the superselection rule. Motivated by this feature, such states are called entangled resources.
13
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Similar resources are induced by other superselection rules as well (Schuch et. al,
2004; Bartlett et. al, 2006). The classical counterpart of an entangled resource is
a pair of correlated random numbers which are utilized as shared private key in
cryptography.
Given an entangled resource, the question is what are the tasks that the resource
allows one to perform. From the point of view of the Dissertation, quantum communication tasks like teleportation (Bennett et. al, 1993) are the most important,
but examples include entanglement distillation (Bennett et. al, 1996a,b), quantum
computation (Nielsen and Chuang, 1997), quantum secret sharing (Hillery et. al,
1999), etc. It is generally acceptable that every entanglement-based quantum communication protocol consists of the following steps (see Figure 1.1). For historical
reasons, the two parties are called Alice (the sender) and Bob (the receiver).
(i) First, Alice performs some local operation on her part of the entangled pair.
This may involve inclusion of a specially prepared auxiliary system followed
by a joint von Neumann measurement on them as in teleportation, or it can
be a more general transformation characterized by a completely positive trace
preserving map. Since quantum states left at Alice are not concerned in the
quantum communication process, one can safely regard her action as a POVM∗
whose elements are explicitly depending on the target state.
(ii) Then, based on her measurement outcome and possibly on her classical knowledge, she composes a message and transmits it to Bob through a classical
communication channel.
(iii) Finally, conditioned on the message, Bob performs local operations on his
part. He may also attach auxiliary systems as well, and it is not necessary
that the output system, say B 0 , is of the same dimensionality as his half of
the entangled pair, system B. From the point of view of the process, only the
output system is relevant and the others may be traced out. Therefore, it is
safe to regard Bob’s action as a general quantum operation mapping states of
system B to those of system B 0 .
(iv) The Dissertation concentrates on quantum communication schemes using forward classical communication only. In more general, however, Bob’s action
may also have classical outcomes and, if two-way classical communication is
allowed, he can send them back to Alice. Next, depending on his message,
she performs local operations and measurement. Then she sends him her new
result, and so on. . .
∗

Positive operator valued measurements (POVMs) are the most general measurements that can
be performed on quantum systems. A POVM is described by set of positive operators instead of
orthogonal projections, and it can always be traced back to joint von Neumann measurements on
the system and on an ancilla attached to it (Busch et. al, 1991; Peres, 1993).
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time

Alice

A

(i) POVM
measurement
(ii) classical
message

Source of
entanglement

Bob

B

(iii) conditional
operation

B0

space
Figure 1.1: Space-time diagram of a general remote state preparation scheme.
Thick gray lines show paths of quantum systems that represent quantum
information. Entanglement between them is expressed by originating them in
a common source from which they are distributed to the two separate locations
in advance. Dashed arrow denotes one-way classical communication.

Among these quantum communication schemes, two tasks will be studied in
more detail. The first is quantum teleportation in which the transmitted quantum
information is an unknown quantum state which is represented by an auxiliary
quantum system in Alice’s possession. The other is termed remote state preparation,
because the goal is to prepare a given quantum state at Bob’s location. The state
is unknown only to Bob, but Alice has complete classical knowledge of it.

1.1

Quantum teleportation

As a building block in quantum communication, quantum teleportation has attracted
extreme attention in theoretical and experimental research since its appearance
in the paper of Bennett et. al (1993). Most probably because of the ingenious
simplicity of the idea, it has become an étalon in quantum communication to which
everything else is compared or traced back. It would therefore be impossible to give a
comprehensive summary. Instead, only the very first ideas of quantum teleportation
are explained.
Suppose that Alice possesses a two-state physical system in some unknown input
state |φiin . This state is to be destroyed by Alice and resurrected at Bob. In order
to carry out teleportation, Alice and Bob share a bipartite system in an entangled

16
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state, say, the spin singlet state∗
1
(1.1)
|Ψ− iAB = √ (|↑iA |↓iB − |↓iA |↑iB ) .
2
Then Alice performs a specific von Neumann measurement on the joint system
consisting of the input and her half of the entangled pair. It is the Bell measurement
that has the following maximally entangled eigenstates (called Bell states),
√
“00”: |Ψ− iin,A ≡ (|↑iin |↓iA − |↓iin |↑iA )/ 2,
(1.2a)
√
−
“01”: |Φ iin,A ≡ (|↑iin |↑iA − |↓iin |↓iA )/ 2,
(1.2b)
√
+
“10”: |Φ iin,A ≡ (|↑iin |↑iA + |↓iin |↓iA )/ 2,
(1.2c)
√
“11”: |Ψ+ iin,A ≡ (|↑iin |↓iA + |↓iin |↑iA )/ 2.
(1.2d)
Although such a measurement is a nonlocal operation, it is not forbidden by the
superselection rule, since both systems are located at the same place. If the input
state is |φiin = α|↑iin + β|↓iin , the above projections yield the following (unnormed)
states,
“00”:
“01”:
“10”:
“11”:

|ψ00 iin,AB
|ψ01 iin,AB
|ψ10 iin,AB
|ψ11 iin,AB

=
=
=
=

|Ψ− iin,A (α|↑iB + β|↓iB )/2,
|Φ− iin,A (β|↑iB + α|↓iB )/2,
|Φ+ iin,A (−β|↑iB + α|↓iB )/2,
|Ψ+ iin,A (−α|↑iB + β|↓iB )/2.

(1.3a)
(1.3b)
(1.3c)
(1.3d)

Then Alice sends the two bits standing for the measurement result, and Bob applies
a unitary recovery transformation accordingly, either the identity or π-rotation along
the x, y, or z axes,
“00”: Û00 = 1̂ = ( 10 01 ) ,

α|↑iB + β|↓iB → α|↑iB + β|↓iB ,

(1.4a)

“01”: Û01 = σ̂x = ( 01 10 ) ,

β|↑iB + α|↓iB → α|↑iB + β|↓iB ,

(1.4b)

0 1
“10”: Û10 = −iσ̂y = ( −1
0),

−β|↑iB + α|↓iB → α|↑iB + β|↓iB ,

(1.4c)

0
“11”: Û11 = −σ̂z = ( 10 −1
),

−α|↑iB + β|↓iB → α|↑iB + β|↓iB .

(1.4d)

In the end, Bob arrives at a state which is identical to the unknown input state, while
the original instance of it is destroyed in the Bell measurement. Thus, teleportation
does not contradict no-go theorems on impossibility of copying (cloning) quantum
states (Wootters and Zurek, 1982). Nor does it violate causality: superluminal
signalling is not possible because Bob needs the classical message to restore the
state, while the unrestored state is totally mixed from his point of view and, thus, he
cannot extract any information from it. Finally, the protocol is exact, deterministic,
and also oblivious, since all the four outcomes occur with equal probability of 1/4.
∗

Note on nomenclature: subscript letters denote the appropriate state spaces for vectors and
density operators throughout the document. The same symbol with different subscripts intends to
mean that the same quantum information is represented on different systems.
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Alice
DV1

DV2

DH1

DH2

PBS
Pol.

PBS
BS

1

Bob
PBS’
D3

2
D4

pump
pulse
4

BBO

3

DIdler

Figure 1.2: Schematic drawing of the experimental setup of Bouwmeester et. al
(1997) for probabilistic quantum teleportation of a qubit. A pulse of ultraviolet
laser pump passing through a nonlinear (BBO) crystal creates the entangled
pair of photons 2 and 3. During its second passage through the crystal after
retroflection, the same pulse creates the input photon 1 and the idler photon 4.
The “unknown” polarization state of the input is prepared using a polarizer
plate (Pol.). Bell state analysis is performed using a symmetric beam splitter
(BS) and photodetectors that separately detect horizontally and vertically
polarized photons due to the two polarizing beam splitters (PBS). A threefold coincidence of detectors DIdler , DH1 , and DV2 or of DIdler , DV1 , and DH2
identifies the Bell state |Ψ− i12 , in which case photon 3 is successfully prepared
in the input state and this fact can be verified by detectors D3 and D4 .

The scheme described here was first realized experimentally in quantum optical
context by Bouwmeester et. al (1997) in Innsbruck. They used photon polarization
as carrier of quantum information: the horizontal and vertical polarization states
of a single photon corresponded to the logical basis states of the qubit. The entangled resource was generated in type-II parametric down-conversion process in the
following way (see Figure 1.2). In a nonlinear optical crystal (BBO) a pump laser
pulse of frequency 2ω created a pair of orthogonally polarized photons of frequency
ω, propagating in specific non-collinear directions such that the joint state of the
two photons were
1
|Ψi23 = √ (|Hi2 |V i3 + eiϕ |V i2 |Hi3 ),
2

(1.5)

where state |Hi2 |V i3 means that the photon in path 2 is horizontally polarized
while that in path 3 is vertically polarized. The pulse was reflected back through
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the crystal to create a second pair of photons in paths 1 and 4. Photon 4 was used
as a trigger to indicate the presence of photon 1. The polarizer plate (Pol.) was
used to prepare photon 1 in the input state |ψi1 = α|Hi1 + β|V i1 to be teleported.
The Bell state analysis was performed as follows. Beams 1 and 2 were let interfere
on a symmetric beam splitter (BS) which maps the four Bell states to
1
|Ψ− i = √ (|Hi1 |V i2 − |V i1 |Hi2 )
2
1
|Ψ+ i = √ (|Hi1 |V i2 + |V i1 |Hi2 )
2
1
|Φ− i = √ (|Hi1 |Hi2 − |V i1 |V i2 )
2
1
|Φ+ i = √ (|Hi1 |Hi2 + |V i1 |V i2 )
2

1
−→ √ (|Hi1 |V i2 − |V i1 |Hi2 ),
2
1
−→ √ (|HV i1 − |HV i2 ),
2
1
−→ (|2Hi1 − |2Hi2 − |2V i1 + |2V i2 ),
2
1
−→ (|2Hi1 − |2Hi2 + |2V i1 − |2V i2 ),
2

(1.6a)
(1.6b)
(1.6c)
(1.6d)

where |2Hi1 denotes the state in which both photons are horizontally polarized
and located along path 1. State |Ψ− i can be uniquely discriminated by detecting
one photon in each outgoing paths of the beam splitter, more precisely, by recording either of the three-fold coincidences DIdler DH1 DV2 or DIdler DV1 DH2 . Similarly,
state |Ψ+ i can be uniquely discriminated by recording either of the three-fold coincidences DIdler DH1 DV1 or DIdler DH2 DV2 . However, states |Φ− i and |Φ+ i cannot be
distinguished from each other in this way. Note that a complete Bell measurement is
never possible using linear optical elements and photon detectors only (Lütkenhaus
et. al, 1999). If the Bell state |Ψ− i12 is detected, the outgoing photon 3 is just in
the initial state of photon 1 which then can be checked using polarization analysis
with the polarizing beam splitter (PBS’) and detectors D3 and D4 .
Other optical realizations of quantum teleportation include (Boschi et. al, 1998;
Jennewein et. al, 2002; Lombardi et. al, 2002; Marcikic et. al, 2003). Teleportation
was also proved using nuclear magnetic resonance techniques (Nielsen et. al, 1998),
and with trapped ions (Riebe et. al, 2004; Barrett et. al, 2004).
The extension to D dimensional systems is straightforward. Instead of a pair of
spin- 21 particles in the singlet state, parties would share a pair of particles with D
orthogonal internal states that is in the maximally entangled symmetric state
D
1 X
|ΨiAB = √
|jiA |jiB .
D j=1

(1.7)

As before, Alice performs a joint measurement on the input system and her part of
the pair, namely, generalized Bell measurement with eigenstates
D
1 X
|Ψkl iAB = √
e2πijk/D |jiA |j ⊕ liB ,
D j=1

(1.8)
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where ⊕ denotes addition modulo D. Once Bob learns from Alice that she has
obtained the result (k, l), he performs the following unitary transformation on his
part of the previously entangled pair,
Ûkl =

D
X

e2πijk/D |jiBB hj ⊕ l|.

(1.9)

j=1

This brings his particle to the input state, and teleportation is completed.
The protocol can be further extended to states of dynamical variables with continuous spectra (Vaidman, 1994; Braunstein and Kimble, 1998; Furusawa et. al, 1998;
Takei et. al, 2005). Such systems are, for example, modes of the electromagnetic
field or collective excitations in macroscopic atomic ensembles (Hammerer et. al,
2005). The entangled resource is the ideal, albeit unphysical state proposed by
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (1935), which is infinitely entangled with respect to
relative position and total momentum. Its wave function in position and momentum
representations reads
ΨEPR (xA , xB ) = δ(xA − xB ),

Ψ̃EPR (pA , pB ) = δ(pA + pB ),

(1.10)

respectively. First, Alice takes her half of the pair and the input system whose state
φ(x) is unknown. It is the simultaneous measurement of relative position and total
momentum that corresponds to Bell measurement for continuous variables. If the
measured position difference and momentum sum is y and q, respectively, the wave
function of the corresponding eigenstate is
Ψy,q (x, xA ) = e−iqx δ(x − xA − y),

Ψ̃y,q (p, pA ) = e−iypA δ(p + pA − q).

(1.11)

dxdxA Ψ∗y,q (x, xA )φ(x)ΨEPR (xA , xB ) = eiq(xB +y) φ(xB + y).

(1.12)

Bob’s conditional state is then
ψy,q (xB ) =

Z

Applying space translation xB 7→ xB − y and momentum boost pB 7→ pB − q, Bob
obtains the original input state φ(xB ) and, thus, the protocol is completed.
Teleportation of an N dimensional state requires an N dimensional maximally
entangled state—which is quantified as 1 eNit = log2 N ebits of entanglement—and
classical communication of 2 log2 N bits, while the amount of transmitted quantum
information is 1 quNit = log2 N qubits∗ . That is, teleportation “consumes” as resources 1 ebit of entanglement and 2 bits of classical communication per each qubit
∗

The fact that information can be quantified was anticipated by Szilárd (1929). The notion of
bit as the unit of classical information was introduced by Shannon (Shannon and Weaver, 1949).
The term qubit can refer to the equivalence class of two-level quantum systems, but here it is the
unit of quantum information (Schumacher, 1995). On the entanglement content of bipartite states
and on the equivalence of different states having the same degree of entanglement, see for example
(Lo and Popescu, 1999).
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transmitted. If a protocol analogous to teleportation required less than 2 bits per
qubit, that would contradict causality. Indeed, combining it with dense coding (Bennett and Wiesner, 1992), it would be possible to signal 2 bits at the cost of actually
communicating less than 2 bits. If it required less then 1 ebit of entanglement, it
could be used to create 1 ebit, though local operations and classical communication
cannot increase entanglement. Thus, these resources are necessary in the sense that
neither of them can be cut down.

1.1.1

Teleportation using partially entangled resources

Quantum teleportation can be hardly realized in the ideal way as described in the
preceding Section. There are imperfections both in shared entangled resources and
in joint Bell measurements, which lead to a decrease in the fidelity of transmission.
Popescu (1994) was the first to point out that teleportation is also possible using
mixed states but with a fidelity less than 1. Banaszek (2000) showed a method
to optimize teleportation fidelity when partially entangled resources are used. An
upper bound of fidelity was provided by Horodecki et. al (1999).
In some cases, the state transfer can be exact (with unit fidelity) but at the
cost that the process sometimes fails, so the probability of success (also called
efficiency) is less than 1. These protocols are termed probabilistic or conditional.
For example, if only the entangled resource is noisy, teleportation can be preceded
by a probabilistic entanglement distillation process (Bennett et. al, 1996a,b). In
conclusive teleportation (Mor, 1996; Mor and Horodecki, 1999), direct application
of partially entangled or even mixed states and generalized measurements (POVMs)
are considered. In the protocol of Li et. al (2000), nonunitary transformations are
performed on Bob’s qubit which can be realized only in inherently probabilistic way.
Furthermore, it was shown that nonmaximally entangled resources are applicable for
quantum teleportation of qubit states provided that Alice’s measurement “matches”
the entangled resource. Similar optimization problem was analyzed by Agrawal
and Pati (2002), who included the possibility of entanglement concentration into
the argument. Application of nonmaximally entangled resources also appeared in
the context of teleportation of qubits represented by coherent-state superpositions
(Jeong et. al, 2001; Zheng et. al, 2003).
A more general criterion for quantum teleportation, that applies to higher dimensional state spaces as well, was given by Nielsen and Caves (1997). They investigated teleportation in the context of quantum channels or superoperators and
pointed out the importance of the concept of (unitary) reversibility of quantum operations. They showed that exact teleportation schemes are necessarily oblivious, and
they also proved in general that unconditional faithful teleportation is only possible
if a maximally entangled pure resource is used and generalized Bell measurement
is performed. For probabilistic protocols, the problem of reversibility is analyzed
in more detail in Section 2.1. For probabilistic exact teleportation, a quite general
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criterion appeared in (Li et. al, 2002). However, it is an open question what kinds
of imperfections permit the existence of probabilistic protocols at all, or how to construct Alice’s measurement for a given partially entangled resource in order for exact
probabilistic teleportation schemes to succeed. This latter question is answered in
Section 2.2.

1.1.2

The one-time pad

The famous cryptographic algorithm of Vernam (1926) can be regarded as a classical
analogue of quantum teleportation. The cipher requires that Alice and Bob share
the same key. The key consists of random bits (shared randomness) and it is private,
i.e., it is known to Alice and Bob only. In the encryption process, she simply adds
each bit of the key K to the corresponding bit of the plain-text message M to
obtain the cipher-text code C = M ⊕ K (where ⊕ denotes bitwise binary addition
modulo 2, also called xor). It is then sent to Bob by broadcasting it through
a one-way classical communication channel. As usual in information theory, it is
assumed that the channel is public but unjammable (noiseless) and authenticated
(not forged or tampered with). Then Bob decrypts the message by subtracting the
key, i.e., C K = M . As long as the key is not shorter than the message, the
bits of the cipher text are as random as those of the key and, therefore, they do not
contain any information about the original plain-text message. Rigorously proved by
Shannon (1949), the presented cryptographic algorithm is perfectly secure according
to information theory. Since it is essential for perfect security that the key is used
only once and only for a single encryption, it is termed “one-time pad”.
The classical cipher can be implemented on quantum systems using a classical
communication channel as follows. The possible messages are represented by the
orthonormal computational basis |ii where i = 0, . . . , (2n −1) for n-bit-long messages.
A particular message is denoted by the state |M i. The shared random key is
represented by a bipartite quantum system being in the classically correlated state
ρAB

n −1
1 2X
|iiAA hi| ⊗ |iiBB hi|,
=
N i=0

(1.13)

where subsystem A (B) is in the possession of Alice (Bob). After measuring her part
of the key in the computational basis and finding it in state |KiA , Alice can compose
the classical cipher text as C = M ⊕ K, which is then transmitted to Bob through
the classical channel. Depending on the cipher text, Bob applies a permutation on
the computational basis, namely the unitary operation
UC =

n −1
2X

i=0

|C

iiBB hi|

(1.14)
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on his part of the key. This way, the state of his system is transformed into the
original message state |M iB , and the decryption process is completed. The protocol
described above is a remote state preparation protocol in which the ensemble of
preparable states consists of the orthonormal computational basis, and the shared
entangled resource is a classically correlated pair. The cipher can also be considered
as a classical limit of quantum teleportation (Koniorczyk et. al, 2001; Koniorczyk,
2002).

1.2

Classification of remote state preparation
protocols

Remote state preparation is similar to quantum teleportation in that it achieves
quantum communication using previously shared entangled resources and forward
classical communication. The main difference is that, unlike teleportation, Alice has
complete classical knowledge of the state she wants to transmit. This distinction,
however, makes remote state preparation have wider possibilities. First of all,
teleportation can be regarded as a special case of remote state preparation: Alice
can prepare the state herself and teleport it to Bob, requiring 2 bits and 1 ebit per
qubit as resources. But remote state preparation can be realized in many other
ways. For example, Alice can send all her classical knowledge about the target state
to Bob, and he prepares it locally from scratch. This simple protocol (referred to as
classical fax) consumes no prior entanglement but necessitates the transmission of
infinitely many bits of classical information describing the arbitrary target state.
The remaining Subsections describe well-known finite dimensional or asymptotic
remote state preparation schemes and classify them according to how many resources
they consume and whether they are (i) exact or approximate, (ii) deterministic or
probabilistic, (iii) oblivious or not. A scheme is called exact (or faithful ) if the
output state exactly coincides with the one Alice intended to prepare, that is, its
fidelity is 1. Otherwise, it is an approximate scheme if its fidelity is greater than
1 −  (with  being a given small number). It can also be asymptotically exact if it
is approximate but the fidelity tends to 1 as the dimensionality of the system goes
to infinity. Form another point of view, it is deterministic if it always succeeds. On
the other hand, it is probabilistic if there is a finite probability of failure which is
indicated to Bob and then the whole process should be repeated usually with a new
entangled resource. It can also be asymptotically deterministic if this probability
tends to zero as the dimensionality goes to infinity. Note that a probabilistic exact
scheme can be made deterministic but approximate by neglecting the possibility of
failure. Indeed, the average fidelity drops if failure events are not discriminated.
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Low-entanglement schemes

In quantum teleportation, the resources cannot be cut down. In remote state preparation, however, the fact that Alice has complete classical knowledge of the target
state permits trade-off of resources: to communicate more of classical information
and use less of entangled resources, or vice versa. Teleportation naturally divides
the picture into a high and low-entanglement region where the number of ebits per
remotely prepared qubit is greater than and less than 1, respectively. There is a
large qualitative difference in the methods used for these two cases.
The low-entanglement protocols described by Devetak and Berger (2001), and
also by Bennett et. al (2001) are referred to as teleportation-based ones. They
involve sending classical information about the states themselves causing a reduction
in the posterior von Neumann entropy from Bob’s point of view, and teleportation of
Schumacher compressed states. Suppose, for example, that Alice tells Bob whether
the pure qubit state she wants to prepare lies in the upper or lower half of the Bloch
sphere. His initial knowledge about the target state is reflected by the totally mixed
density matrix 12 1̂, and his uncertainty is quantified by its von Neumann entropy,
S( 12 1̂) = 1. After he learns that the target state is, say, in the upper hemisphere,
his knowledge is given by the density matrix ρ̂ which is obtained by averaging over
pure states on the upper hemisphere, and his uncertainty is about S(ρ̂) ≈ 0.81. For
an asymptotically large number N of qubits, N bits determine in which hemisphere
each qubit lies, and the uncertainty left in N qubits can be compressed into 0.81N
qubits according to Schumacher’s quantum coding theorem (Schumacher, 1995).
This smaller amount of qubits is then teleported using 0.81N ebits of entanglement
and sending 2 × 0.81N additional classical bits. Finally, Bob decompresses the
teleported state and arrives at the original N qubits. In average, 0.81 ebits of
entanglement and (1 + 2 × 0.81) = 2.62 bits of classical communication is needed per
each qubit prepared. The more classical information is provided about the target
states, the less entanglement is needed (see Figure 1.3). The classical fax protocol
provides the limit of no entanglement, while pure teleportation is the other limit.
More detailed analysis on trading resources involving direct transfer of quantum
systems and restrictions on preparable ensembles are given by (Abeyesinghe and
Hayden, 2003; Bennett et. al, 2005).

1.2.2

High-entanglement schemes

In the high-entanglement region, the number of ebits and classical bits per qubit
are greater than 1 and less than 2, respectively. Moreover, causality also provides
a lower bound for classical communication cost: it cannot be less than 1 bit. This
region is accessed by qualitatively different methods. While teleportation of a manyqubit state requires independent manipulation of multiple entangled pairs, highentanglement remote state preparation schemes are based on certain generalized
measurements that Alice performs jointly on her halves of the entangled pairs.
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Figure 1.3: Classical communication and entanglement costs when trading off
resources. The dotted curve corresponds to the low-entanglement method of
Devetak and Berger (2001), while the solid curve shows the protocol of Bennett
et. al (2001), point T denoting teleportation and R being the column method
with entanglement recycling. The shaded area is forbidden by causality. The
figure is taken from (Bennett et. al, 2001).

Column method. In the protocol of Bennett et. al (2001), a large amount of
shared entanglement enables general states to be remotely prepared at an asymptotic
cost of one bit per qubit. Suppose that Alice wishes to remotely prepare a large
number of general pure qubit states |ψ1 i, |ψ2 i, . . . , |ψn i, and that she and Bob
share an unlimited supply of singlets in state (1.1). For each j = 1, . . . , n, Alice
takes one of her singlets and measures it in the basis {|ψj i, |ψj⊥ i} where |ψj⊥ i denotes
the antipodal (orthogonal) state to |ψj i. Due to the antisymmetry in the singlet
state, if the outcome is |ψj⊥ i, she knows that Bob’s remaining half of the singlet is
in the desired state |ψj i. So Alice registers her outcomes in a column writing 1 for
a success (meaning Bob’s half is in |ψj i) and 0 for a failure (meaning Bob’s half is
in the antipodal state). She does this without telling Bob anything. She repeats the
whole procedure with another column, and another one . . . , until she measured a
total of m columns. The probability that she does not find a column of all ones after
measuring m = 2n+log n columns decreases exponentially with n. Thus, n + log n bits
are asymptotically sufficient for Alice to tell Bob the index of a randomly chosen
column of all ones. Bob then keeps the states in the successful column and discards
all the others. The asymptotic classical communication cost of this method is only
limn (n + log n)/n = 1 bit. On the other hand, the protocol wastes a huge amount
of entanglement, proportional to 2n ebits per qubit sent if n qubits are transmitted
in a bunch. Note that the protocol could be modified so that only about 3.79 ebits
are needed per qubit (see the point R in Figure 1.3), but that would require back
communication.
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Protocol Π. Another improved method of Bennett et. al (2005) reaches the
asymptotic rate of 1 ebit and 1 bit per qubit. It is exact, but only asymptotically
deterministic. It is based on randomizing sets of unitaries in D dimensional Hilbert
spaces. It can be shown that, given a nonzero  error, there exists a set of K unitaries
Ûk (k = 1, . . . , K) such that they approximately randomize any state |ψi, i.e., one
get an almost maximally mixed state when averaging their effect on |ψi,
K
1 X
1
Ûk |ψihψ|Ûk† − 1̂ ≤ ,
K k=1
D

(1.15)

and the cardinality K is bounded from above by
K≤



10


2



D log

20D
.



(1.16)

In particular, for  = 0, the generalized Pauli (also called Weyl) operators satisfy
(1.15) with K = D2 . Suppose now that Alice and Bob share the D dimensional
maximally entangled state (1.7), and she performs a generalized measurement given
by the following positive operators,
D
Ûk |ψ ∗ ihψ ∗ |Ûk† ,
Âk =
K(1 + )

Âfailure = 1̂ −

K
X

Âk ,

(1.17)

k=1

where |ψ ∗ i is the complex conjugate of the target state |ψi. Then she announces
the result (either “failure” or the number k = 1, . . . , K). If it is not “failure”, say k,
Bob applies the unitary transformation ÛkT on his part of the entangled pair. The
probability of failure is less then , and the classical communication cost is log2 K
bits. First taking the limit D → ∞ and then  → 0, one obtains an asymptotically
deterministic scheme that uses 1 ebit of entanglement and asymptotically 1 bit of
classical communication per qubit.

1.2.3

Equatorial method

A conceptually different kind of remote state preparation was introduced by Pati
(2000). This achieves trade-off from another point of view: resources can also be
cut down if the input is restricted to an ensemble of special pure qubit states. For
example, equatorial or circles on the Bloch sphere can be prepared remotely with
probability 1 using 1 ebit of entanglement and 1 bit of classical communication.
Suppose that Alice and Bob share the singlet state (1.1). This state has the property
that the total spin of the two particles is zero. Therefore, measuring the spin
component of the first in spatial direction ~n and finding it in state |↑, ~niA imply
that the second will be in the antipodal (orthogonal) state |↓, ~niB = |↑, −~niB with
certainty. So if Alice wants to prepare the state |↑, ~niB remotely, the only thing she
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Outcome of Alice’s
measurement

Bob’s conditional
state

Bob’s state after
recovery rotation

A

B

|↓, ~niA
good outcome

|↑, ~niB
final state

A

B

B

|↑, ~niA
wrong outcome

|↓, ~niB
intermediate state

|↑, ~niB
final state

Figure 1.4: Remote preparation of equatorial qubit states. Arrows in the
Bloch spheres illustrate the orientation of spins A and B in different stages of
the scheme. The rows of the table show the two possible outcomes of Alice’s
measurement. In the first, no recovery is required, while Bob needs to correct
his state by rotating his spin along the z axis in the second case.

needs to do is to measure the spin component of her part of the entangled pair in
direction ~n. If the good outcome |↓, ~niA occurs (and this happens with probability 12 ),
then she signals Bob that remote state preparation has been successfully completed
with no further actions needed from him. However, if she finds the wrong outcome
|↑, ~niA , then his state is just orthogonal to what she intended to prepare. In this
case, she signals him this fact, and he has to apply a mirroring transformation to
recover the target state (see Figure 1.4).
Unfortunately, the transformation that maps an arbitrary pure qubit state to its
antipodal complement, α|0i + β|1i 7→ β ∗ |0i − α∗ |1i, is antiunitary and, therefore,
it cannot be realized. Only unitary transformations can be realized, and they all
correspond to spatial rotations of the spin along some axis. However, restricted to
states on the equator of the Bloch sphere, namely, to states of the form
√
|↑, ~ni = (|0i + eiϕ |1i)/ 2,

(1.18)
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the unitary π-rotation along the z axis is equivalent to the required antiunitary
recovery transformation. Thus, if Alice and Bob agrees in advance that she will only
send equatorial states, he is able to realize the recovery transformation. Similarly,
π-rotation along the y axis can be used in remote preparation of states on a polar
great circle that are real superpositions of the computational basis states.
To conclude, remote preparation of equatorial states is possible using 1 ebit of
entanglement and 1 bit of classical communication. The ensemble of equatorial
states (1.18) is parameterized by an angle ϕ which is the free parameter that is
under Alice’s control but unknown to Bob. The protocol is exact and deterministic.
Moreover, it does not suffer from difficulties associated with Bell measurement in
quantum teleportation (Lütkenhaus et. al, 1999), because Alice performs a simple
onepartite projective measurement. Furthermore, instead of the four unitaries of
teleportation, Bob applies either nothing or a z-rotation.
Note that other ensembles can be prepared similarly: states on any great circle
of the Bloch sphere can be prepared remotely if Alice and Bob agree previously that
she only sends states on that great circle. Then Bob has to apply π-rotation along
the axis perpendicular to that great circle. Reversely, if there is an ensemble of states
that can be remotely prepared by using 1 bit from Alice to Bob, then this ensemble
must be a great circle (Ye et. al, 2004). Moreover, the ensemble can be a small circle
as well, if and only if Alice and Bob share a pure partially entangled resource.
For qubit systems, all great circles are equivalent up to rotations of the Bloch
sphere, so states on a specific great circle can be described both as real superpositions
in one basis and as equally weighted superpositions in another basis. In the more general D dimensional case, however, these two kinds of ensembles do not coincide. Zeng
and Zhang (2002) have shown that real superpositions of the computational basis—a
generalization of polar great circles—can only be prepared remotely if the dimensionality of the Hilbert space is 2, 4, or 8, while equally weighted superpositions of all
the computational basis states—a generalization of equatorial states (1.18)—can be
remotely prepared in arbitrary dimensions. One may wonder if there are other possibilities to generalize great circles of the qubit case, and what are the most general
form of such finite dimensional remote state preparation schemes. A combination of
the equatorial and polar generalizations is suggested in Section 3.2.3. The equatorial
method is also extended to infinite dimensional quantum systems in Chapter 4.
In the following, a brief description of the generalized equatorial case is given
following Ye et. al (2004). The entanglement and classical communication costs are
log2 D bits and log2 D ebits, respectively, and the scheme is exact deterministic.
Suppose that Alice and Bob share the pure entangled state
|ΨiAB =

D
X
j=1

αj |jiA |jiB ,

(1.19)
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with αj and |ji being the Schmidt numbers and orthonormal Schmidt vectors of the
entangled state, respectively. With this resource, states of the form
|ψiB =

D
X

αj eiϕj |jiB

(1.20)

j=1

can be remotely prepared using log2 D bits of classical communication. The angles ϕj
are free parameters controlled by Alice. Because of the irrelevant global phase of the
target state (1.20), only D−1 of them are independent. The remote state preparation
protocol is as follows. First, Alice locally transforms the shared state into
0

|Ψ iAB =

D
X

αj eiϕj |jiA |jiB .

(1.21)

j=1
iϕj
This is possible, e.g., with the unitary operation V̂ = D
|jiAA hj|. Then she
j=1 e
performs a projective measurement on her system with eigenstates,

P

D
1 X
e2πijk/D |jiA .
|φk iA = √
D j=1

(1.22)

Note that |φk i is the quantum Fourier transform of the basis. Then she sends her
measurement result, say k, to Bob. Bob’s unnormalized conditional state becomes
D
1 X
αj eiϕj −2πijk/D |jiB .
|ψk iB = A hφk |Ψ0 iAB = √
D j=1

(1.23)

By applying the unitary recovery transformation
Ûk =

D
X

e2πijk/D |jiBB hj|,

(1.24)

j=1

he arrives at state (1.20), which no longer depends on the measurement result.
The number of possible outcomes yielded by Alice’s projective measurement is D,
in contrast with D2 in teleportation. The unitaries Bob needs to implement form a
commutative subgroup of the Weyl group of teleportation, namely, it is isomorphic
to the cyclic group ZD (the group of integer addition modulo D). Moreover, for
generalized equatorial states, these unitaries form an exactly randomizing set in the
sense of Equation (1.15) with  = 0. The ensemble of states that can be prepared
is a D − 1 dimensional real manifold. The probability of each outcome is 1/D
independently of the target state and, therefore, the scheme is oblivious.
Remote preparation of states on equatorial or polar great circles has been experimentally verified using nuclear magnetic resonance techniques (Peng et. al, 2003),
with photon polarization states (Babichev et. al, 2004; Peters et. al, 2005; Xiang
et. al, 2005), and on optically trapped single atoms (Rosenfeld et. al, 2006).
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Oblivious schemes

As the notion of obliviousness is a central issue of the Dissertation, it is now revisited
in more details. A remote state preparation scheme is called oblivious if
(i) the probability with which Alice sends a particular classical message does not
depend on the target state (the message provides no information on it), and
(ii) the quantum systems at Bob’s hand (including incidental byproducts of the
protocol) or the environment contain no extra information about the target
state, so that Bob cannot learn more about the target state than what can
be inferred from the single instance he received, even if he deviates from the
protocol.
It has been already mentioned that teleportation regarded as remote state preparation as well as the equatorial method (Section 1.2.3) are oblivious. Evidently, lowentanglement schemes (Section 1.2.1) are not oblivious, since they do not satisfy the
(i) part of the definition. It is less trivial that the column method and protocol Π
(Section 1.2.2) violate the second.
The reader may wonder why to emphasize obliviousness. An intriguing question
about quantum communication is whether the relevant information describing the
target state is transmitted over the classical communication channel or the entangled
resource. In the latter case, no access to it can be gained from the classical message, which is essential if the protocol is used as a private communication channel.
But a protocol may also leak quantum information if it is non-oblivious. Because
of impossibility of cloning, such a leakage would either imply losses and non-unit
transmission fidelity, or make it necessary to introduce redundant encoding of quantum information. On the other hand, as it was shown by Leung and Shor (2003),
an exact deterministic oblivious protocol (capable of remotely preparing a generic
pure state) can always be modified to require from Alice only a single specimen of
the target state without the need of her complete classical knowledge of it, while the
entangled and classical communication costs are not changed. The modified protocol is equivalent to the original in the sense that it provides the same sates at Bob’s
hand with the same probability distribution of classical messages and, therefore, requires the same actions from Bob, but Alice performs a joint Bell-like measurement
as in teleportation. In addition, the modified protocol is also capable of remotely
preparing states that are entangled with other quantum systems, therefore, lower
bounds on classical and entangled resources apply to it: it must use at least as many
resource as required in teleportation. The fact that only pure states are allowed but
not entangled ones, and that Alice actually knows the state, does not make oblivious
protocols better than teleportation.
Similar results were derived by Hayashi et. al (2003) but without requiring that
the protocol be oblivious. Instead, they assumed that there are no other byproduct
systems involved, more precisely, the dimension of the subsystems in the entangled
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state is the same as the dimension of the Hilbert space of the target state. Note that
the (ii) part of the definition of obliviousness is still satisfied. In this case, Bob’s
conditional quantum operation can be safely assumed to be a unitary transformation.
If it is denoted by Ûm for the outcome m which occurs with probability pm (ψ)
that may depend on the target state |ψi, the following is a necessary and sufficient
condition for such a protocol to exist,
X
m

†
pm (ψ)Ûm
|ψihψ|Ûm =

1
1̂,
D

for any |ψi ∈ H .

(1.25)

The equation expresses the fact that Bob’s state is not changed by Alice’s local action
†
as long as the outcome of the measurement is unspecified. Indeed, Ûm
|ψihψ|Ûm
is Bob’s conditional state just before his recovery transformation, and the sum is
nothing else than statistical averaging over Alice’s measurement outcomes. On the
other hand, the maximally mixed partial density operator of the shared resource
stands at the right-hand side of the equation. Using this condition, it can be proved
that remote preparation of a generic qubit requires 2 bits and 1 ebit as resources.
For higher dimensions, however, it is still an open question whether the classical
cost can be reduced by abandoning the condition of obliviousness.
The question of optimal classical communication in remote state preparation was
initially posed by Lo (2000). He recognized the first that preparation of n identical
copies of a qubit state requires less of the classical resource than teleportation does,
and other restrictions on the preparable ensemble which are known to both parties
diminish the classical cost as well. He conjectured that exact deterministic remote
preparation of a generic finite dimensional pure state requires 2 bits of classical communication per qubit. Although no counterexamples have been found, the conjecture
has not yet been completely proved. It is valid only with certain strong constraints:
besides being exact, deterministic, and capable of remote preparation of a generic
finite dimensional state, it is required that the protocol is either oblivious or free of
byproducts, or it has deterministic classical communication and entanglement costs.
High-entanglement schemes (Section 1.2.2) have an asymptotic cost of 1 bit per
qubit, so if the dimensionality is high enough, they require less than 2, albeit more
than 1 bit per qubit. Thus they seem to contradict Lo’s conjecture. Regarding
the possibility of failure when not in the asymptotics, these schemes are either not
deterministic or not exact, or they use probabilistic amount of resources (they fall
back on teleportation in the worst case, resulting a cost of more than 3 bits per
qubit). Moreover, they are not oblivious.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Bennett et. al (2005) introduced the notion
of approximate obliviousness for deterministic protocols. Instead of the a priori
concept of what Bob must not learn, it is based on that he gets nothing that he
could not have simulated himself from the only instance of the prepared state, even
if he deviates from the protocol. Suppose Alice wants to remotely prepare a state
(density operator) σ̂, and Bob receives a close approximation ρ̂. Including Alice’s
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classical message and other systems that the protocol may yield as byproduct, all
that Bob gets from Alice can be described by an extended state ρ̂0 . From this state,
he arrives at the actual output state ρ̂ after applying his local recovery operation.
If ρ̂0 contains no extra information with respect to what is contained in ρ̂, then it
can be simulated from ρ̂: there is a completely positive trace preserving map T that
maps ρ̂0 to ρ̂; this is in a certain sense the inverse of Bob’s recovery transformation.
Now, the protocol is called approximately oblivious with parameter δ if there exists
a completely positive trace preserving map T that maps the output state ρ̂ to a
close approximation of ρ̂0 ,
kρ̂0 − T (ρ̂)k ≤ δ.
(1.26)
If the map T is the closest simulation and still it cannot simulate all Bob has received,
then the protocol leaks information about the target state. In the definition, δ gives
an upper bound on this leakage. If δ tends to zero while increasing dimensionalities,
the protocol is called asymptotically oblivious.
Consider, for example, protocol Π (see Section 1.2.2). Although it is an exact
probabilistic scheme, it can be made approximate, deterministic and approximatively
oblivious by having Alice fake by randomly choosing one of the “good” messages in
case of “failure”. A successful outcome, say k, occurs with probability 1/[K(1 + )],
and in this case, Bob’s state is ρ̂k = ÛkT σ̂ Ûk∗ . Taking into account the classical
message he received from Alice, his extended state is ρ̂0k = |kihk| ⊗ ÛkT σ̂ Ûk∗ , where
the first system registers the classical message using orthonormal states |ki, and the
second system is Bob’s half of the entangled pair, the actual conditional output.
On the other hand, the failure event occurs with probability /(1 + ), and Bob’s
unnormalized state becomes
K
X

1
1
ρ̂failure = 1̂ −
Û ∗ |ψihψ|ÛkT .
1+
D
K(1 + ) k=1 k

(1.27)

In this case, she sends him a randomly chosen k, so his extended state is ρ̂0failure =
1̂/K ⊗ ρ̂failure . Summing up all the possibilities weighted by the corresponding
probabilities, his extended state reads
K
K
X
 0
1
1 X
0
ρ̂ =
ρ̂failure +
ρ̂k =
|kihk| ⊗ ÛkT σ̂ Ûk∗ + Ô(),
1+
K(1 + ) k=1
K k=1
0

(1.28)

where Equation (1.15) ensures that the norm of the remaining part kÔ()k ≤
3/(1 + ). Therefore, one can choose the completely positive simulating map as
P
T
∗
T (σ̂) ≡ K1 K
k=1 |kihk| ⊗ Ûk σ̂ Ûk , and find that protocol Π is approximately oblivious
with parameter δ = 3/(1+). In the limit D → ∞ and  → 0, the protocol becomes
asymptotically exact and also asymptotically oblivious, but the asymptotic classical
communication cost is only 1 bit per qubit. Another example for asymptotically
oblivious protocols is the column method that is analyzed in Section 3.2.1.
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Antilinear operator description of
entanglement

In quantum mechanics, antilinearity (conjugate linearity) is well known from symmetries with time reversal operations and from the representation theory of groups and
algebras. Quantum information theory offers several other interesting applications.
Besides discusing some of these, this Section is devoted to introduce an antilinear
operator formalism to describe or estimate effects of entanglement—a tool not so
widespread in the quantum information community.
Antilinear operators are intrinsically nonlocal: mathematically, one cannot tensor
them with the identity or with any linear operator consistently; physically, it is not
allowed to execute an antilinear transformation on one half of a bipartite system
while doing nothing on the other. For example, consider the transposition of density
matrices in a fixed basis. Since they are self-adjoint, transposition is actually an
antilinear operation, namely, it is equivalent to complex conjugation. Therefore,
performing partial transposition on one of two entangled particles is physically
impossible, as the result would not be a positive definite density matrix. This
fact is exploited in the famous positive partial transpose criterion of Peres (1996)
and Horodecki et. al (1996) which was formulated in terms of antilinear operators
by Busch and Lahti (1997).
Another important application of antilinear operators concerns the concurrence
of mixed two-qubit states (Wootters, 1998) which is highly connected to entanglement of formation (Bennett et. al, 1996c). This is based on the spin flip transformation that maps a pure qubit state to its orthogonal complement—which is unique
up to phase factor—by reversing the direction of the spin. This transformation is
also known as the universal not, and it is identical to the standard time reversal
operation T̂ which is intrinsically antiunitary. Consider a mixed bipartite state ρ̂,
apply time reversal on both halves, ρ̃ˆ = (T̂ ⊗ T̂ )ρ̂(T̂ † ⊗ T̂ † ), and form the Hermitian
√ √
ˆ The eigenoperator R̂ = ( ρ̂ρ̃ˆ ρ̂)1/2 . The trace of R̂ expresses the fidelity of ρ̂ to ρ̃.
values λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ λ4 of R̂ are invariant under local unitary transformations
of the separate qubits, and this fact makes these eigenvalues particularly eligible to
be part of the formula for the concurrence C(ρ̂) ≡ max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4 }, since
entanglement must also be invariant under such transformations. Entanglement of
formation is then derived as an analytic function of concurrence. Generalization
to higher dimensional systems is not straightforward, however. Given a pure state,
there are many states orthogonal to it. Thus, there are many antiunitary “spin
flip” transformations T̂ , and one can define a T̂ -concurrence to each. Entanglement
properties are then influenced by many such concurrences (Uhlmann, 2000a).
Finally, it is important to remark that antilinearity is often masked by introducing distinguished bases in the parts of the bipartite system. One could be led to
think that complex conjugation is the “natural” antilinearity. In fact, conjugations
with respect to different bases are only unitary equivalent.
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Relative state operator formalism

Consider a bipartite quantum system with two subsystems A and B described by
Hilbert spaces HA and HB , respectively. A general pure state of this bipartite
system is given by a state vector |ΨiAB in the tensor product Hilbert space HA ⊗HB .
It is well-known that there is a canonical identification of HA ⊗ HB with the space
of antilinear maps HA → HB of Hilbert-Schmidt class, but antilinear maps are
somewhat less familiar than linear ones. This Section briefly reviews how to transfer
mathematical structures and physical properties form the tensor Hilbert space to
the space of antilinear maps. This representation has been extensively used by
Uhlmann (2000b, 2003a,b) and Arens and Varadarajan (2000), and proved to be
useful in treating problems such as quantum teleportation (Chapter 2) and remote
state preparation (Chapter 3).
The state |ΨiAB is separable, if it can be written in a tensor product form
|ΨiAB = |φiA ⊗ |ψiB . In this case, system A is in state |φiA and system B is in
state |ψiB , independently of each other. But if the two subsystems are entangled,
it is meaningless to talk about the state of only one subsystem or that of the other,
since they are both indeterminate. One can only ask: what is the state |ψiB of
system B if system A is found in state |φiA (say, after a measurement performed
on it)? This way of interpreting entangled states forms the base of the so-called
relative state approach of Everett, III (1957). It is easy to verify by applying the
von Neumann projection principle that the state in question can be obtained by
partial inner product of the measured state of system A and the bipartite state
|ΨiAB ,
|ψiB ∝ A hφ|ΨiAB .
(1.29)
The vector at the right hand side is not normalized. Its norm square determines
the probability of finding system A in state |φiA . Let us define the relative state
operator corresponding to the bipartite state |ΨiAB as an operator mapping |φiA to
the unnormalized relative state of system B,
ÂΨ : HA → HB , |φiA 7→ A hφ|ΨiAB .

(1.30)

Since the scalar product is conjugate linear in its first argument, the operator just
defined is antilinear (conjugate linear): ÂΨ (α1 |φ1 iA + α2 |φ2 iA ) = α1∗ ÂΨ |φ1 iA +
α2∗ ÂΨ |φ2 iA .
One may chose orthonormal bases |iiA in HA and |jiB in HB as computational
bases P
arbitrarily. The bipartite pure state |ΨiAB can be expanded on the product basis as ij cij |iiA ⊗|jiB . Then the matrix elements of the corresponding antilinear operator
are ÂΨ
ÂΨ maps the basis of system A to ÂΨ |iiA =
ji = B hj|ÂΨ |iiA = cij . SinceP
P
c
|ji
,
its
action
on
a
state
|φi
=
B
A
j ij
i φi |iiA in matrix representation is
ψj =

X
i

∗
ÂΨ
ji φi ,

X
j

ψj |jiB = ÂΨ |φiA .

(1.31)
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The relative state operator uniquely describes the bipartite state |ΨiAB which
can be calculated as
|ΨiAB =

X





|iiA ⊗ ÂΨ |iiA =

X

i



Â†Ψ |jiB ⊗ |jiB .

(1.32)

j

This expansion holds for every basis |iiA with the same antilinear operator. Indeed,
taking another orthonormal basis |ki0A = uki |iiA where uki is a unitary matrix,
Equation (1.32) gives the same state
|ΨiAB =

X





|ki0A ⊗ ÂΨ |ki0A =

k

X

h

i

uki |iiA ⊗ ÂΨ (ukj |jiA )

ijk

=

XX
ij

uki u∗kj





|iiA ⊗ ÂΨ |jiA =

X





|iiA ⊗ ÂΨ |iiA . (1.33)

i

k

The fact that ÂΨ is antilinear implies the complex conjugation of ukj . Note that if
the expansion (1.32) were done using a linear operator instead, changing the computation basis would result in another bipartite state, and different linear operators
must be defined for different bases to describe the same entangled state. The antilinear representation, however, provides an absolute, i.e., basis independent way to
describe bipartite pure states. Equation (1.32) is similar to a Schmidt decomposition. In effect, the relative state operator ÂΨ is diagonal in the Schmidt bases of
|ΨiAB . On the other hand, for a basis {|iiA } of system A not being Schmidt basis,
the corresponding relative states {ÂΨ |iiA } are not orthogonal to each other.
As an example, consider the singlet state of two entangled qubits,
1
|Ψ− iAB = √ (|↑z iA ⊗ |↓z iB − |↓z iA ⊗ |↑z iB ) .
2

(1.34)

The corresponding relative state operator ÂΨ− (shortly
√
√ Â) maps the spin-up and
spin-down states of system A to Â|↑z iA = |↓z iB / 2 and Â|↓z iA = −|↑z iB / 2
respectively. Indeed, if one measures the spin of system A along the z-axis and
obtains |↑z iA (or |↓z iA ) then the state of system B is |↓z iB (|↑ ziB , respectively).
But if one performs
the measurement in the y-direction
with a result |↑y iA =
√
√
(|↑z iA + i|↓z iA )/ 2 [or |↓y iA = (|↑z iA − i|↓z iA )/ 2] then the state of system B
becomes proportional to
"

#


1
1 
Â|↑y iA = Â √ (|↑z iA + i|↓z iA ) = √ Â|↑z iA − iÂ|↓z iA
2
2
1
i
= (|↓z iB + i|↑z iB ) = √ |↓y iB (1.35)
2
2
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√
(or Â|↓y iA = −i|↑y iB / 2), as expected. In the new basis, the entangled state is
expanded according to Equation (1.32) as
|Ψ− iAB = |↑y iA ⊗ (Â|↑y iA ) − |↓y iA ⊗ (Â|↓y iA )
i
= √ (|↑y iA ⊗ |↓y iB − |↓y iA ⊗ |↑y iB ) . (1.36)
2
The relative state operator formalism provides a complete description of pure
bipartite states. In general, the set CAB of bounded antilinear operators Â : HA →
HB having finite norm forms a Hilbert space unitarily isomorphic to HA ⊗ HB
(Arens and Varadarajan, 2000),
o

n

CAB = Â : HA → HB bounded antilinear Tr(Â† Â) < ∞ .

(1.37)

The norm on CAB is derived from the scalar product (Â, Â0 ) = Tr(Â0† Â). Note that
the latter is conjugate linear in the first argument and linear in the second. The
adjoint of an antilinear operator is defined by the relation hf |Â|ei = he|Â† |f i, for
all |ei ∈ HA and |f i ∈ HB . The adjoint corresponds to matrix transposition in
any basis. Physical properties are also transferred from HA ⊗ HB to CAB . For
example, pure states are described by antilinear operators ÂΨ ∈ CAB having unit
norm, Tr(Â†Ψ ÂΨ ) = 1.
The relative state operator formalism proves to be of utmost convenience in
describing partial traces of the bipartite system. The reduced density matrices can
be expressed as
σ̂A = TrB |ΨiAB AB hΨ| = Â† Â,

(1.38a)

†

(1.38b)

σ̂B = TrA |ΨiAB AB hΨ| = ÂÂ ,

respectively. As a consequence, the rank of the antilinear operator coincides with the
Schmidt rank of the bipartite state. Equations (1.38) also suggest the polar decomposition (Bhatia, 1997) of Â as the product of a positive operator and an antiunitary
√
√
ˆ the positive operator factors are the square roots of the
one: Â = Jˆ σ̂A = σ̂B J:
reduced density operators, while the phase operator part is the antiunitary partial
isometry between the two parts of the bipartite Hilbert space, Jˆ: HA → HB , mapping Schmidt vectors in system A to the corresponding Schmidt vectors in system
B. Just as in the linear case, one may require that JˆJˆ† and Jˆ† Jˆ be the projection
operators onto the support space of σ̂A and σ̂B , respectively. Then uniqueness of
polar decomposition implies that σ̂B = Jˆσ̂A Jˆ† . Furthermore, if the role of systems
A and B is interchanged, and the latter is found in state |ψiB , then the relative
state of the former becomes |φiA ∝ Â† |ψiB .
Equation (1.38) enables us to easily characterize maximally entangled states.
They are those states whose density operator has a partial trace proportional to
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identity. Since maximally entangled states exist only in finite dimensional Hilbert
spaces, suppose here that HA and HB are of the same finite dimensionality D. Thus
the state in Equation (1.32) is maximally entangled if and
only if ÂÂ† = D−1 1̂B
√
and Â† Â = D−1 1̂A . This is equivalent to the fact that DÂ is antiunitary. (An
antilinear operator Â is called antiunitary if Â† Â and ÂÂ† are the identity operators
of the respecting Hilbert spaces.) Maximally entangled states are exactly those
described by antiunitary operators in the antilinear operator formalism.
Before turning to the antilinear operator representation of mixed bipartite states,
let us recall the theory of positive maps. Denote by B(H ) the set of bounded linear
operators on Hilbert space H . A linear operator M̂ ∈ B(H ) is called positive (or
positive semidefinite) if its spectrum is nonnegative. Density operators are positive
operators for example. A linear superoperator R : B(H ) → B(H ) is said to be a
positive map if it maps positive operators to positive operators, or in other words, it
preserves positivity. The linear superoperator R induces another map in a natural
way; R ⊗ I : B(H ⊗ H ) → B(H ⊗ H ), M̂ ⊗ N̂ 7→ R(M̂ ) ⊗ N̂ , where I is
the identity superoperator. Then a positive map R is completely positive if R ⊗ I
is a positive map (Choi, 1975). Physical transformations of density operators are
completely positive maps (Kraus, 1983). It can also be shown that R is completely
positive if and only if there is a set of linear operators V̂i such that R(M̂ ) =
P
†
i V̂i M̂ V̂i . This decomposition is called Kraus (or operator sum) representation,
and the operators V̂i are called Kraus operators.
The notion of completely (∗-)copositive maps can be defined similarly. Let us
denote complex conjugation in a given basis by the antilinear operator Ĉ : H → H .
ˆ In that particular basis, the
It is easy to see that Ĉ is antiunitary and Ĉ 2 = I.
transpose and the conjugate of the matrix of M̂ are equal to the matrices of Ĉ M̂ † Ĉ †
and Ĉ M̂ Ĉ † , respectively. The map R is completely copositive (or completely ∗copositive) if the map M̂ 7→ R(Ĉ M̂ † Ĉ † ) [or the map M̂ 7→ R(Ĉ M̂ Ĉ † ), respectively]
is completely positive. Then a similar Kraus representation exists but with the
P
antilinear operators Âi ≡ V̂i Ĉ, so that R(M̂ ) = i Âi M̂ † Â†i for completely copositive
P
R, and R(M̂ ) = i Âi M̂ Â†i for completely ∗-copositive R.
Finally, the antilinear operator representation of mixed bipartite states is presented (Uhlmann, 2000b). Suppose that the entangled state is given by the density
P
operator Ψ̂AB = i |Ψi iAB AB hΨi |. The expansion is, of course, not unique. To each
|Ψi iAB there is a corresponding antilinear operator Âi . If system A is found in a
pure state |φiA , Bob’s conditional state becomes
ρ̂B ∝ TrA [(|φiAA hφ| ⊗ 1̂B )Ψ̂AB ] =

X

Âi |φiAA hφ|Â†i .

(1.39)

i

It can be shown that the right-hand side does not depend on the particular expansion
of Ψ̂AB . It depends only on Ψ̂AB and |φiAA hφ|. Moreover, the latter dependence can
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be linearly extended to arbitrary finite sums of positive rank-one operators and, for
infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces, to all trace-class operators,
Ψ : M̂ 7→ TrA [(M̂ ⊗ 1̂B )Ψ̂AB ] =

X

Âi M̂ Â†i ,

(1.40)

i

from the trace-class operators on HA into those on HB . Roughly speaking, it means
physically that if a positive operator valued measurement (POVM) is performed,
and the outcome corresponds to the finite positive operator M̂ , then the state of
Bob’s half becomes the unnormed conditional state Ψ(M̂ ). There is a one-to-one
correspondence between Ψ and Ψ̂AB ,
Ψ̂AB =

X

|jiAA hk| ⊗ Ψ(|jiAA hk|).

(1.41)

jk

Note that antilinearity is masked by the fact that superposition is not reflected
in the convex structure of density operators. Indeed, Ψ is a linear map: the lefthand side of (1.40) is a linear function of M̂ , moreover, it is positive for positive
semidefinite trace-class operators M̂ . However, the map Ψ is not completely positive
itself. It only becomes such after sandwiching it between antiunitaries. Such maps
are called completely ∗-copositive and will be found extremely important in the
description of oblivious remote state preparation schemes in Chapter 3.

1.3.2

Description of joint measurements

Given a bipartite state |ΨiAB and a one-particle measurement outcome A hφ|, a
method was shown in the preceding to obtain the conditional state A hφ|ΨiAB =
ÂΨ |φiA of the other particle. The reverse can be posed as follows: for a given
onepartite state |φiA and two-particle joint measurement outcome AB hΨ|, the measurement can be regarded from the point of view of system B as a single-particle
POVM. Though it is intuitive that the eigenstate of the reduced measurement outcome is AB hΨ|φiA = ÂΨ A hφ|, let us consider a simple example to demonstrate what
is going on.
Suppose that system A is in the state |φiA = α|↑z iA + β|↓z iA , the state of system
B is |ψiB , and a joint Bell measurement is performed on them yielding the singlet
outcome (1.34). The corresponding transition amplitude is
1
(1.42)
⊗ |ψiB ) = √ (α B h↓z | − β B h↑z |)|ψiB = B hχ|ψiB ,
2
√
with the unnormed state |χiB = A hφ|ΨiAB = (α∗ |↓z iB + β ∗ |↑z iB )/ 2. It is intuitive
to regard this measurement situation from the point of view of system B alone,
and say that a POVM is performed on it with the positive operator |χiBB hχ|
corresponding to the outcome. Not surprisingly, |χiB = Â|φiA where Â is the
−
AB hΨ |(|φiA
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antilinear operator describing the Bell state |ΨiAB .
antilinear operator describes the bra vector as well,
AB hΨ|

=

X
i

A hi|

⊗ (Â A hi|) =

X

This is because the same

(Â† B hj|) ⊗ B hj|.

(1.43)

i

The benefit of the two kinds of antilinear operator representation is particularly
spectacular in describing quantum teleportation of an unknown input state |φiin .
Following the argument of Uhlmann (2000b, 2003a,b), the main point is that the
protocol can be decomposed into two parts. The first is the observation of that the
four-outcome projective Bell measurement in the 4 dimensional joint system “in+A”
is equivalent to a four-outcome POVM in the 2 dimensional system A alone. The
(unnormed) eigenstates of the POVM are |χi iA = Âi |φiin , where the antilinear
operators Âi describe the corresponding Bell states. The second part is that the
conditional state of system B becomes |ψi iB = Â|χi iA if the outcome |χi iA occurred
while performing the above POVM on system A. Here Â is the antilinear operator
for the shared entangled state. Summing it all up, Bob’s conditional state reads
|ψi iB = ÂÂi |φiin . Since the product of two antilinears is a linear operator, Bob’s
state is a linear function of the input state. Moreover, since maximally entangled
states are concerned, ÂÂi is proportional to unitary, and the factor is nothing else
than the probability of the outcome, p = 1/4. Therefore, Bob’s recovery operation
has to be Ûi = p−1 Â†i Â† which happens to be either the identity or one of the
Pauli operators in standard teleportation. The formalism can be easily adapted to
imperfect teleportation, entanglement swapping, remote state preparation and other
entanglement-based protocols of quantum information processing of which some will
be considered in the next chapters.

Chapter 2
Reversibility of teleportation
channels and entanglement
matching
An imperfect teleportation is either deterministic but approximate, or exact but
probabilistic. The output of an approximate scheme cannot be recovered, as its
recovery would require nonlinear transformations to be applied which are nonphysical. In the first part of the Chapter, a necessary and sufficient condition is derived
for that the output be linearly reversible. An example for a nonlinear channel is
also presented that is not linearly reversible but still reversible in a weak sense: the
output state encodes all the parameters of the input but in a distorted form. In
the second part of the Chapter, the reversibility condition is reformulated in order
to derive a more practical entanglement matching condition: given a partially entangled resource, Alice’s joint measurement must be a complement of it in a given
sense. The condition of measurement matching is applied in several examples. An
unconditional exact teleportation protocol involving input and output systems of
different dimensionality is presented. The set of matching measurement outcomes is
calculated for a generic pure partially entangled resource of maximal Schmidt rank.
A practical example based on partially entangled optical Schrödinger cat states is
provided. Finally, possibility of state truncation is analyzed. Results were published
in (Kurucz et. al, 2001, 2003).

2.1

Reversible channels

In the context of quantum information theory, quantum operations are often called
quantum channels. A quantum operation is a completely positive map on density operators that does not increase the trace. Consider a simple onepartite measurement
performed on one half of a shared entangled pair. The superoperator that maps
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measurement eigenstates to the resulted states of the other half of the pair is not a
quantum operation, since it is not completely positive but, completely ∗-copositive
(see Section 1.3.1). Consider now a bipartite measurement performed on a separable
state whose first part is in a given state ρ̂A . This joint measurement can be regarded
as a POVM performed on the second system only, and the superoperator mapping
ρ̂A to the eigenstate of the effective POVM is not a quantum operation either, it
is completely ∗-copositive (see Section 1.3.2). The compound of the two preceding
maps is, however, a quantum operation. It is referred to as Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
(EPR) channel or teleportation channel, because teleportation is made up of such
channels followed by unitary reversing transformations.
It is crucial from the point of view of quantum communication whether the EPR
channel can be reversed by a unitary transformation. If the answer is positive, the
original input can be exactly retrieved at the output and teleportation is faithful (for
the given outcome); otherwise, it is only approximate. Unitarily reversible quantum
operations were investigated by Nielsen and Caves (1997) with quantum teleportation in mind. It was shown that unitary reversibility is connected to the information
gained from the measurement: if the measurement provides information about the
input state, then the operation is surely not reversible. This is in fact highly related
to the notion of obliviousness. In this Section, some result on reversibility of EPR
channels are presented. The notion of reversibility is extended and it is shown that
linearly reversible channels are actually unitarily reversible.
Suppose that the input system prepared in state |ψiin is to be teleported, and
systems A and B are in a partially entangled pure state characterized by the
antilinear operator Â : HA → HB as in Equation (1.30). The input and system
A is located at Alice who performs a joint measurement on them. Suppose that the
eigenstates |Φm iin,A of the rank-one projections of her nondegenerate von Neumann
measurement are characterized by antilinear operators B̂m : Hin → HA ,
|Φm iin,A =

X

|iiin ⊗ (B̂m |iiin ).

(2.1)

i

The conditional teleportation channel on pure states corresponding to outcome m is
defined as a function fm : Hin  HB that relates the input state |ψiin to the state
of system B after outcome m has occurred (but before his recovery transformation).
The tail on the arrow denotes that fm is defined for well-normed state vectors only.
As it was shown in Section 1.3, the probability of outcome m is
pm (ψ) = kÂB̂m |ψiin k2 ,

(2.2)

and the resulted unnormed state in Bob’s hand is ÂB̂m |ψiin , so the pure conditional
teleportation channel for the outcome m reads
fm : Hin  HB ,

fm (|ψiin ) ≡

ÂB̂m |ψiin
.
kÂB̂m |ψiin k

(2.3)
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In a faithful (exact) teleportation scheme after Bob applied his unitary recovery
transformation Ûm , the output state “equals” the original input state. (Equality
in this case should be interpreted in terms of a unitary embedding Iˆ: Hin → HB
that enables one to compare states of the input system and system B. In matrix
formalism, I is the identity matrix if the computational bases in Hin and HB are
appropriately chosen.) Such a teleportation channel is called unitarily reversible
and was studied in (Nielsen and Caves, 1997). In the present situation, channel
(2.3) may not even be linear due to the fact that post selection of the measurement
outcome m implies a normalization factor. Therefore, a more general definition of
reversibility is adopted here: the channel function fm is weakly reversible if it is
injective, that is, for different input states |ψiin the corresponding output states
fm (|ψiin ) are different. One may easily verify that weak reversibility is equivalent
to the invertibility of the linear operator ÂB̂m : Hin → HB . The output of such a
weakly reversible teleportation channel can be transformed (mathematically) into
the original input state by applying the inverse of fm . Physically it means that
the input can be retrieved from the data obtained by quantum state tomography
on multiple copies of the output, or using only one specimen of the output, the
−1
nonlinear transformation fm
can be approximated by completely positive maps
(Řeháček et. al, 2001) or implemented exactly as a probabilistic method (Bergou
et. al, 2000). It is a natural requirement, however, that the channel be linear, or
even more: unitarily reversible.
Theorem 2.1. For a conditional teleportation channel fm , the following statements
are equivalent.
(i) The channel is weakly reversible and it is linear, that is,
fm (α1 |ψ1 i + α2 |ψ2 i) = α1 fm (|ψ1 i) + α2 fm (|ψ2 i).

(2.4)

(ii) The probability (2.2) of the outcome m is independent of the input, that is,
Alice learns nothing from her measurement, it is oblivious to her.
(iii) The channel is unitarily reversible.
Proof. To prove that (i) implies (ii), suppose that |ψ1 i and |ψ2 i are linearly independent, and let α1 , α2 6= 0 be such that kα1 |ψ1 i + α2 |ψ2 ik2 = 1. Equation (2.4)
and the definition Equation (2.3) imply that


α1  q

1

1

pm (α1 |ψ1 i + α2 |ψ2 i)


+ α2  q



 ÂB̂m |ψ1 i
−q
pm (ψ1 )

1
pm (α1 |ψ1 i + α2 |ψ2 i)

−q

1
pm (ψ2 )


 ÂB̂m |ψ2 i = 0.

(2.5)
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Since fm is injective, ÂB̂m |ψ1 i and ÂB̂m |ψ2 i are also linearly independent. Then it
follows from (2.5) that their coefficients are zero, that is, the probability (2.2) of the
outcome m is independent of the input state.
Suppose now that (ii) holds. If pm (ψ) = kÂB̂m |ψik2 is the same for every state
|ψi, it must be nonzero number, so ÂB̂m is injective and the channel fm is linear.
For orthogonal states |ψ1 i and |ψ2 i, and for a nontrivial superposition of them such
that kα1 |ψ1 i + α2 |ψ2 ik2 = 1,
pm (α1 |ψ1 i + α2 |ψ2 i) = |α1 |2 pm (ψ1 ) + |α2 |2 pm (ψ2 ) + 2 Re(α1∗ α2 hψ1 |ÂB̂m |ψ2 i). (2.6)
Given that pm (ψ) is constant and that |α1 |2 + |α2 |2 = 1, one obtains that
Re(α1∗ α2 hψ1 |ÂB̂m |ψ2 i) = 0. Since α1∗ α2 can have arbitrary phase, ÂB̂m maps orthogonal states to orthogonal ones, thus, fm preserves the scalar product and the
channel is unitarily reversible.
Statement (iii) trivially implies (i).
In what follows, an example for nonlinear but weakly reversible teleportation
channel is given. The teleportation-like process that realizes the channel is a probabilistic implementation of the nonlinear transformation fm and, in addition, it acts
nonlocally. Suppose that the systems involved in teleportation are two-state systems
(qubits). For simplicity, let the shared state be maximally entangled:
|ΨiAB


1 
= √ |0,0iAB + |1,1iAB ,
2

!

1 1 0
A= √
2 0 1

(2.7)

in some basis |0i and |1i. Suppose that Alice can perform a measurement that is
described by the following four outcomes:
√ !
√ !
1 1
1 1 − 2
2
B1 =
,
B2 =
,
1
2 0 1
2 0
!
!
1 √1
1
0
1
0
√
B3 =
,
B4 =
.
(2.8)
2 −1
2
2 − 2 −1
This means that the operator representing the observable has the following eigenstates
√
1
2
1
|Φ1 iin,A =
|0,0iin,A +
|0,1iin,A + |1,1iin,A ,
(2.9a)
2
2
2
√
1
2
1
|Φ2 iin,A =
|0,0iin,A −
|0,1iin,A + |1,1iin,A ,
(2.9b)
2
2
√2
1
2
1
|Φ3 iin,A =
(2.9c)
|0,0iin,A +
|1,0iin,A − |1,1iin,A ,
2
2
√2
1
2
1
|Φ4 iin,A =
(2.9d)
|0,0iin,A −
|1,0iin,A − |1,1iin,A .
2
2
2
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It is easy to verify that (2.9) defines an orthonormal basis. With the aid of a unitary
transformation, one may turn it into another one whose measurement is practically
realizable.
Suppose that the input state is |ψi = α|0iA +β|1iA . Using (2.2), the probabilities
of all the outcomes can be calculated. They depend on the input state whose
coefficients can be obtained from the following statistics:
√
2
p1 − p2 = p3 − p4 =
Re(α∗ β),
(2.10)
2
1
(p1 + p2 ) − (p3 + p4 ) = |α|2 − .
(2.11)
2
Although Alice can measure the input state and get some information about it, the
output state at Bob’s side still encodes the coefficients:
 √

f1 (ψ) ∝ α|0iC + α 2 + β |1iC ,
(2.12)


√
f2 (ψ) ∝ α|0iC + − α 2 + β |1iC ,
(2.13)
 √

f3 (ψ) ∝ α 2 + β |0iC − β|1iC ,
(2.14)
 √

f4 (ψ) ∝ α 2 − β |0iC − β|1iC .
(2.15)
Then using a nonunitary transformation, Bob could in principle recover the input
state from it. Or, if Alice transmits multiple identical copies of the same state |ψi,
then Bob can perform quantum state tomography on the output states and calculate
the input state from his results.

2.2

Entanglement matching

Given a partially entangled pair, the question naturally arises: what are the conditions the joint measurement has to fulfill in order to obtain a unitarily reversible
teleportation channel? The present Section answers with a sufficient and necessary
condition for such channels to exist. It is then applied to unconditional (deterministic) teleportation, and to conditional (probabilistic) schemes using partially
entangled resources. Examples include conditional teleportation using partially entangled optical Schrödinger cat states. Finally, a similar condition is formulated for
state truncation.
Suppose that the Hilbert spaces considered below are finite dimensional, namely,
dim Hin ≤ dim HA = dim HB . Let the shared state |ΨiAB be described by an
invertible antilinear operator Â. Criterion of invertibility in finite dimensions means
that every coefficient in the Schmidt decomposition is nonzero. (If it is not so then
one can restrict the domain of Â and regard only the orthogonal complement of
its kernel instead of HA .) Let Iˆ be a unitary embedding of Hin into HB so that
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one can compare input states and states of systems B. The condition for unitary
reversibility reads
1
ˆ
(2.16)
√ Ûm ÂB̂m = I,
pm
which also guarantees that the probability pm is independent of the input state |ψiin .
From this, one concludes that a measurement outcome m that is described by the
antilinear operator
√
† ˆ
B̂m = pm Â−1 Ûm
I,
(2.17)
gives rise to fidelity 1 conditional teleportation. The appropriate recovery unitary
transformation to be applied by Bob is just Ûm .
Although pm in Equation (2.2) depends on B̂m , this can be resolved by the fact
†
that B̂m has a norm TrA (B̂m
B̂m ) = 1. Then one obtains
h



pm = TrA Â−1 Π̂m Â−1†

i−1

,

(2.18)

†
† ˆ ˆ†
†
ˆ the image by ÛM
of the
[Ran I],
where Π̂m = Ûm
I I Ûm is a projection onto Ûm
ˆ
range of I. Π̂m is the identity operator on HB only if Hin and HB have the same
dimensionality which is often considered about teleportation.
Thus, not every possible measurement outcome allows teleportation, only those
described by Equation (2.17) (for some arbitrary Ûm ). The measurement and
the shared state should be “matched” to each other. This can be regarded as
a generalization of “entanglement matching” introduced for qubits in (Li et. al,
2000). It is important that the set of matching outcomes is generated by local
unitary transformations: if one finds a measurement outcome which is capable of
(conditional) teleportation then every matching outcome can be obtained from it by
a local unitary transformation on the input system.
In the following, special examples demonstrating the applicability of the preceding general considerations are investigated.

2.2.1

Unconditional teleportation schemes

Let us consider the case when the dimensionality of the input system and systems
A and B is the same, so the projection Π̂m is the identity operator. One of the
interesting results is that all the matching outcomes have the same probability
h



p = TrA (Â† Â)−1

i−1

(2.19)

and this probability depends on the shared state only. Since there are at most
(dim Hin )(dim HA ) possible outcomes for a projective measurement, faithful unconditional teleportation (always succeeding with fidelity one) is possible only if
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p = 1/(dim HA dim HB ). Not surprisingly (Nielsen and Caves, 1997; Werner, 2001),
these shared states are maximally entangled.
Dimensionalities need not, however, be the same for all systems. As an example,
suppose that the input system is a two-state qubit, systems A and B are three-state
qutrits, and let the shared state be maximally entangled:
1
|ΨiAB = √ (|00iAB + |11iAB + |22iAB ) .
3

(2.20)

If Alice measures an observable having the following 6 nondegenerate eigenstates, it
will implement a fidelity 1 unconditional teleportation:
√
|Φ1,2 iin,A = (|00iin,A ± |11iin,A ) / 2,
(2.21a)
√
|Φ3,4 iin,A = (|01iin,A ± |12iin,A ) / 2,
(2.21b)
√
|Φ5,6 iin,A = (|02iin,A ± |10iin,A ) / 2.
(2.21c)
Every outcome has a probability of 1/6. If Alice finds her systems in state |Φ3 iin,A ,
for example, the input basis |0iin , |1iin is mapped by the teleportation channel into
the output basis |1iB , |2iB , which spans a two dimensional subspace in the HB .
This way, teleportation from a system with smaller state space to a system with
larger state space can be realized.
This example can be generalized easily. Let the input be an n dimensional state,
and systems A and B a pair of maximally entangled m-state systems (n < m). The
measurement basis can be indexed by the numbers j = 0, . . . , n − 1 and l = 0,
. . . , m − 1, and the basis have the form
|Φjl iin,A =

n−1
X

e2πijk/n |kiin ⊗ |(k + l)

mod miA .

(2.22)

k=0

This can be regarded as an extension of Bell basis on systems having state spaces
of different dimensionality. These states are not maximally entangled, since their
partial trace over system A are not proportional to identity but to Π̂jl .

2.2.2

Partially entangled shared states

Another example for measurement matching follows in the case of a partially entangled shared state which is given by the following matrix in the Schmidt basis:




α1



A=


...
αn


,


|ΨiAB =

n
X
i=1

αi |iiA |iiB ,

(2.23)
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where all αi are nonzero and n = dim HA = dim HB = dim Hin . One obtains
from (2.17) that a matching measurement outcome can be represented by the state
described by
n
X

1
2
i=1 |αi |

B1 =

n
X

1
2
i=1 |αi |

|Φ1 iin,A =

!−1/2

1/α1∗






!−1/2

...
1/αn∗

n
X
1
i=1



αi∗


,


|iiin |iiA .

(2.24)

Thus if Alice measures an observable with an eigenstate equal to |Φ1 iin,A then this
measurement outcome enables her to carry out a conditional teleportation. The
probability of this (and actually of every matching) outcome is
n
X

1
p=
2
i=1 |αi |

!−1

.

(2.25)

A similar result was drawn for two dimensions in (Agrawal and Pati, 2002). If
the shared state is |ΨiAB = α0 |00iAB + α1 |11iAB , then the state in Equation (2.24)
reduces to
|Φ1 iin,A = eiφ α1 |00iin,A + e−iφ α0 |11iin,A ,
(2.26)
where φ = arg α0 − arg α1 is the difference of the complex phases of the two
coefficients α0 and α1 . The state of the shared resource and that of the matching
measurement outcome have the same structure. Therefore, their von Neumann
reduced entropy are equal. However, the present results show that the coincidence
of entropies emphasized in (Agrawal and Pati, 2002) is a specialty of qubit systems
which does not apply in higher dimensions.

2.2.3

Entanglement matching in coherent basis

Consider now simple bosonic systems, e.g., modes of the electromagnetic field, and
regard only the two dimensional subspace of its infinite dimensional Hilbert space
which is spanned by the nonorthogonal basis consisting of the coherent states |αi and
|−αi. This coherent state representation of qubits is more robust against photon loss
than the dual-rail representation (Asbóth et. al, 2004). The objective is to faithfully
teleport a superposition of these two coherent states using the following two-mode
partially entangled resource:
|ΨiAB = Nη−1/2 (cos η|αiA |αiB − sin η|−αiA |−αiB ) ,
2

(2.27)

where Nη = 1 − sin 2ηe−4|α| is a normalization factor. A similar problem was
investigated in references (Jeong et. al, 2001; Zheng et. al, 2003). Choosing sin 2ω =
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2

hα|−αi = e−2|α| and Nω = cos2 2ω, the following vectors form an orthonormal basis
in the subspace under consideration:
|ψ+ i = Nω−1/2 (cos ω|αi − sin ω|−αi) ,
|ψ− i =

Nω−1/2

(− sin ω|αi + cos ω|−αi) .

(2.28)
(2.29)

In this orthonormal basis, the shared state (2.27) can be expanded as
|ΨiAB = a|ψ+ iA |ψ+ iB + b|ψ− iA |ψ− iB + c (|ψ+ iA |ψ− iB + |ψ− iA |ψ+ iB ) ,

(2.30)

with




(2.31a)





b = Nη−1/2 cos η sin2 ω − sin η cos2 ω ,

(2.31b)

c = Nη−1/2 (cos η − sin η) sin ω cos ω.

(2.31c)

a = Nη−1/2 cos η cos2 ω − sin η sin2 ω ,

Note that coefficient c of the cross terms becomes exponentially small if the coherent
amplitude α is large and it exactly vanishes for η = π/4. This later corresponds to
maximal entanglement. However, the cross term will not be neglected in the calculations that follow. The matrix of the antilinear operator describing Equation (2.30)
is
!
a c
.
(2.32)
A=
c b
The probability (2.18) of a matching outcome reads
p=

sin2 2η cos4 2ω
.
4(1 − sin 2η sin2 2ω)2

(2.33)

Using Equation (2.17), the antilinear operator corresponding to a matching outcome
is given by
!
√ −1†
b −c
B1 = pA
=
,
(2.34)
−c a
which describes the “matching” entangled state
|Φ1 iin,A = x|αiin |αiA + y|−αiin |−αiA + z (|αiin |−αiA + |−αiin |αiA ) ,

(2.35)

with coefficients




(2.36a)





y = Nη−1/2 Nω−1 cos η − sin η sin2 ω ,

(2.36b)

z = Nη−1/2 Nω−1 (cos η − sin η) sin 2ω.

(2.36c)

x = Nη−1/2 Nω−1 cos η sin2 ω − sin η ,

Thus a fidelity 1 teleportation occurs on condition that Alice projects her two
systems onto the state (2.35).
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State truncation

State space of quantum systems are often considered to be finite dimensional. However, experimental tests are done mainly in the framework of quantum optics, where
optical field modes are known to have infinite dimensional state spaces. The question
naturally arises whether the expectations calculated in finite dimensional Hilbert
spaces are reliable. In order to cope with discrete teleportation in an infinite dimensional frame, the notion of “teleportation with state truncation” (Pegg et. al,
1998; Koniorczyk et. al, 2000) can be introduced. It means that the input state
is projected onto a finite dimensional subspace and teleported at the same time.
The formalism presented above is capable of treating teleportation on a truncated
subspace in a natural way.
Suppose that S is a finite dimensional subspace in Hin , and Hin , HA , and HB
are higher (even infinite) dimensional. The teleportation channel fm is defined in
the same way as in Equation (2.3), but now the goal is to investigate its reversibility
on the subspace S. For a given measurement outcome m, fm is a state truncation
linearly reversible on the subspace S, if

kÂB̂ k2 ,
m
pm (ψ) = 
0,

if |ψiin ∈ S;
if |ψiin ∈ S ⊥ .

(2.37)

Then Bob should apply a transformation Ûm on system B which satisfies
Ûm fm (|ψiin ) = Iˆ PrS |ψiin ,

(2.38)

where PrS is projection onto the subspace S. There are many of such transformations
and they are not necessarily unitary.
The first thing to note when comparing state truncation to entanglement matching is that if the input state is truncated, then the probability of the outcome m
does depend on the input state. It is proportional to k PrS |ψiin k2 and thus, it has
a maximum of kÂÂm k2 if |ψiin ∈ S, that is, if no truncation, only teleportation
occurs.
A conditional teleportation can be successful even if the shared state (or the
entangled state onto which the measurement projects) has more nonzero Schmidt
coefficients than the dimensions of the truncated subspace S. Suppose, for example,
that the shared state is prepared in the following two-mode squeezed vacuum:
∞
X
1
γ n |niA |niB .
|ΨiAB = q
2
1 − |γ| n=0

(2.39)

Measuring the following entangled state shall yield a successful state truncation
where the two-dimensional subspace is S = Span{|0iin , |1iin }:
1

|Φ1 iin,A = q
1 + 1/|γ|2

!

1
|0iin |0iA + ∗ |1iin |1iA .
γ

(2.40)
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An optimal state truncation scheme never fails when only teleportation occurs,
that is, it is unconditional teleportation on the subspace S. If one would like to
achieve this case, the shared state must have exactly as many nonzero Schmidt coefficients as the dimensionality of S, it must be maximally entangled in that restricted
subspace (all nonzero Schmidt coefficients must be the same), and the measurement
must also consist of projections onto such states. This fact is important in understanding the transition from discrete to continuous teleportation (van Enk, 1999).
One should take care in taking the limits of the numbers of nonzero coefficients of
the shared entangled state and of the measurement eigenstates. Otherwise, if these
numbers differ, only conditional continuous teleportation can be achieved.

Chapter 3
Discrete variable remote state
preparation
In this Chapter, attention is focused on exact remote preparation of pure states.
Section 3.1 gives an overview on the structure of such quantum communication
schemes, and fixes some notation. The difference between Alice’s measurement
outcome and her classical message is clarified. It is shown that only those effective
projections or positive operators are important that correspond to a given message
but are averaged over outcomes resulting in the same message. Then Bob’s recovery
transformation is investigated in the unitary model of general quantum operations.
A sufficient condition that it can be implemented as a simple unitary operation
is given. Finally, sufficient and necessary conditions for an exact remote state
preparation scheme to exist are derived.
Section 3.2 concerns oblivious schemes: the case in which Bob does not gain extra
information with respect to what he could learn from the single instance of his output state. The main theorem is a sufficient and necessary condition for general exact
remote state preparation schemes to be oblivious. The condition is that the positive
operators of Alice’s effective measurement—as a function of the target state—be
completely ∗-copositive (the complex conjugate counterpart of complete positivity).
Examples include the oblivious teleportation and equatorial remote state preparation protocols, and the non-oblivious column method. Schemes based on unitary
recovery transformations are of special interest because there are pure states at each
step of the procedure. The sufficient and necessary condition of obliviousness is
adapted to such schemes and simplified to that the measurement eigenstates be antilinear functions of the target state vector. It is then applied to equatorial remote
state preparation and it is shown that the ensemble of preparable states cannot be
extended, not even if Bob is allowed to perform unphysical antiunitary recovery operations which occurs when he simulates measurement outcomes. An important case
is when these antilinear functions are proportional to antiunitary operators. This
induces a criterion in terms of commutation relations and implies that the unitary
51
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recovery operators and the partial density operator of the entangled resource are
simultaneously diagonalizable. As a consequence, exact deterministic remote state
preparation schemes using partially entangled resources can be embedded into those
using maximally entangled ones. This observation makes it possible to construct
new remote state preparation protocols by putting protocols together. This Chapter
presents results published in (Kurucz et. al, 2005a, 2006a; Kurucz and Adam, 2005).

3.1

Description of remote state preparation
schemes

Consider a remote state preparation scheme depicted in Figure 1.1 that can prepare
quantum states of a finite D0 dimensional system B 0 . Alice and Bob share an entangled state of quantum systems A and B whose dimensionality D is not necessarily
equals D0 . This state of the pair is given by density operator Ψ̂AB . In this Section,
main elements of the scheme are studied.

3.1.1

Effective measurement

In order to prepare the target density operator ψ̂B 0 , Alice performs a measurement
on her part of the pair. She can involve an auxiliary system A0 (probably previously
prepared in the target state ψ̂A0 ) and perform joint measurements on A and A0 .
Anyway, her action can be modelled by a positive operator valued measurement
(POVM) on system A with positive operators M̂m (ψ) explicitly depending on the
P
target state. In a deterministic scheme, the completeness relation N
m=1 M̂m (ψ) =
1̂A for the POVM elements holds, while the above sum is strictly less than 1̂A for
probabilistic schemes in which case the supplementary POVM element M̂failure (ψ) ≡
P
1̂A − Nm=1 M̂m (ψ) signals failure. In an ideal measurement, the POVM consists of
rank-one positive operators M̂m = |φm iAA hφm |. For a measurement outcome m, the
conditional state of Bob’s half becomes
(m)

ρ̂B =

h
i
1
TrA (M̂m ⊗ 1̂B )Ψ̂AB ,
pm

(3.1)

where the normalizing factor pm is the probability of the outcome, which may also
depend on the target state. Then she composes her classical message C(m, ψ, ξ)
which depends on the measurement outcome m and may contain explicit dependence
on the target state ψ̂. In certain situations, there might also be some randomness
involved in the message which is expressed by the classical random variable ξ.
When the message C that Bob receives does not uniquely indicate the measurement outcome, the state of his half includes further uncertainties from his point of
view. Suppose for example that Alice sends the same message C for two different
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(C)

(m)

(m0 )

outcomes m and m0 . Evidently, Bob’s state is ρ̂B = (pm ρ̂B + pm0 ρ̂B )/(pm + pm0 )
from his point of view. Similarly, including randomness may result in coinciding
messages for different values of the random variable and for different outcomes. In
general, Bob’s state from his point of view is rather
(C)

ρ̂B =

h
i
1
TrA (M̂C ⊗ 1̂B )Ψ̂AB ,
pC

(3.2)

where the normalizing factor pC is the probability of the message (instead of the
outcome) and the effective POVM element is defined as
M̂C ≡

X

ξ

M̂m ,

(3.3)

m such that
C(m,ψ,ξ)=C

the average taken over the random variable ξ. In the whole remote state preparation
process, only the effective POVM elements (3.3) count. The details on how Alice
implements them is as irrelevant as whether she attaches auxiliary systems or not.
Therefore, only the effective POVM elements will be considered in what follows.
The antilinear operator representation introduced in Section 1.3 will be used
extensively throughout this Chapter, so let Â denote the antilinear relative state
operator corresponding to a pure entangled resource (1.32), and let the collection
Âi describe a mixed state (1.41). Expressed by these antilinear operators, Bob’s
conditional state, when Alice obtains the POVM element M̂C , reads
(C)

ρ̂B =

3.1.2

1 X
Âi M̂C Â†i .
pC i

(3.4)

Recovery transformation

In the present Section, Bob’s recovery transformation is investigated in detail. A
unitary model of general quantum operations is applied that consists of attaching an
ancilla, performing a joint unitary operation, and detaching the ancilla. Emphasis is
put to the case of pure target states. Finally, pure unitary operations are analyzed
that do not need the inclusion of ancillas.
A generic quantum operation can be given by a completely positive linear superoperator R mapping density operators on HB —the state space of Bob’s part of
the entangled pair—to density operators on the output space HB 0 . It is plausible to
assume that Bob’s action is deterministic, otherwise, the scheme would need classical back communication: a feedback to Alice whether preparation was successful.
Therefore, it will be assumed that R is trace preserving. Such a map can always
be implemented by attaching an ancillary system E (standing for environment) prepared in a given pure state, say |0iEE h0|, then applying a joint unitary operation Û ,
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and finally tracing out the environment E 0 so that system B 0 remains,
h

i

R(ρ̂B ) = TrE 0 Û (ρ̂B ⊗ |0iEE h0|)Û † .
This can be expressed by the following diagram.
B
B0
R(ρ̂)
ρ̂
E Û E 0
|0ih0|
×

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

Suppose now that the quantum operation under consideration leads to a pure
state ψ̂ = |ψihψ| in system B 0 . (Subscript letters denoting the corresponding
quantum systems will be omitted in what follows unless that would cause confusion.)
Even if system E 0 is not traced out, it must be separable from B 0 , since the output
state is pure∗ . Denote its state by χ̂. The unitary model of the transformation is
expressed as
Û (ρ̂ ⊗ |0ih0|)Û † = ψ̂ ⊗ χ̂.
(3.6a)
The situation can be illustrated by the following graph.
B
B0
ρ̂
ψ̂
0
E Û E
|0ih0|
χ̂

(3.6b)

An important class of remote state preparation schemes is in which Bob practically performs a unitary operation as recovery action without involving ancillary
systems. In that case, dimensionality of the entangled subsystems equals that of
the Hilbert space of target states (D = D0 ), and there is a unitary operator V̂ such
that R(ρ̂) = V̂ ρ̂V̂ † . As a consequence, there are pure states at each step of the
procedure, and the complex linear structure of quantum mechanics can be directly
applied circumventing density operators and mixed states. Actually, Hayashi et. al
(2003) have shown that this is necessarily the case if D = D0 and if the exact deterministic scheme works for any pure target state. A sharpened version of their
statement is as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a trace preserving quantum operation with equal input and
output space dimensions, and suppose that for any density operator ψ̂ in the set E
of pure states there exists a density operator ρ̂ such that R(ρ̂) = ψ̂. If the convex
hull of E contains the totally mixed state D1 1̂, then the quantum operation can be
replaced by a unitary operation for the given set, i.e., there is a unitary operator V̂
such that V̂ ρ̂V̂ † = ψ̂ for all ψ̂ ∈ E .
∗

It generally holds that if the bipartite density operator Φ̂AB is such that ψ̂A = TrB Φ̂AB is
pure, then Φ̂AB is of the product form Φ̂AB = ψ̂A ⊗ χ̂B with χ̂B = TrA Φ̂AB . This can be seen from
the properties of the von Neumann entropy (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000). The triangle inequality
implies that S(Φ̂AB ) ≥ |S(ψ̂A ) − S(χ̂B )| = S(χ̂B ). On the other hand, subadditivity says that
S(Φ̂AB ) ≤ S(ψ̂A ) + S(χ̂B ) = S(χ̂B ), and the equality holds if and only if Φ̂AB = ψ̂A ⊗ χ̂B .
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Proof. Let us first analyze the classical capacity of the quantum channel realized
by R. Take an alphabet of pure states ψ̂i ∈ E with a priori probabilities pi such
P
that i pi ψ̂i = D1 1̂. This is possible since D1 1̂ is in the convex hull of E and the
state space is finite dimensional. The accessible information per letter is given by
the Holevo bound (see Nielsen and Chuang, 2000)
Hout = S

P



i pi ψ̂i −

X

pi S(ψ̂i ) = log D,

(3.7)

i

where S(ψ̂) = Tr(ψ̂ log ψ̂) is the von Neumann entropy of ψ̂. States ψ̂i are obtained
by sending ρ̂i through the quantum channel given by the quantum operation R. The
accessible information content of the input is
Hin = S

P



i pi ρ̂i −

X

pi S(ρ̂i ).

(3.8)

i

The von Neumann entropy of a rank-K density operator is bounded from above
by log K, thus, the first term in (3.8) is less than or equal to log D, and equality
P
holds if and only if i pi ρ̂i = D1 1̂. The second sum in (3.8) is nonnegative, and
it is zero if and only if every ρ̂i is pure. Therefore, Hin ≤ log D. On the other
hand, a superoperator cannot decrease Holevo information—a theorem known as
Lindblad-Uhlmann monotonicity—so Hin ≥ Hout = log D. The two inequalities can
P
be satisfied at the same time only if every ρ̂i is pure and i pi ρ̂i = D1 1̂.
From the assumption that for any pure state ψ̂ ∈ E there exists a density
operator ρ̂ such that (3.6a) holds. It holds especially for the alphabet ψ̂i . Multiply
Equation (3.6a) for a general state ψ̂ with the same for ψ̂i . Then take the trace of
the product, and average it over i weighted by the convex factors pi .
h P

TrB ρ̂

i

i pi ρ̂i =

X

pi TrB 0 (ψ̂ ψ̂i ) TrE 0 (χ̂χ̂i ).

(3.9)

i

The sum on the left-hand side equals D1 1̂, so the trace is D1 . On the right-hand side,
TrE 0 (χ̂χ̂i ) ≤ 1 and the inequality is saturated only if χ̂ = χ̂i = |00 ih00 | is the same
pure state for every ψ̂. And it is in fact saturated because
X
X
1
1
=
pi TrB 0 (ψ̂ ψ̂i ) TrE 0 (χ̂χ̂i ) ≤
pi TrB 0 (ψ̂ ψ̂i ) = ,
D
D
i
i

since

P

i

pi ψ̂i =

1
D

(3.10)

1̂. Define V̂ ≡ E 0 h00 |Û |0iE . This is indeed unitary and
Û (ρ̂ ⊗ |0ih0|)Û † = (V̂ ρ̂V̂ † ) ⊗ χ̂.

(3.11)
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Remark that remote preparation of generalized equatorial states using maximally
entangled resources (Section 1.2.3) necessarily involves unitary recovery transformations, because the ensemble of preparable states contains an orthonormal basis that
can serve as the alphabet required in the proof. Preparation of generalized latitudinal states using partially entangled resource is also based on unitary recovery
transformation, although the theorem does not state anything about it.

3.1.3

Conditions for remote state preparation

The two local quantum operations involved in remote state preparation—namely,
Alice’s effective measurement and Bob’s recovery transformation—has been clarified
in the preceding. Their connection is missing however. Now the condition (1.25) for
exact deterministic remote state preparation schemes to exist is reformulated using
the antilinear operator representation of entangled states.
(C)
For a given message C, Bob’s conditional state ρ̂B is given by Equation (3.2).
The corresponding recovery action RC results in an exact preparation of the target
(C)
state ψ̂B 0 if RC (ρ̂B ) = ψ̂B 0 , and this relation must hold for all message C that
signals success. Thus the most general criterion that a state ψ̂B 0 can be exactly
prepared is that
n
h
io
1
RC TrA (M̂C ⊗ 1̂B )Ψ̂AB = ψ̂B 0 ,
pC

∀C,

(3.12)

for all successful message C. The set E of states is called preparable ensemble if it
consists of states that can be exactly prepared. Consider now exact deterministic
schemes that use unitary recovery transformations ÛC , and identify the input system
B with the output B 0 . Condition (3.12) can be simplified to
ÛC TrA (M̂C ⊗ 1̂B )Ψ̂AB ÛC† = pC (ψ) ψ̂B ,
h

i

∀C.

(3.13)

Inverting
the unitary action, averaging over all possible messages, and exploiting
P
that C M̂C = 1̂A for a deterministic scheme, one obtains the necessary condition
X

pC (ψ) ÛC† ψ̂B ÛC = TrA Ψ̂AB ,

∀ψ̂ ∈ E .

(3.14)

C

The operator at the right-hand side is the partial density operator of the entangled
resource. The left-hand side reflects Bob’s uncertainty about his conditional state
before he receives the message. Equation (3.14) expresses the fact that the density
operator of system B is not changed by Alice’s local action as long as the outcome of
the measurement is unspecified. For pure entangled resources of maximal Schmidt
rank, Equation (3.14) has been derived in (Hayashi et. al, 2003; Ye et. al, 2004) as a
sufficient and necessary condition for the unitaries ÛC and probabilities pC to form
parts of exact deterministic (but not necessary oblivious) remote state preparation
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of the ensemble E . A similar equation has been discussed for continuous variable
teleportation in (Sun et. al, 2001) and implicitly stated for oblivious remote state
preparation in (Leung and Shor, 2003). It is important that Equation (3.14) is also a
sufficient condition for remote state preparation protocols if the entangled resource
is pure and is of maximal Schmidt rank: Alice only needs to apply a measurement
with effective POVM operators
M̂C (ψ) = pC (ψ)Â−1 ÛC† ψ̂B ÛC Â−1† .

(3.15)

Evidently, each M̂C (ψ) is a positive operator, and C M̂C (ψ) = 1̂A , since Equation (1.38) implies that Â−1 Â−1† = (TrA Ψ̂AB )−1 . Note that (3.15) depends explicitly on the target state ψ̂, and its dependence may be nonlinear if the probability pC
is not the same for all ψ̂ ∈ E . In principle, Alice can implement this POVM if she is
given complete classical information about the state she wants to remotely prepare.
P

3.2

Criteria of obliviousness

A central issue in quantum communication is leakage of quantum information. In
Section 1.2.4, some consequences of obliviousness has been already mentioned. In
this Section, various criteria will be derived that are sufficient and necessary for that
a scheme be oblivious. The first one is the most general one, and it applies to a
wide class of exact remote state preparation schemes in finite dimensional Hilbert
spaces. For legibility, letters of the corresponding systems are not labeled on states,
and the index C for the classical message is also omitted.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Alice and Bob share a pure entangled state of maximal
Schmidt rank. Suppose further that a particular message C signals success, that
is, pure states ψ̂ of the ensemble E are exactly prepared whenever Alice sends
the message C. Denote by M̂ψ the effective POVM element corresponding to this
message, and let R be Bob’s recovery transformation. Suppose further that the
ensemble is sufficiently large so that for any two different pure states ψ̂1 , ψ̂2 ∈ E ,
there exists a set {ψ̂i }ni=1 ⊂ E of pure states that is not linearly independent but
becomes such if any one of its elements is omitted. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) Remote state preparation is oblivious for the given classical message.
(ii) The mapping ψ̂ 7→ M̂ψ is a completely ∗-copositive superoperator.
Proof. First, it will be proved that (i) implies (ii). Recall the unitary model of quantum operations given in Equations (3.6). If the scheme is oblivious, the probability
p(ψ) = p of the outcome under consideration is constant and the final state of the
environment, χ̂ does not depend on the target state either. Then Bob’s recovery
action can be reversed to obtain his conditional state ρ̂,
Û (ρ̂ ⊗ |0ih0|)Û † = ψ̂ ⊗ χ̂

⇒

h

i

ρ̂ = TrE Û † (ψ̂ ⊗ χ̂)Û .

(3.16)
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Note that ρ̂ is completely positive in ψ̂, since it can be obtained P
as a result of a
physical process. Therefore it has a Kraus representation, say, ρ̂ = k V̂k ψ̂ V̂k† .
Recall from Equation (1.30) the antilinear operator Â representing the pure entangled resource. Since its Schmidt rank equals the finite dimensionality of the
subsystems, Â is invertible. Due to the measurement, Bob’s conditional state can
also be written as ρ̂ = p−1 ÂM̂ψ Â† . From this, one can extract M̂ψ = pÂ−1 ρ̂Â−1† .
Furthermore, M̂ψ sandwiched by an antiunitary Jˆ (a complex conjugation for example) is
X √
√
JˆM̂ψ Jˆ† = ( pJˆÂ−1 V̂k )ψ̂( pJˆÂ−1 V̂k )† ,
(3.17)
k

which is completely positive in ψ̂. (Note that the product of two antilinear operators
is a linear one.) Therefore, by definition, M̂ψ is completely ∗-copositive in ψ̂.
Now the reverse direction (ii) ⇒ (i) will be proved. Suppose that M̂ψ is completely ∗-copositive, that is, there are antilinear operators B̂α such that
M̂ψ =

X

B̂α ψ̂ B̂α†

(3.18)

α

is a Kraus-like representation. Then Bob’s unnormed
conditional state, his state
P
before the recovery transformation is pρ̂ = α ÂB̂α ψ̂ B̂α† Â† , so the entire output
(B 0 + E 0 ) after Bob has applied the recovery transformation is in the unnormed
state
i
X h
Û (ÂB̂α ψ̂ B̂α† Â† ) ⊗ |0ih0| Û † .
(3.19)
D(ψ̂) ≡
α

It is easy to verify that (3.19) is a completely positive superoperator. Moreover, if
a pure state ψ̂ ∈ E is exactly preparable, then D(ψ̂) = p ψ̂ ⊗ χ̂ holds. It will be
shown that p and χ̂ are constant, implying that the scheme is oblivious. For any two
different states ψ̂1 , ψ̂2 ∈ E , let the set {ψ̂i }ni=1 be as stated in the theorem. Then
P
D(ψ̂i ) = pi ψ̂i ⊗ χ̂i holds for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n. If ni=1 αi ψ̂i = 0 is a nontrivial
linear combination (with αi 6= 0 for all i), linearity of D implies
0=

n
X

αi D(ψ̂i ) =

i=1

Inserting α1 ψ̂1 = −

Pn

i=2

n
X

αi pi ψ̂i ⊗ χ̂i .

(3.20)

i=1

αi ψ̂i , one obtains
0=

n
X

αi ψ̂i ⊗ (pi χ̂i − p1 χ̂1 ).

(3.21)

i=2

Omitting ψ̂1 makes the set {|ψii }ni=2 linearly independent. It follows then that the
operator coefficients pi χ̂i − p1 χ̂1 must vanish, that is, p1 = pi and χ̂1 = χ̂i . In fact,
p and χ̂ are constant for any target state, since ψ̂1 and ψ̂2 were chosen arbitrarily.
Thus the proof is completed.
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Corollary 3.3. Consider an exact deterministic remote state preparation scheme
using pure entangled resource of maximal Schmidt rank and forward classical communication. Suppose that it is capable of preparing a sufficiently large pure ensemble
E (as specified in Theorem 3.2). Then the following are equivalent.
(i) The scheme is oblivious.
(ii) Alice’s measurement consists of effective POVM elements all being completely
∗-copositive in the target state.
It has been already mentioned in Section 1.2.4 that some oblivious schemes are
similar to teleportation in the sense that Alice need not to have complete classical
knowledge of the target state, it is enough that she has a single auxiliary system
prepared in that state. Such schemes are oblivious to Alice as well. The following
two results will set down the precises conditions on this kind of obliviousness.
Theorem 3.4. A joint measurement performed on system B and on an ancilla—
that is prepared in state ρ̂A —is equivalent to a POVM on system B whose positive
operator elements are completely ∗-copositive in ρ̂A .
Proof. A joint measurement can always be regarded as an effective POVM performed only on system B. By definition, the effective positive operators are
M̂m ≡ TrA [N̂m (ρ̂A ⊗1̂B )], where operators N̂m correspond to outcomes of the original
joint measurement. It remains to show that M̂m is completely ∗-copositive in ρ̂A . Let
us first regard an outcome to which a rank-one positive operator N̂ = |ΨiAB AB hΨ|
belongs, and denote by Â the corresponding antilinear operator. The effective positive operator reads M̂ = TrA [|ΨiAB AB hΨ|(ρ̂A ⊗ 1̂B )] = Âρ̂A Â† by virtue of Equations (1.32) and (1.43). Let us next regard a general, bounded, positive operator N̂
P
of the joint Hilbert space. It can be expanded as N̂ = i |Ψi iAB AB hΨi |. To each of
the unnormed bipartite state vectors |Ψi iAB there exists a corresponding bounded
antilinear operator Âi . The effective positive operator is then
M̂ = TrA [N̂ (ρ̂A ⊗ 1̂B )] =

X

Âi ρ̂A Â†i .

(3.22)

i

It can be shown that the sum converges in the trace norm in finite dimensions or
if N̂ is of trace-class, otherwise it is only weakly convergent. Equation (3.22) is
also independent of the decomposition of N̂ into (unnormed) rank-one projections.
Furthermore, M̂ is a positive operator, and if N̂ ≤ 1̂AB , then M̂ ≤ 1̂B , so (3.22)
defines a POVM element. Finally, it is completely ∗-copositive in ρ̂A . The above
considerations apply to every outcome of the measurement.
One might wonder whether a onepartite POVM given by positive operators of
the form (3.22) for some fixed ρ̂A can be implemented by attaching an ancilla in state
ρ̂A and performing a joint measurement. Formulating the reverse of Theorem 3.4
needs circumspection, however.
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Theorem 3.5. A POVM on system B—whose elements M̂m depend on state ρ̂A of
an ancillary system—can be implemented by attaching the ancilla and performing
joint measurement on them if and only if it is a valid POVM for a generic state ρ̂A
(i.e., without restrictions on ρ̂A ) and all the positive operators M̂m are completely
∗-copositive in ρ̂A .
Proof. The forward direction is immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4. To show the
P
reverse, suppose that M̂m = i Âmi ρ̂A Â†mi is a Kraus-like antilinear representation
for all m. Since POVM elements are of Hilbert-Schmidt class, the antilinears can
be chosen of trace class, so that they describe bipartite state vectors |Ψmi iAB as in
Equation (1.32). It is easy to see that the joint operators defined as
N̂m ≡

X

|Ψmi iAB AB hΨmi |

(3.23)

i

are positive operators, are independent of the ambiguous expansions of M̂m , and
TrA [N̂m (ρ̂A ⊗ 1̂B )] = M̂m . So (3.23) defines the right POVM for the joint measurement if it defines a POVM at all. Therefore, the only thing left is to show that
P
N̂m ≤ 1̂AB for all m and m N̂m = 1̂AB . With arbitrary well-normed state vectors
|φiA and |ψiB ,
"
A hφ|B hψ|

X
m

N̂m |φiA |ψiB = B hψ|

X

Âmi |φiAA hφ|Â†mi

#

|ψiB .

(3.24)

mi

The sum in the bracket equals 1̂B if {M̂m } is a valid POVM for the generic state
P
ρ̂A = |φiAA hφ|. Then m N̂m = 1̂AB and positivity of the operators also imply that
N̂m ≤ 1̂AB .
As a negative example, consider remote preparation of equatorial qubit√states
discussed in Section 1.2.3. States of the form |ψiB = (|0iB + eiϕ |1iB )/ 2 √
can
be remotely prepared using the singlet state |Ψ− iAB = (|0iA |1iB − |1iA |0iB )/ 2.
The antilinear operator describing the entangled resource is proportional to the
antiunitary NOT operation (also known as spin flip) that maps a generic state to its
antipodal state (the unique orthogonal complement), N̂ : α|0i+β|1i 7→ β ∗ |1i−α∗ |0i.
In the protocol, Alice performs a projective measurement on her half: the successful
projection is M̂1 = N̂ |ψiBB hψ|N̂ † , the other is M̂2 = N̂ σ̂z |ψiBB hψ|σ̂z† N̂ † and Bob
has to apply the unitary σ̂z on his half in the latter case. Both M̂1 and M̂2 are
completely ∗-copositive in |ψiBB hψ|, but they constitute a valid measurement only
if |ψiB is equatorial. Indeed, M̂1 = M̂2 = |1iAA h1| if |ψiB = |0iB , for example,
which is not a valid POVM. Not surprisingly, this projective measurement cannot
be implemented by attaching an ancilla prepared in |ψiin and performing a fixed joint
measurement, not even if |ψi is equatorial. The joint positive operators (3.23) would
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be N̂1 = 2|Ψ+ iin,A in,A hΨ+ | and N̂2 = 2|Ψ− iin,A in,A hΨ− |, and neither N̂m ≤ 1̂in,A nor
P
m N̂m = 1̂in,A holds.
The following statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.3,
and it also implies the main result of Leung and Shor (2003).
Corollary 3.6. If an exact deterministic remote state preparation scheme using pure
entangled resource of maximal Schmidt rank and forward classical communication is
capable of preparing a generic pure state, the following are equal.
(i) The scheme is oblivious.
(ii) The scheme is oblivious to Alice, i.e., it requires from her only a single specimen of the target state, not her complete classical knowledge of it.
(iii) Alice’s measurement consists of effective POVM elements all being completely
∗-copositive in the target state.

3.2.1

Examples

As the first example, consider teleportation of the target state ψ̂ using maximally
entangled resource. Alice performs a joint Bell measurement on the input and on
her part of the pair. The measurement eigenstates are maximally entangled Bell
states. By Theorem 3.4, the joint measurement is equivalent to a POVM whose
elements are completely ∗-copositive in ψ̂. Therefore, teleportation is oblivious.
Suppose now that teleportation of a qubit state is amended by transmitting an
extra bit that specifies whether the target state lies in the upper (“0”) or lower (“1”)
half of the Bloch sphere. The scheme is evidently non-oblivious. Denote by B̂ij
(i, j = 0,1) the antilinear operators corresponding to the four Bell states. If ψ̂ is
in the upper hemisphere, then the effective positive operators are M̂ij0 = B̂ij ψ̂ B̂ij† .
However, if ψ̂ is in the lower hemisphere, M̂ij0 = 0; the message “ij0” cannot be sent
in this case since the third bit (“0”) would mean that ψ̂ is in the upper hemisphere.
One concludes that M̂ij0 as a function of ψ̂ is not even a superoperator, and the
scheme is not oblivious.
The third example concerns exact deterministic remote state preparation introduced in Section 1.2.3. Although the ensemble of preparable states is restricted to
generalized equatorial states (or latitudinal states for partially entangled resources),
it is still large enough to satisfy the premise of Theorem 3.2. Indeed, take any two
different preparable pure states
|ψ0 i =

D−1
X
j=0

αj eiϕj |ji and |ψ00 i =

D−1
X

0

αj eiϕj |ji,

(3.25)

j=0

where αj and |ji are the Schmidt numbers and the
corresponding Schmidt vectors
P
0
of the partially entangled pure resource |ΨiAB = D−1
j=0 αj |jiA |jiB , while ϕj and ϕj
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are parameters of the target states which are under Alice’s control but unknown to
Bob. Define the following states for k = 1, . . . , D − 1,
|ψk i ≡

D−1
X

αj eiϕj −2πijk/D |ji,

j=0

|ψk0 i ≡

D−1
X

0

αj eiϕj −2πijk/D |ji.

(3.26)

j=0

D−1
0
Each of the two sets {|ψk i}D−1
k=0 and {|ψk i}k=0 is a basis in Hilbert space HB of
state vectors. (If the two sets happen to be equal, just chose another state for |ψ00 i,
because the original is already included in the first set.) Therefore, each of the two
D−1
sets {|ψk ihψk |}k=0
and {|ψk0 ihψk0 |}D−1
k=0 is a basis in HB ⊗ HB , and each is linearly
independent alone. Their union, however, is not linearly independent, since
D−1
X
X
X
1 D−1
1 D−1
0
0
|ψk ihψk | =
|ψk ihψk | =
|αj |2 |jihj| = TrA Ψ̂AB .
D k=0
D k=0
j=0

(3.27)

Then either the union itself or a real subset of its is as required in Theorem 3.2.
In the protocol, Bob applies the unitary operation Ûk given in Equation (1.24) to
restore the target state |ψi ≡ |ψ0 i = Ûk |ψk i. If the entangled resource is characterized by the antilinear operator Â, then Alice’s measurement is described by the
projections M̂k = D1 Â−1 Ûk† |ψihψ|Ûk Â−1† , which are indeed completely ∗-copositive
in |ψihψ|. The scheme is oblivious to Bob, but it is not oblivious to Alice according
to Theorem 3.5.
The last example concerns the exact probabilistic column method introduced in
Section 1.2.2. Actually, a more generalized scheme is considered here that remotely
prepares a generic D dimensional state ψ̂ = |ψihψ| using a huge amount N of
identical maximally entangled pairs. The pairs are consecutively labelled by index
n = 1, . . . , N so that Alice and Bob can keep track of the particles belonging to each
other. For each pair, Alice performs a yes/no projective measurement on her half.
(This is a less intrusive measurement than that of Section 1.2.2.) The projections
for the “yes” and “no” outcomes are
P̂ψ = pÂ−1 ψ̂ Â−1†

and Q̂ψ = 1̂ − P̂ψ ,

(3.28)

respectively, where the normalizing factor p = 1/D is the probability of the “yes”
outcome, and Â denotes the antilinear operator describing the state of one pair.
Then Alice randomly chooses one of the successful outcomes and sends the index
n of the corresponding entangled pair. After Bob received the message, he keeps
only one of his halves (the one that is specified in the message) and discards the
rest that is byproduct. The probability Pfailure = (1 − p)N of all “no” outcomes after
measuring N pairs is less than e−N/D , so N ≈ D log 1 ensures a probability of failure
less than .
The protocol is not oblivious for any successful outcome. It is because the
byproduct systems are prepared with higher probability in the orthogonal state
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ψ̂ ⊥ ≡ D1 1̂ − ψ̂ than in ψ̂. For example, suppose that Alice performs her measurement
on two pairs of qubits. As a result, Bob’s halves are prepared in either of the four
states ψ̂ ⊗ ψ̂, ψ̂ ⊗ ψ̂ ⊥ , ψ̂ ⊥ ⊗ ψ̂, or ψ̂ ⊥ ⊗ ψ̂ ⊥ with equal probability 14 . Alice sends the
message “1” each time when the second outcome occurs, but only in half of the cases
when the first outcome occurs. Thus, if Bob receives this message, it is twice as
probable that the state of his second qubit is ψ̂ ⊥ . The probability of both messages
“1” and “2” is 83 , and the probability of failure (the last outcome) is 14 , so all sums
up to 1.
In the general case, the effective POVM element corresponding to the message
C = 1 can be determined according to Equation (3.3). Whenever the measurement
of N pairs yields the outcome P̂ ⊗ Q̂N −1 , Alice sends C = 1, so this projection is
counted with unit weight. If any of the outcomes {P̂ ⊗ Q̂⊗(i−2) ⊗ P̂ ⊗ Q̂⊗(N −i) }N
i=2
occurs, then the message is either 1 or i with equal probability 12 , so each of these
projections is counted with weight 12 . Projections that are tensor
products of k P̂ -s

N −1
1
and N − k Q̂-s are counted with weight k . There are k−1 of such projections
(at the first position, there is always P̂ , and one has to chose k − 1 out of N − 1
non-first positions for P̂ ), and each occurs with probability pk (1 − p)N −k . The total
probability of the message C = 1 is
P1 =

!
N
X
1 N −1
k=1

k k−1

pk (1 − p)N −k =

1 − (1 − p)N
.
N

(3.29)

Note that it is the same for every successful message C, and N
C=1 PC = 1 − Pfailure .
N
Denote by Π̂k the N -partite projection that projects k particles on state P̂ and the
rest on the orthogonal subspace, regardless of their order,
P





N
k
Y
Y
X
1

P̂
Q̂π(j)  ,
Π̂N
≡
π(i)
k
k!(N − k)! π∈Perm N i=1
j=k+1

(3.30)

where P̂i = 1̂i−1 ⊗ P̂ ⊗ 1̂N −i and Q̂i = 1̂i−1 ⊗ Q̂ ⊗ 1̂N −i . Then the effective POVM
element corresponding to message C = 1 is
M̂1 =

N
X
1
k=1 k

−1
P̂ ⊗ Π̂N
k−1 .

(3.31)

⊗N
− Q̂⊗N . However,
The formula for M̂C can be derived similarly, and N
C=1 M̂C = 1̂
M̂C is not completely copositive in P̂ . Actually, it is not even linear: it is tensor
polynomial in P̂ . Therefore, it cannot be completely ∗-copositive in ψ̂ either, thus
confirming that the protocol is not oblivious.

P
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Interestingly, as N gets very large, the typical subspace in the support of (3.31)
N −1
is determined by P̂ ⊗ Π̂k−1
with k ≈ N/2. Therefore, one can approximate M̂1 as
N
ˆ ≡ X 2 P̂ ⊗ Π̂N −1 = 2 P̂ ⊗ 1̂⊗(N −1) .
M̃
1
k=1
N
k=1 N

(3.32)

P ˆ
ˆ ; the
⊗N
Evidently, C M̃
, and as N goes to infinity, M̂1 does not tend to M̃
C ≥ 1̂
1
⊥ ⊗(N −1)
state |ψi ⊗ |ψ i
is eigenstate of both but with different eigenvalues 1 and
2
, respectively. However, acting on the reduced density matrix of N entangled
N
pairs, their difference is proportional to 1/N . Therefore, Bob’s conditional states
ˆ Â†⊗N obtained using M̂ and M̃
ˆ as POVM elements do
Â⊗N M̂ Â†⊗N and Â⊗N M̃
1

1

1

1

converge to each other as N → ∞, meaning that this remote state preparation
scheme is asymptotically oblivious according to the definition of Section 1.2.4 (see
also Bennett et. al, 2005).

3.2.2

Unitarily recoverable schemes

Description of remote state preparation schemes gets simplified considerably when
Bob’s recovery transformation is a unitary operation: RC (ρ̂B ) = ÛC ρ̂B ÛC† , where
ÛC : HB → HB is a unitary operator. In this case, there are pure states at each
step of the procedure, and complex linear structure of quantum mechanics can be
directly applied. As it will be shown, complete ∗-copositivity of POVM elements
can be replaced by antilinear dependence of the POVM eigenstates. Alternatively,
if Bob is allowed to perform an unphysical antiunitary transformation, the POVM
eigenstates depend linearly on the target state. This is useful if Bob does not really
want to recover the target state but rather to simulate measurement statistics that
he would obtain for the original target state.
A sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of exact deterministic
remote state preparation protocols that are based on unitary recovery operation
was given in Section 3.1.3. It was shown that a target state |ψi can be prepared
unconditionally if there is such a set of unitaries ÛC under Bob’s control and the
probability distribution pC is such that Equation (3.14) holds. The set E of pure
state vectors |ψi is called a preparable ensemble if it consists of states that can be
exactly prepared using the same fixed set of unitaries ÛC . Then the (unnormed)
eigenstates of Alice’s measurement are constructed from Equation (3.15) as
|φC iA =

q

pC (ψ)Â−1 ÛC† |ψiB ,

(3.33)

for every target state |ψi ∈ E and where Â is the invertible antilinear operator that
describes the pure entangled resource.
If the exact deterministic remote state preparation protocol is oblivious, then the
probability distribution pC (ψ) is independent of |ψi, and Equation (3.33) implies
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that the eigenstates of Alice’s measurement are antilinear functions of the target
state: for each successful outcome C, there exists an operator B̂C : HB → HA such
that
√
(3.34)
|φC iA = B̂C |ψiB , B̂C = pC Â−1 ÛC† ,
and B̂C is antilinear and is the same for all |ψi ∈ E .
Though the eigenstates of the POVM operators are necessarily antilinear functions of the target state, this fact does not exclude the possibility that, in some
special cases, one can find linear operators L̂C : HB → HA as well that also generate the eigenstates from the target state, |φC iA = L̂C |ψiB . This can happen, for
example, in the trivial case when E consists of a basis |ii and nothing more. Then
one can define the linear operators such that L̂C |iiB ≡ B̂C |iiB . However, this kind
of “classical remote state preparation” is nothing more than a classical hashing protocol with entanglement providing the shared secret key (confer with the one-time
pad in Section 1.1.2), and it is out of the scope of the Dissertation.
A similar construction of linear operators is also possible when E consists of real
superpositions of the basis states. On this real subspace, complex conjugation does
not play role, the antilinear B̂C equals the linear L̂C , so antilinearity is not an issue.
However, as it is shown in (Zeng and Zhang, 2002), remote state preparation is
realizable in real Hilbert space only if the dimension of the space is 2, 4, or 8. This
means that E is usually not a real subspace, so complex conjugation does matter
and antilinear functions are the simplest choice to relate measurement eigenstates
to the target state.
It has been shown that a necessary condition for an existing exact deterministic
remote state preparation scheme to be oblivious is that for all the possible messages
C, there exists a fixed antilinear operator B̂C mapping the target state |ψiB to
the measurement eigenstate |φC iA . In a way similar to Theorem 3.2, now the
reverse is shown: the existence of such antilinear operators is a sufficient condition
of obliviousness.
Theorem 3.7. Consider an exact deterministic remote state preparation scheme
that uses pure entangled resource of maximal Schmidt rank, forward classical communication, and unitary recovery transformations. Suppose further that the ensemble E of preparable state vectors |ψi is sufficiently large so that for any two different
state vectors |ψ1 i, |ψ2 i ∈ E , there exists a set {|ψi i}ni=1 ⊂ E that is not linearly independent but becomes such if any one of its elements is omitted. Then the following
are equivalent.
(i) The scheme is oblivious.
(ii) The eigenstates of Alice’s measurement are antilinear functions of the target
state, i.e., to every message C there exists a fixed antilinear operator B̂C that
maps possible target states |ψi ∈ E to the corresponding POVM eigenstate
|φC iA .
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Proof. It is only left to prove that (ii) implies (i). The input and output space of
the unitary recovery transformations are identical, so there are no byproduct systems and it is enough to show that the probability distribution of the message is
independent of the target state. Denote by Â the invertible antilinear operator corresponding to the pure entangled resource. The measurement eigenstate corresponding
to message C is |φC iA = B̂C |ψiB according to assumption (ii) of the theorem. Bob’s
conditional state is then |ψC iB = (pC (ψ))−1/2 Â|φC iA , where pC (ψ) = kÂB̂C |ψiB k2
is the probability distribution which will be shown to be independent of |ψi. After Bob performed the unitary recovery operation, the output state must equal the
target state, so one has the relation
ÛC ÂB̂C |ψiB =

q

for all |ψi ∈ E

pC (ψ)|ψiB ,

(3.35)

and for all message C. The left-hand side of the equation is linear in |ψiB since Â
and B̂C are both antilinear and their product is linear. Therefore, the right-hand
side must be linear as well—as long as the superposition states used to test its
linearity are also elements of E . Let the set {|ψi i}ni=1 be as specified in the theorem
P
so that |ψ1 i = ni=2 αi |ψi i be a linear combination with all nonzero coefficients αi .
Linearity of (3.35) implies that
q

pC (ψ1 )|ψ1 i =

n
X

q

αi pC (ψi )|ψi i,

(3.36)

i=2

0=

n
X

αi

q

pC (ψi ) −

q



pC (ψ1 ) |ψi i.

(3.37)

i=2

Since the vectors |ψi i for i = 2, . . . , n are linearly independent, only the trivial linear
combination of theirs can be zero, and it implies that pC (ψ1 ) = pC (ψi ) is constant.
Furthermore, |ψ1 i and |ψ2 i where chosen arbitrarily, so pC (ψ) for a general |ψi ∈ E
has no state dependence either, that is, the protocol is oblivious.
Remark that, from the practical point of view, the ensemble E is not much
restricted by the assumption of the theorem. It expresses that quantum communication is not limited to a classical alphabet but E contains many states that are
evidently not all orthogonal to each other. Essentially, nonorthogonal states are the
starting point of many quantum information processing protocols. For the qubit
case, the assumption is satisfied if E contains at least three states.
Let us turn back to remote preparation of equatorial qubit states (Section 1.2.3).
Suppose that there is given
√ a maximally entangled resource so the corresponding
antilinear operator Â is 1/ 2 times an antiunitary. To prepare a state |ψiB , Alice
performs a von Neumann measurement projecting the state of her half either to
|φiA = √12 Â−1 |ψiB or to |φ⊥ iA = N̂ |φiA , where N̂ is the antiunitary spin-flip
operator that maps a generic state vector to its orthogonal (antipodal) complement.
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0 1
N̂ is unique up to phase factor and it has a matrix N = ( −1
0 ) in an appropriate
basis. The effect of N̂ on equatorial states coincides with that of the unitary
π-rotation along the z axis, σ̂z . Therefore, both |φiA and |φ⊥ iA can be chosen
antiunitary functions of the target state, and Bob can recover the target state even
if outcome |φ⊥ iA occurs. For a generic state, however, the secondary outcome
|φ⊥ iA = √12 N̂ Â−1 |ψiB depends on |ψiB in a unitary way, and Bob would need

to apply the antiunitary operation N̂ as recovery action. Such an operation cannot
be implemented physically, thus, Bob cannot restore the target state in this case.
Nevertheless, the output may be useful in future measurement.
As it was pointed out by Pati (2000), Bob can transform his measuring apparatus
instead of restoring the target state. This way, he can use the unrestored output state
|ψ ⊥ iB to simulate his measurement statistics that he would otherwise obtain using
the original target state |ψiB . For example, suppose he wants to test the property
|χiB on the original state |ψiB , but Alice’s measurement fails and he receives the
antipodal output |ψ ⊥ iB . If he test the property
|χ0 iB = N̂ −1† |χiB

(3.38)

instead, then he gets the probability amplitude
B hχ

0

|ψ ⊥ iB = B hχ|ψi∗B ,

(3.39)

that is the same up to a complex conjugation. While Bob cannot perform antiunitary
transformation on the output state, he can rewire his measuring device so that it
measures different eigenstates: |χ0 iB instead of |χiB . For qubits, this corresponds
to turning his measuring apparatus upside down, so that it measures the spin in
direction −~n instead of ~n.
It is now shown that such a general simulation of future measurement statistics
is not possible in higher dimensional systems if one wishes to consider every target
state |ψiB ∈ HB and projective measurement. To form a vector orthogonal to
arbitrary |φiA , one needs an antiunitary and also antilinearly antihermitian (or skewHermitian) operator. Indeed, it is easy to see that a function N̂ that maps every
state |φi to one of its orthogonal complements cannot be linear. Suppose that N̂ is
antilinear. Since hφ|N̂ |φi = 0, one has
0 = (hφ1 | + hφ2 |)N̂ (|φ1 i + |φ2 i) = hφ1 |N̂ |φ2 i + hφ2 |N̂ |φ1 i = hφ1 |(N̂ + N̂ † )|φ2 i (3.40)
which implies that N̂ † = −N̂ , that is, N̂ is antilinearly antihermitian. Reversely, if
N̂ is such then
hφ|N̂ |φi = hφ|N̂ † |φi = −hφ|N̂ |φi = 0
(3.41)
for every |φi. Moreover, it must be antiunitary as well, N̂ † = N̂ −1 (or N̂ † =
−N̂ −1 ). Such operations are called conjugation (or skew conjugation). A set of such
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antiunitary operators, however, cannot generate an orthonormal measurement basis
for arbitrary |φiA . If it could and |φi iA = N̂i |φiA would be an orthonormal basis,
then |φ2 iA = N̂2 N̂1−1 |φ1 iA would be orthogonal to |φ1 iA for every |φ1 iA , which would
imply that N̂2 N̂1−1 is not linear. However, the product of two antilinear operators is
linear.
One can conclude that exact deterministic remote state preparation of a generic
state is not possible with von Neumann measurement and unitary recovery operation,
and that simulation of measurement statistics works in the qubit case only. One can
only regard a special restricted ensemble E of states, so that one can choose a set
of (anti)unitaries generating the orthonormal measurement basis for all |ψiB ∈ E .
A unitary N̂i enables exact remote state preparation, but if N̂i is antiunitary, only
simulation of measurement statistics is possible.

3.2.3

Putting schemes together

The condition of obliviousness given in Theorem 3.7 can be reduced to a similar
condition in terms of linear operators relating measurement eigenstates to each
other instead of to the target state. This induces a criterion in terms of commutation
relations which reduces the case of partially entangled resources to that of maximally
entangled ones, and allows one to construct remote state preparation protocols more
efficiently.
Corollary 3.8. The scheme specified in Theorem 3.7 is oblivious if and only if
the measurement eigenstates |φC iA corresponding to different message C but same
target state are linear functions of each other, i.e., there are fixed invertible linear
operators L̂C such that |φC iA = L̂C |φ1 iA , and L̂C is the same for all |ψi ∈ E .
Proof. Define the functions
L̂C ≡

q

pC (ψ)/p1 (ψ)Â−1 ÛC† Û1 Â.

(3.42)

Equation (3.33) implies that they are invertible and that |φC iA = L̂C |φ1 iA . If the
scheme is oblivious, the term under the square root is constant, so (3.42) defines
invertible linear operators. On the other hand, if L̂C is a linear operator, an
argument similar to what was presented in the previous proof ensures that the
ratio `C ≡ pC (ψ)/p1 (ψ) is independent of |ψi. From this obliviousness follows, since
probabilities must sum up to 1.
In the following, a special kind of oblivious exact deterministic remote state
preparation protocols will be investigated. Suppose first that the operators L̂C in
Corollary 3.8 are proportional to unitaries, i.e., L̂†C L̂C = `C 1A . Then the protocol is
oblivious and, exploiting that the ratio pC /p1 is constant, one can rewrite (3.42) as
ÂL̂C =

q

pC /p1 ÛC† Û1 Â.

(3.43)
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Multiplying (3.43) with its adjoint, taking its trace, and using Equations (1.38)
stating that Â† Â = σ̂A and ÂÂ† = σ̂B are the reduced density operators of the entangled resource, one finds that `C = pC /p1 and (3.43) then implies the commutation
relations
[σ̂B , Û1† ÛC ] = 0, for all C,
(3.44)
and similarly [σ̂A , L̂C ] = 0. It is easy to that the reverse is also true. Suppose that
the commutation relation (3.44) holds. Recall the antilinear polar decomposition of
√
ˆ and substitute it into (3.42). Applying the commutation relation (3.44)
Â = σ̂B J,
q
results that L̂C = pC /p1 Jˆ−1 ÛC† Û1 Jˆ is proportional to unitary. This was the proof
of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Consider an oblivious exact deterministic remote state preparation
scheme that uses pure entangled resource of maximal Schmidt rank, forward classical communication, and unitary recovery transformations. The operators L̂C that
map a particular measurement eigenstate |φ1 iA to the other eigenstates |φC iA are
proportional to unitaries if and only if the commutation relation (3.44) holds. In
this case, L̂C and ÛC† Û1 are given in the Schmidt bases by matrices proportional to
each other.
An important implication of Theorem 3.9 is that if (3.44) holds for a remote
state preparation scheme using a partially entangled resource, then the same set of
unitaries (at Bob’s side) and the same measurement device (at Alice’s side) with the
same probability distribution can be used to remotely prepare a different ensemble
using a maximally entangled resource. To show this, start from the necessary and
sufficient condition of remote state preparation given in Equation (3.14). Multiplying
it with (Dσ̂B )−1/2 from both left and right one obtains
X

pC ÛC† |ψ 0 iBB hψ 0 |ÛC =

C

1
1̂B ,
D

for all |ψ 0 i ∈ E 0 ,

(3.45)

where now the preparable ensemble E 0 contains all the dependence on the original
partially entangled resource,
1
−1/2
E 0 = √ Û1 σ̂B Û1† E
D

q

and E = Û1 Dσ̂B Û1† E 0 .

(3.46)

It is clear that Equation (3.45) is the necessary and sufficient condition of remote
state preparation using a maximally entangled resource. Note that for a maximally
entangled resource the commutation relation (3.44) is trivially satisfied.
Conversely, protocols designed for maximally entangled resources can be used
with partially entangled ones if and only if (3.44) holds with the partial density
operator of the latter. This observation can help in constructing new protocols,
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since it is much easier to first seek for maximally entangled schemes that satisfy
(3.45) and then test condition (3.44), while solving (3.14) directly can be difficult.
Another interesting implication of the commutation relation (3.44) is that the
unitary operators Û1† ÛC are simultaneously block diagonal in the eigenbasis of the
partial density operator. σ̂B can always be written as a linear combination of its
eigenprojections,
σ̂B =

r
X

λj P̂j =

j=1

r
M

λj 1̂j ,

(3.47)

j=1

where r is the number of different eigenvalues of σ̂B , P̂j is the projection onto the
L
eigensubspace Hj , 1̂j is the identity operator on Hj , and
denotes the direct sum
of the operators. Suppose that in the lower dimensional subspaces, the problem
of remote state preparation is solved for maximally entangled resources: denote by
(j)
(j)
ÛC the unitaries, by pC the probabilities, and by Ej the preparable ensemble that
correspond to the protocol in Hj ,
X

(j)

(j) †

pC ÛC

(j)

|ψ (j) ijj hψ (j) |ÛC =

C

1
1j ,
Dj

|ψ (j) ij ∈ Ej .

(3.48)

Now a method for constructing a protocol in HB = rj=1 Hj will be given. To
this end, a set of unitary operators and probabilities will be defined that satisfy the
sufficient and necessary condition (3.14) for a particular ensemble of states that is
also to be specified. After that, Alice’s measurement may be obtained according to
Equation (3.15). Define the block diagonal unitaries as
L

Û(k,C) ≡

r
M

(j)

e2πijk/r ÛCj ,

(3.49)

j=1

where k = 1, . . . , r and C = (C1 , . . . , Cr ) with Cj indexing a possible message in
the jth protocol. The pair (k, C) will serve as a message in the compound protocol,
and its probability p(k,C) needs to be specified as well. However, there is some
freedom in the probabilities. The only requirement in the construction is that (i)
the probabilities p(k,C) = pC do not depend on k, and (ii) for all j = 1, . . . , r,
r X
X

p(k,C) δc,Cj = p(j)
c ,

(3.50)

k=1 C

where index c stands for an arbitrary message in the jth protocol. For some
values of C, one can freely choose p(k,C) = 0 and disregard that message, so not
every combination of the Cj -s is to be considered. An example for choosing the
probabilities will be provided later.
Then the following target states can be prepared remotely,
|ψiB ≡

r q
M
j=1

λj Dj eiϕj |ψ (j) ij ,

|ψ (j) ij ∈ Ej ,

(3.51)
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where ϕj -s are parameters that are specified by Alice but unknown to Bob. Neglecting the global phase factor of |ψiB , there are r − 1 free of them. P
If Ej is a dj
dimensional real manifold, the dimensionality of E as a manifold is d = j dj +r −1.
To prove that the preceding construction
indeed realizes remote state prepaLr q
0
ration, let us substitute |ψ iB = j=1 Dj /Deiϕj |ψ (j) ij , which is obtained using
Equation (3.46), and the compound unitaries (3.49) in the reduced sufficient and
necessary condition (3.45). Verifying it block by block, one immediately finds that
the off-diagonal blocks vanish because
r
1X
e2πi(l−j)k/r = δjl .
r k=1

(3.52)

The condition for the remaining diagonal blocks then reduces to Equation (3.48)
which was the starting point.
Remark that the index k is an element of the cyclic group Zr that is the group of
integer addition modulo r. This can be straightforwardly generalized to an arbitrary
Abelian group G of order r. It is known from group theory that an Abelian group
G is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups,
G ' Zr1 × Zr2 × . . . × Zrp .

(3.53)

Evidently, |G| = pi=1 ri = r. Elements of G can be treated as p-tuples k =
(k1 , k2 , . . . , km ) with ki = 0, 1, . . . , ri − 1. Every element forms a conjugacy class
onto itself, therefore, all the irreducible representations of G are one dimensional,
they are indexed by the group elements (j ∈ G), and they are products of irreducible
representations of the respective cyclic groups,
Q

uj : G → C,

uj (k) =

p
Y

exp(2πiji ki /ri ).

(3.54)

i=1

The one dimensional representations are the characters of themselves and Equation (3.52) can be replaced by the following orthogonality relation of the characters
of the irreducibles
1 X
uj (k)u∗l (k) = δjl ,
|G| k∈G

for j, l ∈ G.

(3.55)

One can redefine the block diagonal unitaries (3.49) as
Uk,C ≡

M

(j)

uj (k)UCj ,

(3.56)

j∈G

and then the preparable ensemble E consists of states of the form
|ψ0 iB ≡

Mq

λj Dj eiϕj |ψ (j) ij ,

j∈G

|ψ (j) ij ∈ Ej ,

(3.57)
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where ϕj -s are the parameters under Alice’s control but unknown to Bob.
The following simple example underpins the essence of the construction. Consider remote preparation of a qutrit state where the entangled resource has two
different eigenvalues so that σB = diag(λ1 , λ1 , λ2 ) in the Schmidt basis. Take the
(1)
(1)
(1)
equatorial protocol (Section 1.2.3) in H1 , so one has p0 = p1 = 12 , U0 = 1,
√
(1)
U1 = σz , and E1 = {(|0i + eiϕ |1i) 2 | ϕ ∈ [0,2π)}. For the one dimensional
(2)
(2)
subspace H2 , take the trivial protocol p0 = 1, U0 = 1, and E2 = {|2i}. Now
construct the qutrit protocol to have 4 possible outcomes indexed by (k, C) with
k = 1,2 and C = (0,0), (1,0). It can be easy checked that Equation (3.50) is satisfied
with the choice pk,C ≡ 41 for the new probabilities. Then Equation (3.49) provides
us with the unitary matrices
U1,(0,0) = diag(−1, −1,1),
U1,(1,0) = diag(−1,1,1),

U2,(0,0) = diag(1,1,1),
U2,(1,0) = diag(1, −1,1).

(3.58)

For the target states, Equation (3.51) gives
|ψ0 iB =

q

λ1 |0i +

q

λ1 eiϕ |1i +

q

0

λ2 eiϕ |2i,

(3.59)

where the parameter ϕ originates in the protocol in H1 , while ϕ0 comes from the
presented construction. Note that it generally holds that if one builds up a protocol
from generalized equatorial protocols of Section 1.2.3, then the same preparable ensemble can be obtained as one would obtain using the original generalized equatorial
protocol directly—though with different measurement setup and unitaries.
To conclude, exact deterministic remote state preparation protocols were considered in which the operators, that map the measurement eigenstates to each other,
are proportional to unitaries. Condition for the existence of such protocols in terms
of commutation relations is derived: Bob’s unitaries and the partial density operator
of the entangled state are simultaneously block diagonal. Schemes designed for partially entangled resources always work with maximally entangled states, and those
designed for maximally entangled ones can be used as building blocks for protocols
using partially entangled resources.

Chapter 4
Continuous variable remote state
preparation
In remote preparation of N dimensional equatorial states (Section 1.2.3), the ensemble of target states is parameterized by N real angles, while only log2 N bits of
classical information is transmitted and the probability distribution of this classical
message is uniform. This Chapter discusses similar exact deterministic remote state
preparation schemes but in continuous variable quantum systems. It is shown that
the ensemble of preparable states is parameterized by infinitely (either continuous or
countable) many real angles, while the classical communication cost is only one real
number or an unbounded integer. The presented results were published in (Kurucz
et. al, 2005b, 2006b)
The Chapter is organized as follows. After discussing the continuous variable
version of the one-time pad cipher, Section 4.1 presents a remote state preparation
scheme involving nonphysical, infinitely entangled resources and continuous variable measurement (momentum measurement). The preparable ensemble consists of
states whose wave function (in position distribution) has unit modulus but their
complex phase eiϕ(x) varies with the position variable. The ensemble is parameterized by the real function ϕ(x) that is under Alice control but unknown to Bob. The
classical message is a real number in this scheme, and it specifies how much amount
of momentum boost Bob needs to apply as recovery transformation. Experimental
feasibility in the simplest cases of linear (ϕ(x) = αx), quadratic (ϕ(x) = βx2 ), and
cubic (ϕ(x) = γx3 ) parameter functions is discussed.
Effects of finite entanglement and detector inefficiencies are considered in Section 4.2. The noise is calculated explicitly for remote preparation of squeezed states.
It is shown that in the latter, losses can be partially compensated if Alice fakes
the classical message so that Bob applies momentum boost different from what is
specified in the noiseless protocol.
Another interpretation for the one-time pad cipher with discrete but infinite
variables is depicted in Section 4.3.1. It then motivates the second example scheme
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which is based on discrete variable measurement (photon counting) and unphysical
entangled resource. There are countable infinitely many parameters and the classical
message consists of an integer number. Interestingly, the recovery transformations
are a non-unitary, namely, they are the photon number down-shift operators that are
generated by the non-Hermitian phase operator (the canonical conjugate of photon
number). Finally, Section 4.3.2 reports the third scheme in which the measured
continuous variable quantity is the phase, and the entangled resource is a wellnormed physical state.

4.1

Remote state preparation in momentum
eigenbasis

In this Section, an ideal remote state preparation scheme is presented which is
capable of remotely preparing a large set of states that are special superpositions of
the momentum eigenstates. The possible “quantum messages” are parameterized by
continuously many real numbers, i.e., by a real function ϕ : R → R. Namely, it is
capable of preparing the target states
|ψiB =

Z

dx ψ(x)|xiB ,

1
ψ(x) = √ eiϕ(x) ,
2π

(4.1)

where ψ(x) is the spatial wave function of the state. On one hand, the set of
preparable states is restricted, on the other hand, the scheme broadcasts only
one real number as the cipher text, half of that is needed in continuous variable
teleportation. The scheme is compared to the continuous variable one-time pad
cipher that can be used to prepare only momentum eigenstates, as the possible
messages are parameterized by only one real number: the momentum.

4.1.1

Continuous variable one-time pad

In the continuous version of the classical cryptographic protocol of Vernam (1926),
which is discussed in Section 1.1.2, the message M is a given real number and the
continuous key K is a uniformly distributed random real number. (In the strict
mathematical sense, uniform probability distribution does not exists on the entire
set of real numbers. For practical purposes, one may consider, e.g., a Gaussian
distribution with a very large variance, so that the probability distribution function
of the key be approximately constant where that of the message has significant
values.) In the encryption process, Alice adds the value of the key to the message
and composes the cipher text C = M + K. It is then safe to broadcast it, since
the cipher text is also a uniformly distributed random number and contains no
information about the original message. Finally, it can be decrypted by subtracting
the value of the key: M = C − K.
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The following protocol is a possible implementation of the continuous cipher on
quantum systems: the cipher text, the message, and the key are all classical, but the
latter two are represented on quantum systems. Given that the possible messages
constitute a continuous set, namely, the set of real numbers, one needs a continuous variable quantum system and a continuous orthogonal basis to represent the
alphabet. For example, the position or momentum eigenstates of a one dimensional
spinless particle, or the eigenstates of the quadrature amplitudes of a particular field
mode of the electromagnetic radiation. For the sake of concreteness, let us consider
to the momentum eigenstates |pi.
In the decryption process, Bob will need to manipulate the state of the system
which represents his instance of the key. While adding a number to the key can
be done quite efficiently, subtracting its value from a number without measuring
it would involve space inversion (p 7→ −p) which is better to avoid. Therefore, it
is advantageous to have an anticorrelated pair of keys represented by two quantum
systems whose total momentum P̂A +P̂B has a definite value of 0, while the individual
distribution functions of P̂A and P̂B coincide with that of the key, i.e., uniform. Such
is the case for the classically correlated state
ρAB =

Z

dp |piAA hp| ⊗ |−piBB h−p|,

(4.2)

that can also be given by its Wigner function
W (xA , pA ; xB , pB ) =

1
δ(pA + pB ).
(2π)2

(4.3)

Note that the key state has necessarily infinite energy expectation value and, therefore, it is unphysical, if the key is uniformly distributed.
Now regard the case when Alice wants to convey the message |p = M i (M ∈ R)
to Bob. In the first step, she measures the momentum operator of system A. If
she finds the eigenstate |p = KiA , then the state of system B is |p = −KiB with
certainty. Then she composes the cipher-text code C = M + K and announces
it through the classical communication channel. In order to decrypt the cipher
and to obtain the message state |p = M iB at the output, Bob needs to add C to
the momentum of his system. Since momentum displacement transformations are
generated by the position operator, the unitary operation Bob needs to apply is
ˆ (iC) = exp[iC X̂ ].
D̃
B
B

(4.4)

As a result of the transformation, Bob’s state is turned to |p = C − KiB =
|p = M iB , and the decryption process is completed. The protocol described above
is a remote state preparation protocol in which only position eigenstates can be
prepared using a classically correlated pair as the entangled resource.
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ˆ
Remark that the momentum boost operators D̃(ip),
defined with p ∈ R as
in Equation (4.4), form a special subgroup of the Heisenberg-Weyl group which
comprises the more general phase space displacement transformations
√
†
∗
ˆ
(4.5)
D̃(α)
= exp(i Im αX̂ − i Re αP̂ ) ≡ e(αâ −α â)/ 2 ,
√
where α ∈ C and â(†) = (X̂ ± iP̂ )/ 2 are the standard annihilation (creation)
operators, respectively, commuting to [â, â† ] = 1. Our phase √
space displacement
operators (4.5) differ from those of Glauber (1963) in a factor of 2 in its argument,
as the latter ones are defined as
 √

√
†
∗
D̂(α) = eαâ −α â ≡ exp i 2 Im αX̂ − i 2 Re αP̂ .
(4.6)

4.1.2

Description of the quantum protocol

The one-time pad can be easily improved so as to be capable of preparing a much
larger set of states. The first modification to it is that the classically correlated
mixture (4.2) is replaced with a pure entangled state. A detailed analysis to be
presented later shows that it is quite reasonable to choose the ideally correlated pair
proposed by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (1935). The wave function of this state
is
1 Z
dp ei(xA −xB )p = δ(xA − xB ).
(4.7)
ΨEPR (xA , xB ) =
2π
The second modification to the classical cipher is that Alice is allowed to perform
a more general measurement, other than that of the momentum. Namely, based
on the adjustable parameter function ϕ of the target state (4.1), she performs a
projection onto one of the eigenstates
1
φp (xA ) = √ e−iϕ(xA )+ipxA ,
2π

|φp iA = e−iϕ(X̂A ) |piA ,

(4.8)

with the real number p being the measurement result, and |pi being the momentum
eigenstate of momentum p.
Following the measurement, she composes the cipher text C = p and transmits
it to Bob. His state, conditioned on the cipher text C, is given by the partial inner
product |ψC iB = A hφp |ΨEPR iAB ,
ψC (xB ) =

Z

1
dxA φ∗p (xA )Ψ(xA , xB ) = √ eiϕ(xB )−iCxB .
2π

(4.9)

This state differs from the target state (4.1) in a factor of e−iCx . Fortunately, the
target state can be restored by Bob adding C to the momentum of his system, that
is, by applying the momentum displacement transformation (4.4). This completes
the decryption process.
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To summarize, the proposed continuous variable remote state preparation scheme
involves generalized momentum-like measurement at Alice’s side and momentum
displacement operation at Bob’s side. Remote preparation of the ensemble
1
E = ψ(x) = √ eiϕ(x) ϕ : R → R .
2π




(4.10)

is possible using the ideal EPR pair as the entangled resource and transmitting one
real number through the classical communication channel.
Finally, an important question about the generalized measurement in the basis
(4.8) is contemplated. The Hermitian operator corresponding to the measured
physical quantity is
P̂ 0 =

Z

dp p|φp ihφp | = e−iϕ(X̂) P̂ eiϕ(X̂) = P̂ + ϕ0 (X̂),

(4.11)

where ϕ0 (x) = dϕ(x)/dx and the subscripts denoting system A were omitted. The
latter equation is obtained using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula
e−A BeA =

∞
X
1
n=0

n!

[[[B, A], . . .], A] .
|

{z
n

(4.12)

}

The measured value p0 of the operator (4.11) is used to compose the cipher text
C = p0 . This measurement can be implemented equivalently by first applying a
specific unitary premeasurement transformation V̂ , and then performing standard
momentum measurement; this corresponds to measuring the operator P̂ 00 = V̂ † P̂ V̂ in
two steps. Although it is not necessarily the most practical to realize in experiments,
an obvious choice for the premeasurement transformation is
V̂ = exp iϕ(X̂A ).

(4.13)

However, P̂ 00 need not equal P̂ 0 . The only constraint for V̂ is that P̂ 0 and P̂ 00 have
the same set of nondegenerate eigenstates (4.8). This can also be expressed by the
commutation relation
[P̂ 0 , P̂ 00 ] = [e−iϕ(X̂) P̂ eiϕ(X̂) , V̂ † P̂ V̂ ] = 0.

(4.14)

In general, P̂ 00 is an invertible function of P̂ 0 ,
P̂ 00 = f (P̂ 0 ) =

Z

dp f (p)|φp ihφp |.

(4.15)

The eigenstate of P̂ 00 corresponding to the eigenvalue p00 is
1

|φ00p00 i = q

f 0 (f −1 (p00 ))

e−iϕ(X̂) |p = f −1 (p00 )i,

(4.16)
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where |p = f −1 (p00 )i is the eigenstate of the canonical momentum operator P̂ corresponding to the eigenvalue f −1 (p00 ), and the normalizing factor is to ensure that
hφ00p |φ00q i = δ(p − q). In the protocol, the cipher text would be composed of p0 , the
outcome of the measurement of P̂ 0 . But Alice eventually measures P̂ 00 , so she should
rescale her real outcome p00 , and compose the correct cipher text as C = f −1 (p00 ).

4.1.3

Examples

The simplest example of continuous variable remote state preparation is the one with
linear parameter function ϕ(x) = αx. In quantum optics, a possible process for the
premeasurement transformation (4.13) would be the phase displacement operation
ˆ
D̃(iα)
given in Equation (4.4). It can be realized in a homodyne interferometric
setup by mixing the input mode with an intense coherent laser beam on a low
reflectivity beam splitter. The displacement parameter α can be adjusted by tuning
the phase and amplitude of the laser field. However, it is plausible not to apply any
premeasurement transformation at all, but to measure the momentum directly. In
this case, the function in Equation (4.15) is f (p) = p − p0 , thus the cipher text is
composed as C = p0 + p00 whenever the momentum measurement yields p00 . This
conforms with the classical one-time pad, and does not add anything new to it.
The next simplest case is when the parameter function is quadratic: ϕ(x) =
αx + βx2 . It is easy to verify that the Wigner function of the target state is
V (x, p) = δ(p − α − 2βx), and this tilted line is related to the eigenstate of the
rotated quadrature
Q̂θ+π/2 = P̂ cos θ − X̂ sin θ
(4.17)
corresponding to the eigenvalue α cos θ, where tan θ = 2β. Thus, the parameter β
specifies the angle of the infinite squeezing and α determines the displacement.
It was shown by Lloyd and Braunstein (1999) that the transformation V̂ =
exp i(αX̂ + β X̂ 2 ), whose generator is a quadratic polynomial in X̂, can be implemented using appropriate combination of phase space displacement and squeezing
operations. Namely, applying the Baker-Hausdorff theorem, one concludes that
2

i

eiX̂ = e 2 (X̂

2 +P̂ 2 )+ i (X̂ 2 −P̂ 2 )
2

i

= e 2 (X̂

2 +P̂ 2 )

i

e 2 (X̂

2 −P̂ 2 )

1

e− 2 (X̂ P̂ +P̂ X̂) ,

(4.18)

where the last two terms are squeezing operations along different axes and the
first term corresponds to free evolution of the electromagnetic field mode. From
Equation (4.11), the generalized momentum operator that could be measured using
such a premeasurement transformation is P̂ 0 = P̂ + α + 2β X̂.
However, it is not at all practical to implement (4.18) as the premeasurement
transformation. Evolution according to the free Hamiltonian for a time proportional
to −θ (or rather 2π − θ) yields the rotated quadrature Q̂−θ+π/2 ,
θ

P̂ 00 = ei 2 (X̂

2 +P̂ 2 )

θ

P̂ e−i 2 (X̂

2 +P̂ 2 )

= cos θP̂ + sin θX̂.

(4.19)
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Note the opposite sign of X̂ with respect to Equation (4.17) which is due to the
fact that the entangled resource is anticorrelated in momentum. Then the scaling
function is f (p) = (p − α) cos θ, thus the cipher text is composed as C = f −1 (p00 ) =
α + p00 / cos θ.
Such rotated squeezed states could be easily prepared locally if the two parameters α and β were known. However, the power of the present scheme is that only one
real number is communicated from Alice to Bob, and that real number has nothing
to do with the actual values of the parameters. This is of crucial importance if
the scheme is introduced to secure a private communication channel. Consider, for
example, the remote preparation of squeezed states that are squeezed in orthogonal
directions so that they are difficult to distinguish if the direction of squeezing is
unknown.
More general premeasurement transformations can be envisaged in continuous
variable quantum computation. For example, the cubic phase gate V = exp iγ X̂ 3
can be realized by combining linear optics with the nonlinear photon number measurement process (Gottesman et. al, 2001; Bartlett and Sanders, 2002). More sophisticated premeasurement transformations (Lloyd and Braunstein, 1999) give rise
to larger ensemble of preparable states.

4.1.4

Proof of generality

In this Section, detailed calculation is provided to reason the choice for the entangled
resource (4.7) and to prove that the ensemble (4.10) cannot be further extended with
pure states. The remote state preparation protocol should conform with the onetime pad in the classical limit in the sense that remote preparation of momentum
eigenstates should involve the same actions from Alice’s and Bob’s part. This
necessitates that the entangled resource be a 0-eigenstate of the total momentum
operator P̂A + P̂B ,
1 Z
dp g(p)ei(xA −xB )p ,
2π
Ψ̃(pA , pB ) = g(pB )δ(pA + pB ),

Ψ(xA , xB ) =

(4.20a)
(4.20b)

where g : R → C is a yet unknown part of the bipartite wave function to be specified
later. Let us commence the argument at the end of the protocol and advance
backwards. Suppose that the state with spatial wave function ψ(x) is prepared
remotely. Before Bob translating his system by the amount determined by the
cipher text, his state was
ˆ
−1
|ψC iB = [D̃(iC)]
|ψiB ,

ψC (x) = e−iCx ψ(x).

(4.21)

Utilizing the von Neumann projection principle, one can figure out what state
|φC iA Alice had projected her system onto. This particular state can be obtained
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by inverting the relation |ψC iB =
representation reads

A hφC |ΨiAB .

φ̃C (p) =

Its wave function in momentum

ψ̃ ∗ (−p − C)
,
g ∗ (−p)

(4.22)

where momentum representation of |ψi can be obtained via inverse Fourier transform
1 Z
ψ̃(p) = √
dx ψ(x)eipx .
2π

(4.23)

Evidently, the states |φC iA (for all the possible values of the cipher-text code
C ∈ R) constitute the measurement eigenbasis, so the following the orthogonality
relation must hold
0
(4.24)
A hφC |φC 0 iA = δ(C − C ).
After expanding the scalar product and inserting (4.22) and (4.23), the constraint
(4.24) conduces to
Z

x + x0
C + C0
dxdx ψ(x)ψ (x ) exp −i
(x − x0 ) + (C − C 0 )
2
2
Z
1
1
0
×
dp
e−ip(x−x ) = δ(C − C 0 ). (4.25)
2
2π
|g(p)|
(

0

∗

"

#)

0

Since the right-hand side depends only on the difference of C and C 0 , the dependence
of the left-hand side on C + C 0 must vanish. Therefore, it is necessary that the
integral over p be proportional to δ(x − x0 ). This implies that
|g(p)|2 = 1,

g(p) = eiξ(p) ,

(4.26)

where ξ(p) is the argument of g(p). Equation (4.25) then reduces to
|ψ(x)|2 =

1
,
2π

1
ψ(x) = √ eiϕ(x) ,
2π

(4.27)

that is, the ensemble of preparable states is as given in Equation (4.10).
It is easy to see that Alice can locally transform the entangled state (4.20) into
the ideal EPR pair (4.7): |ΨEPR iAB = e−iξ(−P̂A ) |ΨiAB . The obvious premeasurement
transformation is given by Equation (4.13) for the ideal pair, while it would be
V̂ = eiϕ(X̂A ) e−iξ(−P̂A ) for the entangled state (4.20). This means that Alice would
anyway convert the entangled resource to the ideal EPR state first and then follow
the protocol described in Section 4.1.2. The set of preparable states Equation (4.10)
cannot be further extended by allowing other entangled resources. This makes it
reasonable to set g(p) = 1 and always start the remote state preparation protocol
with the ideal EPR pair.
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4.2

Noise analysis of the protocol

To take noise and detector inefficiencies into account, it is convenient to formulate
the remote state preparation protocol in terms of Wigner functions (Hillery et. al,
1984). The Wigner function of the state of a one-dimensional system described by
the density operator ρ̂ is defined as


y ipy
1 Z
y
W (x, p) =
dy x − ρ̂ x +
e .
2π
2
2

(4.28)

Similarly, the Wigner function of a symmetrically ordered Hermitian operator Â
reads


Z
y ipy
y
A(x, p) = dy x − Â x +
e ,
(4.29)
2
2
and its expectation value in the state ρ̂ is simply
hÂi = Tr(ρ̂Â) =

Z

dxdp A(x, p)W (x, p).

(4.30)

The ideal EPR pair of Equation (4.7) is given by the Wigner function
WEPR (xA , pA ; xB , pB ) =

1
δ(xA − xB )δ(pA + pB ).
2π

(4.31)

In the tensor product eigenbasis of the number operators N̂A = â†A âA and N̂B =
â†B âB , the state has the compact form
|ΨEPR iAB =

∞
X

|niA |niB .

(4.32)

n=0

However, it has infinite energy expectation value and, therefore, it is unphysical. In
quantum optics, it is often approximated by the two-mode squeezed vacuum state
|Ψsq iAB

∞
1 X
=
(tanh r)n |niA |niB ,
cosh r n=0

(4.33)

with r being squeezing parameter (Walls and Milburn, 1994). Its Wigner function
is the Gaussian
Wsq (xA , pA ; xB , pB ) =

n
4
exp
− e−2r [(xA + xB )2 + (pA − pB )2 ]
2
π
o
− e2r [(xA − xB )2 + (pA + pB )2 ] . (4.34)

It can be produced either by mixing two single-mode squeezed vacua on a beam
splitter or, from the vacuum, by spontaneous downconversion in a nondegenerate
optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) (Mollow and Glauber, 1967). For a given, finite
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value of energy, it is maximally entangled. The mean photon number in each mode is
n = sinh2 r. In the continuous variable teleportation experiment of Braunstein and
Kimble (1998), n = 2.02 which corresponds to a squeezing parameter of r = 1.15.
This state could be used as a perfectly entangled state if the average photon number
of the target state were much less than n. This is, however, not the case for states
in Equation (4.1) which have infinite energy expectation value. Imperfectness of
the entangled resource is thus expected to imply a significant cut-off of high photon
number components.

4.2.1

Noise of the generalized measurement

The next step in the protocol is the premeasurement transformation V̂ . As general
theory on the optimal choice for this operation is not yet developed, its inefficiencies
will not be taken into account.
The premeasurement transformation is followed by a momentum measurement.
In the ideal case, the projection corresponding to the outcome p is Π̂p = |pihp| and
its Wigner function is Πp (x0 , p0 ) = δ(p0 − p). Detector inefficiencies in an optical
homodyne setup can be modeled by mixing the mode under consideration with a
vacuum mode on a highly transparent beam splitter (Leonhardt and Paul, 1993).
The positive operator valued measurement is described by the positive operators
and their Wigner functions
Π̂p,η =

(2πση2 )−1/2

Πp,η (x0 , p0 ) = q

Z

dq e

(

1
2πση2

−

exp −

(q−p)2
2
2ση

|qihq|,

(p0 − p)2
,
2ση2

(4.35a)

)

(4.35b)

where ση expresses the degree
ση = 0 corresponding to the noiseless
√ of imperfections,
2
2
2
case. More precisely, ση = 1 − η /4η for nonideal detectors of amplitude efficiency
η. In the experiment of Braunstein and Kimble (1998), detectors of efficiency
η 2 = 99% were used, corresponding to ση2 = 2.5 × 10−3 .
It is useful to examine the premeasurement transformation and the momentum
measurement together. As it was pointed out in Equation (4.15), the measured
value of the Hermitian operator (4.15) may be rescaled with respect to what the
measurement of the operator (4.11) would yield. The scaling function was denoted
by f . This can have influence on the noise as well. The noiseless measurement of
the operator (4.15) is described by projections onto the eigenstates (4.16),
Π̂00p = |φ00p ihφ00p | =

1
f 0 (f −1 (p))

e−iϕ(X̂) |f −1 (p)ihf −1 (p)|eiϕ(X̂) .

(4.36)
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Similarly, the positive operators and their Wigner functions for the noisy measurement are
Π̂00p,η

=

(2πση2 )−1/2


Z

1

−

dq e

= e−iϕ(X̂)  q
2πση2

Z

(q−p)2
2
2ση

Π̂00q

−

[f (q)−p]2
2
2ση



|qihq| eiϕ(X̂) ,

(4.37a)

v
)
(
u
Z
2
u 2π
[f
(q)
−
p]
0 0
0
0
00
,
Πp,η (x , p ) = t 2 dq V (x , q − p ) exp −
2

(4.37b)

dq e

ση

2ση

where the function
V (x, p) =

1 Z
dy e−i[ϕ(x+y/2)−ϕ(x−y/2)] eipy .
2
(2π)

(4.38)

coincides with the Wigner function of the target state (4.1). The expression (4.37b)
can be further simplified using saddle-point approximation. The difference in the
exponent can be linearly approximated as f (q)−p ≈ f 0 (C)(q −C), if f 0 varies slowly
in the vicinity of C = f −1 (p), where the exponential has significant contribution,
that is, on the characteristic length ση /f 0 (C). This approximation is valid as long
as
ση f 00  f 02 .
(4.39)
Then Equation (4.37b) reduces to
v
(
)
u
Z
2
u 2π
(q
−
C)
00
Πf (C),η (x, p) ≈ t 2 dq V (x, q − p) exp − 2 02
.

ση

2ση /f (C)

(4.37c)

It follows then that the detector noise variance is simply rescaled from ση to ση0 =
ση /|f 0 (C)|, though it may depend on the actual value of the cipher text C. Finally,
note that (4.37) is normed such that
Z

dpΠ̂00p,η =

Z

dC|f 0 (C)|Π̂00f (C),η = 1̂.

(4.40)

One can also define the effective positive operators Π̂0C,η for the rescaled positive
operator valued measurement—which corresponds to the noisy measurement of
(4.11)—with the Wigner functions
v
(
)
u
Z
u 2π
(q − C)2
0
t
dq V (x, q − p) exp −
,
ΠC,η (x, p) =
02
02

ση

2ση

(4.41)

which areR well-normed, parameterized by C instead of p, and satisfy the completeness
relation dC Π0C,η (x, p) = 1 with the assumption (4.39).
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4.2.2

Noise in the output state

Bob’s state, conditioned on the cipher text C, can be obtained by applying the von
Neumann projection principle:
(C)

ρ̂B

= TrA (Π̂0C,η ⊗ 1̂)|Ψsq iAB AB hΨsq | ,
h

Z

(C)

Wout (xB , pB ) =

i

(4.42a)

dxA dpA Π0C,η (xA , pA )Wsq (xA , pA ; xB , pB ).

(4.42b)

After some algebra involving Gaussian integrals, one arrives at
s
(C)

Wout (x, p) = 4

2
1
√
π cosh 2r 2πΞ2

Z

dydq V (y, q) exp





− 2 cosh 2r(y − x tanh 2r)2 −

−

2(x2 + p2 )
cosh 2r



1
(q − C − p tanh 2r)2 , (4.42c)
2

2Ξ

or, equivalently,


(C)
Wout (x, p)

Z

(q − C)2
1
1
2y 2
√
−
= 4√
dydq V (y, q) exp  −
cosh 2r
2Σ2
2πΣ2 2πΩ2
#2 


"

1
sinh 2r
− 2 cosh 2r(x − y tanh 2r)2 −
p−
(q − C)
2
2Ω
4Σ2

, (4.42d)



with the enlarged variances
cosh 2r
Σ =
+ ση02 ,
4

1 1 + 4ση02 cosh 2r
.
Ω =
4 cosh 2r + 4ση02

1
+ ση02 ,
Ξ =
4 cosh 2r

2

2

2

(4.43)

It is worth mentioning that there is a cut-off in the position and momentum of the
output state: the first two terms in the exponent of Equation (4.42c) provides an
exponential decrease in the quasi-probability for large positions and momenta.
The probability of this outcome can be obtained from the norm of (4.42),
P (C) = TrB



(C)
ρ̂B



=

Z

s

2
1
√
π cosh 2r 2πΣ2
(
)
Z
2x2
p2
× dxdp V (x, p + C) exp −
−
, (4.44)
cosh 2r 2Σ2

(C)
dxdp Wout (x, p)

= 2π

It is clear that this probability becomes independent of the Wigner function V of the
target state in the infinitely entangled limit r → ∞. For finite entanglement, (4.44)
evaluates the blurred Wigner function of the target state along the x = 0 line of the
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phase space. This means that the cipher text code does contain information about
the target state. In the extreme of no entanglement at all (r = 0), Bob’s system is
in the vacuum state and the probability distribution of the cipher text is nothing
more than the momentum distribution of the target state mixed with vacuum noise.
Finally, Bob applies the momentum displacement given in Equation (4.4) according to the cipher text C, and the restored output state is averaged over C. In order
to make the computation of the final state possible, it will be assumed that f 0 (C)
has no further dependence on C so that the rescaled detector noise variance ση0 is
constant. This is, of course, valid only for certain premeasurement transformations.
After all, the final output state becomes
Z
1
2
dydq
Wout (x, p) = dC
(x, p − C) = √
π 2πΘ2


2x2
q2
2
× V (x tanh 2r + y, p + q) exp −
− 2(cosh 2r)y −
, (4.45)
cosh 2r
2Θ2
with the variance Θ2 = 12 e−2r + ση02 . It is interesting that the momentum cutoff present in Equation (4.42c) is missing here. Though the entangled resource
did not contain significant proportion of high momentum components, it is finally
compensated by Bob’s momentum displacement.
Remark that the noise induced by Bob’s action can be neglected with respect to
errors due to finite entanglement and detector inefficiencies in all practical situations.
In quantum optics, phase space displacement transformation is usually realized in
a homodyne interferometric setup by mixing the mode under consideration with a
coherent laser beam on a beam splitter. If the laser is in the coherent state |αi and
the reflectivity of the beam splitter is ε2 , then the amount of the displacement is
proportional to αε. As a side effect, however, the quantum fluctuations of the laser
field is also added to the displaced mode. The noise thus introduced is independent
of the laser intensity but it is proportional to ε. Therefore, the laser intensity is
increased while decreasing the reflectivity of the beam splitter so that αε remains
constant. In experiments, ε can be kept considerable small. For this reason, this
kind of noise is not taken into account in the present analysis.
The quality of a process is usually quantified by the fidelity
Z

(C)
Wout

F ≡ Tr(ρ̂0 ρ̂out ) = 2π

Z

dxdp V (x, p)Wout (x, p),

(4.46)

where ρ̂out is the density operator of the actual output state while ρ̂0 is that of the
ideal target state. Note, however, that this quantity is not an absolute measure of
the quality of the process. It is because the target state is unnormed and, therefore,
the fidelity of the ideal scheme would be infinite instead of unity. Nevertheless, it
may be useful in the analysis of robustness against the different sources of noise.
For a general target state (4.1), the fidelity depends on the choice of the function
ϕ, thus it gives little information of the quality of the scheme itself. Instead, the
fidelity will be calculated for some special families of target states.
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Preparation of squeezed states

The simplest family of target states comprises the momentum eigenstates |p0 i. In
this case, the parameter function ϕ(x) = p0 x is linear and the target Wigner function
is
V1 (x, p) = δ(p − p0 ).
(4.47)
It is practically favorable to omit the premeasurement transformation and perform
a simple momentum measurement only. Then the cipher text should be composed
as C = p + p0 whenever the measurement outcome is p. The probability distribution
(4.44) of the cipher text C reduces to a p0 -centered Gaussian with variance Σ,
(C − p0 )2
1
exp −
.
P1 (C) = √
2Σ2
2πΣ2
(

)

(4.48)

This is also intuited by the fact that the momentum distribution of one mode of the
two-mode squeezed vacuum is a Gaussian with variance (cosh 2r)/4, and the noisy
measurement enlarges the variance. As a result, Bob’s conditional output state from
Equation (4.42d) is the Gaussian
(C)
W1,out (x, p)






#2
"

1
sinh 2r
2x2
.
−
(C
−
p
)
p
+
∝ exp −
0

 cosh 2r
2Ω2
4Σ2

(4.49)

This correctly reproduces the results of Paris et. al (2003) on conditional noisy
remote preparation of displaced squeezed vacuum states. Easy calculation justifies
that the fidelity of the preparation scheme is maximal if the momentum distribution
of the state (4.49) is also centered around p0 , as the target state is so. To this end,
Bob should rather perform his momentum displacement by
!

sinh 2r
sinh 2r
C =
C + 1−
p0
2
4Σ
4Σ2
0

(4.50)

to obtain the best output. Since the value of the parameter p0 is unknown to
Bob, actually, Alice should send C 0 instead of C as the cipher text code trough
the classical communication channel. Though the imperfections in the output state
are reduced, this also means that the new cipher text C 0 contains more information
about the original message p0 , and the scheme is less secure as a continuous variable
one-time pad. After Bob’s displacement by C 0 , the output state no longer contains
dependence on Alice’s measurement result, thus, averaging over C does not make
the state more mixed,
s
0
W1,out
(x, p)

=

2
1
2x2
(p − p0 )2
exp −
−
.
π cosh 2r 2πΩ2
cosh 2r
2Ω2
(

)

(4.51)
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The unnormed fidelity reads
s

F =

v
u

cosh 2r + 4ση2
2π u
t8π
.
=
Ω2
1 + 4ση2 cosh 2r

(4.52)

Paris et. al (2003) proposed a similar but conditional scheme for remote preparation of squeezed states. Apparently from Equation (4.51), the amount of squeezing
of the momentum quadrature is determined by the variance Ω2 . The position and
momentum variances are limited by the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, and it is
also important to know how close the state is to minimum uncertainty:
v
u

1 + 4ση2 cosh 2r
1
1u
≤ σx σp = tcosh 2r
,
4
4
cosh 2r + 4ση2

(4.53)

and for high detector efficiencies (ση2  1),
1q
1
≤ σx σp =
1 + 4ση2 cosh 2r.
(4.54)
4
4
The more perfect the entangled resource is, the more squeezed the momentum
quadrature is, but the further the output state lies from the minimum uncertainty
limit. It is because for large entanglement, the momentum variance σp is limited
from below by the detection noise ση , while at the other hand, the position variance
σx is not bounded from above. Finally, for the experimental values ση2 = 2.5 × 10−3
and r = 1.15, the variances are
σx =

4.2.4

1
× 2.24,
2

σp =

1
× 0.456,
2

1
and σx σp = (1 + 2.4 × 10−2 ).
4

(4.55)

Preparation of rotated squeezed states

The next family of target states consists of the eigenstates of the rotated quadrature
Q̂θ+π/2 = P̂ cos θ − X̂ sin θ. Their Wigner function is
V2 (x, p) = δ(p − α − 2βx),

(4.56)

where 2β = tan θ and α cos θ is the eigenvalue of Q̂θ+π/2 . Remote preparation of such
states is possible by letting system A evolve according to the free Hamiltonian for
a time proportional to −θ, and then performing standard momentum measurement
on it. This corresponds to measuring the operator (4.15), and it can be described
by the effective positive operators (4.41) with scaling function f (C) = (C − α) cos θ
and rescaled detector noise variance ση0 = ση /|f 0 (C)| = ση / cos θ. It is easy to verify
that the probability distribution (4.44) of the cipher text again follows the Gaussian
distribution
(
)
1
(C − α)2
P2 (C) = √
exp −
,
(4.57)
2Σ̃2
2π Σ̃2
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which is centered around α, but now has the enlarged variance
Σ̃2 = Σ2 + β 2 cosh 2r =

cosh 2r
(1 + 16 tan2 θ) + ση2 /cos2 θ.
4

(4.58)

One can repeat a previous argument that the output state remains less mixed after
averaging over C and the fidelity of the scheme is maximal, if Bob applies the
corrected displacement C 0 given in Equation (4.50). Then the averaged output state
reads





#2
"

1
2x2
sinh2 2r
0
−
x
,
W2,out (x, p) ∝ exp −
p
−
α
−
2β

cosh 2r 2Ω̃2
4Σ2 cosh 2r

(4.59)

with

β 2 sinh2 2r
.
(4.60)
16Σ4 cosh 2r
It is quite convincing that, in order to compensate inefficiencies, Alice should not
only fake the cipher text (i.e., send C 0 instead of C), but she should also apply a
modified premeasurement transformation and let her system freely evolve for a bit
shorter time corresponding to the enlarged β 0 parameter such that
Ω̃2 = Ω2 +

β0

sinh2 2r
= β.
4Σ02 cosh 2r

(4.61)

(Note that it is an implicit definition for β 0 since Σ02 also depends on it through the
rescaled detector noise variance.) The output state then simplifies to
1
2x2
−
∝ exp −
(p − α − 2βx)2 ,
cosh 2r 2Ω̃02
(

00
W2,out
(x, p)

)

(4.62)

with the original β and
cosh 2r
,
(4.63)
sinh2 2r
where Ω02 depends onq
β 0 , thus, it has implicit dependence on β as well. The fidelity
of the scheme is F = 2π/Ω̃02 .
The variances of the quadratures Q̂θ = X̂ cos θ + P̂ sin θ and Q̂θ+π/2 = P̂ cos θ −
X̂ sin θ in the final output state (4.62) can be easily calculated in the Wigner function
representation. They are
Ω̃02 = Ω02 + β 2

cosh 2r
sin2 θ
=
1 + tan2 θ 1 +
4
sinh2 2r
cosh 2r sin2 θ
= Ω02 cos2 θ +
.
4 sinh2 2r
"

σθ2
2
σθ+π/2

!#

+ Ω02 sin2 θ,

(4.64)
(4.65)
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These variances agree with those of the state (4.51) in the limit β = 0, but are larger
in general. Finally, for preparing squeezed states that are squeezed in either of the
two orthogonal directions θ = ±π/4, with the experimental values ση2 = 2.5 × 10−3
and r = 1.15, the variances are
σθ =

1
× 3.21,
2

σθ+π/2 =

1
× 0.46,
2

1
and σθ σθ+π/2 = (1 + 0.48).
4

(4.66)

To conclude, the effect of Gaussian noise is analyzed in the quadrature-based
continuous variable remote state preparation scheme. Instead of the ideal, infinitely
squeezed quadrature eigenstates, the prepared states are only finitely squeezed and
are not minimum uncertainty states either. Furthermore, the classical message also
contains information about the target state, so inefficiencies make the scheme nonoblivious. With a slight modification of the protocol, the transmission fidelity can
be improved but at the cost that the protocol becomes even less oblivious.

4.3

Remote state preparation in number-phase
basis

In the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen state (4.32), there is another kind of entanglement
manifested. The state is not only entangled with respect to relative position and total momentum quadratures, it is entangled with respect to photon number difference
and phase sum as well. The state is exact eigenstate of the number difference operator N̂A − N̂B , and also of the sum of the canonical phases Φ̂A + Φ̂B . As a consequence,
if a perfect photon counting measurement is performed on system A and n photons
are detected, system B is in the Fock state |niB with certainty. This correlation was
exploited in number-phase teleportation of Milburn and Braunstein (1999), and the
same makes two newer kinds of equatorial-like remote state preparation possible:
one based on photon number measurement, the other on phase measurement.

4.3.1

Photon counting measurement

The infinitely squeezed two-mode vacuum state can be used as the shared secret key
of the one-time pad cryptographic protocol (Section 1.1.2). First, an implementation
of this classical cipher is presented, then it is generalized to quantum schemes.
Suppose that Alice wants to send the message m ∈ N to Bob, that is, she wants to
remotely prepare the Fock state |miB . Measuring her instance of the key, she could
compose the cipher text as suggested in Section 1.1.2. Then, however, Bob would
have to apply the transformation |ki → |C − ki in order to decrypt the message,
and that subtraction would be rather complicated to implement for photon number
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states of an electromagnetic field mode. Instead, she applies
∞
X

Ûm =

|nihn + m| ≡ [(N̂ + 1)−1/2 â]m ≡ eimΦ̂

(4.67)

n=0

as a premeasurement transformation on her system. This down-shift or number displacement operator decreases the photon number by m dropping out all components
with number of photons less than m. The generator of displacements for photon
number is the canonical phase formally defined as
Φ̂ =

Z

2π

dϑ ϑ|ϑihϑ|,

with |ϑi =

0

∞
X

einϑ |ni.

(4.68)

n=0

Note that it is a non-Hermitian operator due to the fact that the number operator is
bounded from below. Therefore, the down-shift operator is nonunitary: its adjoint,
the up-shift operator cannot restore the dropped-out components.
Then the entangled state is turned into
|Ψ0 iAB =

∞
X
n=m

|n − miA |niB =

∞
X

|niA |n + miB .

(4.69)

n=0

Now she performs a photon counting measurement and communicates the result n
to Bob. Since his conditional state is |n + miB , he just has to apply the down-shift
operation Ûn to obtain the correct target state |miB .
Though the above example is a simple discrete but infinite dimensional extension of the classical Vernam cipher, it will be shown in a rigorous way that the
ensemble of preparable states can be enlarged by letting Alice apply more complex
premeasurement transformations instead of (4.67).
Let us first examine the protocol in the N dimensional truncated Hilbert space
spanned by Fock states |0i, |1i, . . . , |N − 1i. In the following maximally entangled
resource, the relative photon number and the total phase of the two modes are both
zero,
−1
−1
1 NX
1 NX
|ΨiAB = √
|niA |niB = √
|ϑj iA |−ϑj iB ,
(4.70)
N n=0
N j=0
where

−1
1 NX
√
|ϑj iA =
e2πijn/N |niA
N n=0

(4.71)

are the truncated phase states of Pegg and Barnett (1989), ϑj = 2πj/N , j = 0, 1,
. . . , N − 1, which are eigenstates of the well-behaving, Hermitian truncated phase
operator Φ. The shorthand −ϑj is stands for ϑN −j = 2π − ϑj . In contrast to (4.67),
the down-shift operator in the truncated subspace is unitary,
Um = exp(imΦ),

Um |ϑj i = e2πijm/N |ϑj i,

Um |ki = |k

mi,

(4.72)
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because low photon number components are folded back. As the first step in the
protocol, Alice applies the premeasurement transformation
V =

N
−1
X

eiϕj |ϑj iAA hϑj | ≡ eiϕ(Φ) =

N
−1
X

fm Um ,

(4.73)

m=0

j=0

where the real parameters ϕj are under Alice’s control but unknown to Bob. The
coefficients fm are the well-normed discrete Fourier series of the phase shifts eiϕj
−1
1 NX
e−2πijm/N eiϕj ,
fm =
N j=0

N
−1
X

|fm |2 = 1.

(4.74)

m=0

This construction of the series fm guarantees that V is unitary and, in principle,
V can be implemented. The premeasurement transformation turns the shared state
into
0

|Ψ iAB

−1
1 NX
fm |n
=√
N m,n=0

−1
1 NX
miA |niB = √
|niA
N n=0

N
−1
X

!

fk |k ⊕ niB .

(4.75)

k=0

Let Alice perform a photon counting measurement and suppose that she detects n
photons. The cipher text is the measurement result, C = n. After Bob receives it,
he apply the corresponding unitary transformation Un . Then his state becomes the
restored message
−1
N
−1
X
1 NX
iϕj
√
fn |niB .
|ψiB =
e |−ϑj iB =
N j=0
n=0

(4.76)

In the limit N → ∞, one can use the unnormed continuous phase eigenbasis
(4.68) instead of (4.71) to express the unphysical infinitely entangled state
|ΨiAB

∞
X
1 Z 2π
=
|niA |niB .
dϑ |ϑiA |−ϑiB =
2π 0
n=0

(4.77)

The truncated unitary Un turns into the nonunitary photon number down-shift
operator Ûm = exp(imΦ̂) = [(N̂ + 1)−1/2 â]m , and the Fourier series (4.74) turns
into the discrete Fourier transform of the periodic phase shift function eiϕ(ϑ)
1 Z 2π
dϑ e−inϑ eiϕ(ϑ) ,
fn =
2π 0

∞
X

|fn |2 = 1.

(4.78)

n=0

When taking the limit N → ∞ in Alice’s premeasurement transformation, the two
sums in Equation (4.73) converge to different formulas. Either of them can be
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accepted, both yields the same target state after Bob’s restoring transformation.
The first sum turns into
V̂ =

Z
0

2π

dϑ eiϕ(ϑ) |ϑiAA hϑ| ≡ eiϕ(Φ̂) = f0 1̂ +

∞ 
X



fn Ûn + f−n Ûn† .

(4.79)

n=1

After she applied this premeasurement transformation, she performs a photon counting measurement. If she finds n photons in mode A, then Bob’s conditional state
becomes
|ψn iB =

∞
X

f(k−n) |kiB =

k=0

∞
X

fk |k + niB .

(4.80)

k=−n

When applying the down-shift operator Ûn , terms with negative k indices are
dropped out, and the remaining state becomes unconditional on the measurement
outcome: the target state reads
|ψiB =

∞
X
1 Z 2π
fn |niB ,
dϑ eiϕ(ϑ) |−ϑiB =
2π 0
n=0

(4.81)

where the periodic real function ϕ(ϑ) or the Fourier coefficients fn that are given by
(4.78) serve as the free parameters under Alice control but unknown to Bob.
Finally, it is interesting to remark that this scheme is based on entanglement
with respect to phase—though number correlations exploited in the classical version
of the scheme do not suggest it. It is easy to see that the scheme works with the
nonmaximally entangled but still unnormalizable state
Z

|ΨiAB =

2π

0

dϑ λ(ϑ) |ϑiA |−ϑiB

(4.82)

which is eigenstate of the total phase but not of number difference. Its Schmidt
vectors are the phase eigenstates. Then the preparable target states are of the form
|ψiB =

Z
0

2π

dϑ λ(ϑ) eiϕ(ϑ) |−ϑiB .

(4.83)

To summarize, this scheme start with a state entangled with respect to phase.
Alice’s premeasurement transformation is a “quasi-unitary” operation which is derived from the non-Hermitian phase operator. Then measurement of the photon
number is performed. Bob’s restoring operations are number down-shift operators
which are generated by the phase. The presented scheme may seem to be unrealistic for that it utilizes unphysical shared state and the photon number down-shift
operation is hard to realize. The setup is still interesting theoretically because it
shows that unitary operations at Bob’s site are not necessary, irreversible nonunitary
operations can also be used to restore the output state.
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4.3.2
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Phase measurement

Remote state preparation of generalized N dimensional equatorial ensembles (Ye
et. al, 2004), introduced in Section 1.2.3, can be further extended by taking the limit
N → ∞. This is motivated by the fact that Alice’s measurement eigenstates in that
scheme [given in Equation (1.22)] are analogous to Pegg-Barnett phase states (Pegg
and Barnett, 1989) in an N dimensional truncated Hilbert space. Consider two
modes of the electromagnetic field and identify the computational basis |ki used
in Section 1.2.3 with photon number states |ni of the corresponding field modes.
The shared resource is entangled with respect to the computational basis, that is,
its Schmidt vectors are Fock states. Although any such resource would do, it is
straightforward to consider two-mode squeezed vacuum, expressed in discrete photon
number basis as
∞
1 X
|Ψsq iAB =
(tanh r)n |niA |niB .
(4.84)
cosh r n=0
Alice’s premeasurement transformation is a strange phase shift that depends
nontrivially on photon numbers:
V̂ =

∞
X

eiϕn |niAA hn| ≡ eiϕ(N̂A ) ,

(4.85)

n=0

where ϕn or ϕ(n) now denotes a series of real numbers. Theoretically, the angles
ϕn can be arbitrary. They are the free parameters that are controlled by Alice. In
practice, however, their choice is rather restricted. One may consider an optical
phase shifter which dephases each photon equally,
Ûϑ =

∞
X

eiϑn |nihn| ≡ eiϑN̂ .

(4.86)

n=0

This corresponds to parameters linear in their indices, ϕn = ϑn. Such phase shifts
are generated by photon number N̂ . They can be implemented either by letting the
system evolve according to its free Hamiltonian or, for travelling-wave optical fields,
by elongating the optical path of the beam.
Another kind of premeasurement transformations can be realized in Kerr nonlinear medium (Lloyd and Braunstein, 1999) which typically realizes ϕn = χn2 that
is quadratic in the photon number n. One can also combine different methods to
achieve more complex functions like ϕn = χn2 + ϑn.
Now Alice measures the N dimensional truncated Pegg-Barnett phase states
(4.71). Then she communicates the result of her measurement, the angle ϑj = 2πj/N
to Bob and he applies the corresponding phase shift (4.86). The restored state
becomes
N
−1
X
1
√
|ψiB =
(tanh r)n eiϕn |niB .
(4.87)
cosh r pN n=0
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Finally, in accordance with the Pegg-Barnett principle, the limit N → ∞ is
taken at the very end of the procedure, after the output state was calculated. The
ensemble of states that can be prepared this way is



∞
X
(tanh r)n




eiϕn |ni ϕn ∈ R.
E = |ψi =
n=0 cosh r

(4.88)

The squeezing parameter r is fixed in the protocol, while the real numbers ϕn
are under Alice’s control but Bob is unaware of them. The transmitted classical
information, the cipher text consists of one real number, the angle ϑ.
Note that the measurement of the truncated Pegg-Barnett phase states (4.71)
does not always yield a truncated phase eigenstate. It is because they form a
complete basis only in the truncated Hilbert space, and the shared resource (4.84)
has components of photon numbers in mode A higher than N −1. Therefore, some of
the possible outcomes of an experiment should be discarded. The total probability
of success is
N
−1
X
tanh2n r
P = Np =
= 1 − tanh2N r
(4.89)
2
cosh
r
n=0
that tends to 1 as N increases, that is, the probability of failure decreases exponentially with N .
Recently, schemes have been developed to experimentally perform direct singleshot measurement of truncated phase eigenstates in a probabilistic way using beam
splitters, mirrors, phase shifters and photodetectors (Barnett and Pegg, 1996; Pregnell and Pegg, 2002, 2003; Zou et. al, 2004). These setups involve N auxiliary
modes and the number of the optical elements required scales polynomially with N .
Although they realize POVM measurements, the needed state projections can be obtained. However, the probability of success decreases with N . Therefore, at present
state of art, an experimental realization of this continuous variable remote state
preparation scheme may be applicable for preparation of states not containing too
large photon numbers.
To summarize, the proposed scheme utilizes two-mode squeezed vacuum as
shared entangled resource. Alice performs a unitary premeasurement transformation
shifting the phase by an amount depending on photon number. This can be (but
not restricted to), e.g., either or both (i) a constant phase shift ϑ on each photon
or (ii) a Kerr-like nonlinear phase shift ϕn = χn2 . Then she performs a phase measurement, she communicates the result to Bob, and he applies a linear phase shift
on his mode accordingly. The ensemble of states that can be prepared this way is
given by Equation (4.88).

Summary
The Dissertation is a comprehensive analysis of remote state preparation schemes.
These are a sort of quantum communication in which the communicating parties can
perform local quantum operations and send classical information (from the sender to
the receiver), but no direct transfer of any quantum system is allowed. In addition,
they are provided by shared entanglement: a resource that can assist in performing
nonlocal quantum information processing tasks.
Quantum teleportation is the archetype of quantum communication. An unknown qubit state can be transmitted while consuming 1 ebit of entangled resources
and signalling 2 bits of classical information. In a conceptually different class of
remote state preparation schemes, the sender has complete knowledge about the
quantum information which is to be transmitted. In this case, there is a trade-off
between classical communication cost and entangled resources: the task can be carried out using up less entanglement but sending more classical information or vice
versa. Resources can also be cut down by restricting the set of states that can be
prepared. At the beginning of the Dissertation, a detailed overview on such quantum
communication schemes is given.
Since quantum information cannot be copied, it is important that quantum communication schemes do not leak information about the transmitted quantum state.
Otherwise, quantum information does not remain intact, information loss occurs
inevitably, and the security of the communication channel is also compromised. Remote state preparation schemes not leaking information are called oblivious. One
of the central problems in the Dissertation concerns sufficient and necessary criteria
for schemes to be oblivious. The solution is found using antilinear operators that
characterize entangled states, and it is turned out that obliviousness is highly connected to complete ∗-copositivity—a property that is the antilinear counterpart of
complete positivity.
Teleportation of an unknown state can also be accomplished using insufficient
resources like partially entangled states. However, such imperfections usually introduce noise and decrease the fidelity of the process. For a special class of protocols,
the channel is reversible: it can be turned into exact, albeit probabilistic teleportation. The Dissertation also concerns reversible teleportation channels based on
partially entangled resources. An entanglement matching condition is derived that
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a protocol must satisfy in order to be reversible. It is also shown how reversibility
and obliviousness are related to each other.
Finally, quantum systems described by continuous dynamical variables are considered. Continuous variable quantum information is an interesting alternative to
“digital” quantum information based on qubits. Since dynamical variables can have
different spectra, there are various and essentially different continuous counterparts
of a discrete quantum communication protocol. The Dissertation presents some continuous variable generalization of the equatorial remote state preparation method.
Using this scheme, it is possible to remotely prepare states of an ensemble that is
parameterized by infinitely many real angles while the classical communication cost
is only one real number—half of what is needed in continuous variable quantum teleportation. Protocols in position–momentum and in number–phase representations
are presented.
The main results in the Dissertation can be summarized as follows.
1. The antilinear (relative state) operator representation of entangled states is applied in the description of nonideal teleportation on finite dimensional Hilbert
spaces. The two antilinear operators corresponding to the shared entangled
resource and to the joint measurement can be simply combined to obtain the
state transformation that describes the teleportation channel. The probabilistic teleportation channel is linearly reversible if and only if the probability of
the successful measurement outcome(s) does not depend on the input state,
i.e., the process is oblivious. In this case, the channel is unitarily reversible as
well, and it can be used in exact probabilistic teleportation. Given a pure but
partially entangled state, an entanglement matching condition is derived which
the joint measurement has to fulfil in order for the channel to be reversible.
(Kurucz et. al, 2001, 2003)
2. The problem of oblivious quantum communication is analyzed. A general
criterion for exact remote state preparation schemes to be oblivious is given:
it is sufficient and necessary that the positive operator elements of the sender’s
generalized measurement (POVM), which depend on the state to be prepared,
are completely ∗-copositive. For schemes based on pure states, this condition
is equivalent to that the measurement eigenstates depend antilinearly on the
target state. (Kurucz et. al, 2006a)
3. The antilinear operator formalism is applied to exact deterministic remote
state preparation schemes that utilize unitary recovery transformations (Kurucz and Adam, 2005). Alternative easy-to-use conditions for such schemes
to exist and to be oblivious are presented in terms of commutation relations
(Kurucz et. al, 2006a). A method is shown how to construct schemes in higher
dimensional state spaces by combining lower dimensional protocols.
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4. It is shown that a onepartite, positive operator valued measurement (POVM),
whose positive operator elements depend on an unknown generic (unrestricted)
quantum state and are completely ∗-copositive, can always be traced back to
a bipartite joint measurement that is performed on the system under consideration and on an ancilla prepared in the unknown state. It cannot be traced
back, however, if the unknown state is restricted; for example, it is a qubit
state chosen from the equator of the Bloch sphere. As a consequence, equatorial remote state preparation does require from the sender to have complete
classical knowledge about the target state, and a single instance of it at the
sender’s hand (as in teleportation) is not enough.
5. It is pointed out that the equatorial method cannot be extended to deterministic and exact remote preparation of an unrestricted state using 1 ebit
of entanglement and 1 bit of classical communication per qubit. In three or
more dimensional Hilbert space, the set of remotely preparable states cannot be extended to the entire Hilbert space, not even in the case when the
receiver applies the recovering transformations on his future operations, that
are known to him, instead of recovering the target state, that is unknown
to him. In this latter case, all the measurement statistics could be correctly
reproduced. (Kurucz et. al, 2005a)
6. Remote state preparation of equatorial ensembles is generalized to continuous
variable quantum systems. Based on the spectra of the dynamical variables,
three cases are presented in momentum, particle number, and canonical phase
representations. It is shown that the ensemble of preparable states is parameterized by infinitely (either continuous or countable) many real angles, while
the classical communication cost is only one real number or an unbounded
integer (Kurucz et. al, 2005b, 2006b). Possibility of quantum optical realizations and effects of finite entanglement and detector inefficiencies are also
considered.
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Összefoglalás
(Résumé in Hungarian)
1. Bevezetés a kvantumkommunikáció alapjaiba
Az információ fogalma alapvetően fizikai eredetű, az információ tárolása, továbbı́tása és feldolgozása fizikai rendszerekben valósul meg. Ha ezek a rendszerek a
kvantummechanika törvényeit követik, akkor ennek a ténynek az absztrakt információelmélet szintjén is tükröződnie kell, és az információra is a kvantumelméletet
kell alkalmazni. A legegyszerűbb kvantumrendszereknek két, egymástól jól megkülönböztethető állapota van, amit szokás az egymásra merőleges |0i és |1i vektorral
jelölni. Ezeket az információelméleti szempontból egymással egyenértékű rendszereket nevezik kvantumbitnek. Mı́g a klasszikus bit vagy a 0”, vagy az 1” értéket
”
”
veheti fel, a kvantumbit értéke egyszerre lehet mindkettő. Ez a kvantummechanika egyik axiómájából, a szuperpozı́ció elvéből következik: a kvantumbit lehetséges
tiszta állapotait a |0i és az |1i állapot komplex számokkal kifejezett szuperpozı́ciói
alkotják, azaz |ψi = cos 2θ |0i+eiϕ sin 2θ |1i, ahol θ és ϕ két valós szögparaméter, amely
egy fiktı́v térbeli irányt határoz meg. Ez a furcsa kettősség a veleje számos kvantuminformatikai jelenségnek. Ez húzódik meg egyes kvantumalgoritmusok figyelemreméltó hatékonysága mögött: egy függvény párhuzamosan, egyszerre több pontban
értékelhető ki, ha a bemenet szuperponált állapotban van (Deutsch, 1985). Hı́res
példa erre Shor prı́mtényezős felbontást végző kvantumalgoritmusa (Shor, 1994),
amely exponenciálisan gyorsabb a jelenleg ismert klasszikus algoritmusoknál. A fizikai rendszerek kvantumos természete azonban meglehetősen érzékeny a környezeti
behatásokkal szemben, puszta megfigyelésük is kihat kvantumos tulajdonságaikra.
Mérés során a kvantumbit állapota óhatatlanul megváltozik, és az eredeti, két valós
szögparaméterrel jellemezhető kvantumállapotról csupán egyetlen bitnyi információ
nyerhető ki: a mérés a kvantuminformációt klasszikussá alakı́tja. Ezért a teljes kvantuminformáció mindig rejtve marad, azt másolni, klónozni nem lehet (Wootters és
Zurek, 1982). Ez az alapja az elvileg feltörhetetlen kvantumtitkosı́tásnak is (Bennett
és Brassard, 1984).
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A legérdekesebb kvantumfizikai jelenségek mégis az összefonódáson alapulnak:
amikor a szuperpozı́ció elve több, térben szétválasztott részrendszer esetében érvényesül (Schrödinger, 1935). Példaként tekintsünk két megkülönböztethető, feles
spinű elemi részecskét, aminek összspinje nulla. E két részecske egy-egy kvantumbitnek tekinthető, ha hullámfüggvényüknek csak a spinre vonatkozó részét vesszük
figyelembe. A két kvantumbit szinglett spinállapotban van, amely a következő tulajdonsággal bı́r. Ha egy az első részecskén elvégzett mérés során úgy találjuk, hogy
annak spinje egy adott (de véletlenszerű) irányba mutat, akkor a másik részecske spinje bizonyossággal az ellentétes irányba mutat. Ilyenkor azt mondjuk, hogy
a két kvantumbit összefonódott állapotban van. E jelenség fontosságára Einstein,
Podolsky, és Rosen (1935) hı́vta fel először a figyelmet a kvantumelmélet teljességének és lokalitásának ellentmondása kapcsán. Később Bell (1964), majd Clauser és
társai (1969) mutatták meg, hogy az összefonódás olyan korrelációkat eredményez
a mérési statisztikákban, amely lokális klasszikus elméletekkel nem magyarázható.
Azóta az összefonódás kulcsfontosságú szerepet kapott a kvantuminformatikában.
Ha ugyanis rendelkezésre állnak összefonódott állapotok, segı́tségükkel olyan nemlokális feladatok is elvégezhetővé válnak, amelyeket pusztán lokális műveletekkel
és klasszikus kommunikációval nem lehetene megoldani. Az összefonódás tehát egy
olyan erőforrás, amellyel áthághatók a lokális törvények szabta szuperszelekciós szabályok (Bartlett és társai, 2006).
A kommunikáció — mint az információ kontrollált terjedése egyik helyről egy
másikra — egy bonyolult fizikai folyamat. Mivel a fizikai törvények lokálisak, megalapozottnak tűnik az a feltételezés, hogy kommunikáció csak úgy valósı́tható meg,
ha maga az információt hordozó fizikai rendszer (részecske vagy kvázirészecske) mozog, vagy pedig az információ ilyen rendszerek láncolatában szomszédról szomszédra
terjed. Ez a klasszikus mechanika és elektrodinamika keretein belül ı́gy is van. Az
összefonódás révén azonban kvantuminformáció úgy is továbbı́tható, hogy az azt
reprezentáló kvantumrendszerek helyben maradnak, rajtuk minden művelet lokális,
és közben csak klasszikus kommunikáció történik. Az ilyen kvantumkommunikációs
sémák képezik a jelen értekezés tárgyát. A kvantuminformáció közvetlen (például a
kvantumrendszerek mozgatásán alapuló) továbbı́tásának kiküszöbölése nemcsak elméleti szempontból fontos. A közvetlen információátvitel hibái ugyanis sok esetben
nem javı́thatók ki hatékonyan, mı́g közel ideális összefonódott állapotok létrehozhatók zajos összefonódás desztillációja vagy tisztı́tása révén (Briegel és társai, 1998).
Az összefonódáson alapuló kvantumkommunikációs sémák közül a egyik legfontosabb a kvantumteleportáció (Bennett és társai, 1993). Egy tetszőleges, ismeretlen
állapotú kvantumbit teleportációjához (azaz az állapotában rejlő kvantuminformáció továbbı́tásához) szükség van két másik kvantumbitre, az egyik a küldő, a másik
fogadó félnél, ami egy teljesen összefonódott állapotban van. Ilyen például az (1.1)
egyenletben (16. oldal) megadott teljesen összefonódott szinglett állapot. A protokoll
első lépéseként a küldő egy úgynevezett Bell-méréssel összefonja az ismeretlen kvantumbitet az összefonódott pár nála levő részével. A mérés sajátállapotait az (1.2)
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egyenletrendszer definiálja. A mérés hatására és annak eredményétől függően az eredeti, ismeretlen kvantumállapot és a fogadó félnél levő kvantumrendszer állapota is
korrelálni fog, amint ezt az (1.3) egyenletek precı́zen leı́rják. A küldő ezután a mérési
eredményt mint klasszikus információt elküldi a fogadónak. Végül a klasszikus üzenet alapján a fogadó fél egy lokális unitér kvantumművelettel [(1.4) egyenletrendszer]
helyreállı́tja saját kvantumbitjének állapotát úgy, hogy a kiindulási kvantuminformációt most már az hordozza. Fontos, hogy a kvantuminformációról nem távoli másolat
készült: az első kvantumbit állapota ugyanis a Bell-mérés hatására teljesen megváltozott. Továbbá a kvantuminformáció mindaddig rejtve marad, amı́g a klasszikus
üzenet meg nem érkezik a fogadó félhez. Ezért a kvantumkommunikáció nem gyorsabb klasszikus megfelelőjénél, és fénynél gyorsabb üzenetküldés sem lehetséges.
Egy kvantumbit teleportációjához ideális esetben egy teljesen összefonódott pár
szükséges. Ennek összefonódás-tartalma definı́ció szerint 1 ebit. Ennél kevesebb erőforrással, ı́gy például egy részlegesen összefonódott vagy akár kevert állapotú párral
is elvégezhető a teleportáció (Popescu, 1994), ám ilyenkor az átvihető kvantuminformáció mennyisége (a csatorna kapacitása) lecsökken. Az ilyen nemideális sémák
általában csak bizonyos valószı́nűséggel hajthatók végre (probabilisztikusak), vagy
pedig torzı́tanak, ami átviteli hibákhoz vezethet. Reverzı́bilis csatornák esetében a
torzı́tás ugyan visszafordı́tható, de az ilyen sémák szükségszerűen probabilisztikusak,
ha nem teljesen összefonódott erőforrást használunk (Nielsen és Caves, 1997). Fontos
kérdés, hogy egy adott, valóságos, nemideális erőforrás esetén hogyan lehet reverzı́bilissé tenni egy csatornát, illetve hogyan lehet torzı́tásmentes (de persze probabilisztikus) teleportációs protokollt tervezni. Ezzel a kérdéssel foglalkozik a 2. fejezet.
Egy tetszőleges állapotú kvantumbit teleportációjához az összefonódáson felül
még 2 bitnyi klasszikus információ továbbı́tása is szükséges. A teleportáció erőforrásigénye tehát 1 ebit összefonódás és 2 bit klasszikus kommunikáció kvantumbitenként, és semelyik másik kvantumkommunikációs protokoll sem képes egy ismeretlen
kvantumbit továbbı́tására ennél olcsóbban” (Lo, 2000). Ha azonban a küldő fél is”
meri a kvantumbitet megadó két valós szögparamétert, akkor az előbbi két erőforrás
közül az egyik megspórolható a másik rovására. Az ilyen protokollokat távoli állapotelőállı́tásnak hı́vják. Például összefonódás nélkül is megvalósı́tható a kvantumkommunikáció, ha a küldő az állapot teljes leı́rását továbbı́tja, ami végtelen sok bitnyi
klasszikus információt jelent. 1 ebitnél kevesebb összefonódás szükséges akkor, ha
a küldő csak véges sok bitnyi információt közöl az állapotról (Devetak és Berger,
2001). Másrészről viszont kvantumbitenként 1 bit klasszikus kommunikáció is elegendő, ám ez az összefonódott erőforrás pazarlását vonja maga után (Bennett és
társai, 2005). Az 1. fejezet számos példát mutat be olyan protokollokra, amikben a
kétféle erőforrás más-más arányban kerül felhasználásra.
A kvantumkommunikáció erőforrásigénye az előállı́tható állapotok halmazának
megszorı́tásával is csökkenthető. Ha a résztvevő felek előre megegyeznek, hogy csak
olyan állapotot állı́tanak elő, amely a Bloch-gömb egyenlı́tőjén fekszik (tehát a feles
spinű részecske spinje a z irányra merőlegesen polarizált), akkor elegendő 1 ebitnyi
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összefonódás és 1 bit klasszikus kommunikációja (Pati, 2000). A módszer lényege
a szinglett spinállapot azon tulajdonságán alapul, hogy ha megmérjük a pár egyik
felének valamilyen irányú spinkomponensét, akkor a pár másik felének spinje is az
adott irányban lesz polarizált: a mérés eredményétől függően vagy ugyanabba az
irányba, vagy az azzal ellentétes irányba fog mutatni. Ha tehát a küldő a |+~ni állapotot (~n irányvektorral jellemzett spinállapot) szeretné a távolban előállı́tani, nincs
más dolga, mint megmérni az összefonódott szinglett nála levő része spinjének ~n
irányú vetületét. Ha az eredmény − 12 , akkor a fogadó félnél lévő rész állapota helyesen |+~ni, mı́g + 12 esetén ez éppen |−~ni, ami a Bloch-gömb átellenes pontjának felel
meg. Ezután a küldő elküld a fogadónak 1 bit információt: a mérés eredményét. Az
első esetben nincs további teendő, mı́g a másodikban a fogadónak egy középpontos
tükrözést kell elvégeznie, hogy megkapja a helyes |+~ni állapotot. Ez a tükrözés,
amely egy kvantumbit tetszőleges tiszta állapotát a rá ortogonális állapotba képezi
(α|0i + β|1i 7→ β ∗ |0i − α∗ |1i), egy antiunitér transzformáció, mint az időtükrözés, s
ezért fizikailag nem végezhető el. Ha azonban tudjuk,
hogy az állapot a Bloch-gömb
√
iϕ
egyenlı́tőjén fekszik, azaz |φi = (|0i + e |1i)/ 2, akkor e középpontos tükrözés
helyettesı́thető a z tenglely körüli 180◦ -os forgatással, ami már egy fizikailag megvalósı́tható unitér transzformáció. A bemutatott egyenlı́tői módszer általánosı́tható
kvantumbitről több dimenziós rendszerekre is (Ye és társai, 2004). Ekkor a számı́tási
bázis egyenlően súlyozott szuperpozı́ciói állı́thatók elő. Ezek egy D − 1 dimenziós
valós sokaságot alkotnak a D komplex dimenziós állapottérben, és a távoli előállı́tásukhoz szükséges erőforrás mértéke log2 D ebit és ugyanennyi bit.
Fontos kérdés a kvantumkommunikációval kapcsolatban, hogy a klasszikus üzenetből mennyi információhoz lehet hozzájutni az átvitt kvantumállapotról, illetve
hogy a fogadó (esetleg egy harmadik fél) hozzáférhet-e további részinformációhoz
azon felül, ami a kimeneti kvantumállapot egyetlen példányából nyerhető ki. Ha például távoli állapot-előállı́tás vagy nemideális teleportáció esetén a klasszikus üzenet
valószı́nűségeloszlása függ a továbbı́tandó állapottól, akkor az alapján leszűrhető
bizonyos mértékű információ a bemenetről. Teleportáció esetében, ahol a bemeneti
állapot ismeretlen, a klónozhatatlanság miatt ez a kimenetben információvesztést,
zajt eredményez (Nielsen és Caves, 1997). Zajmentes teleportáció ezért csak úgy
valósı́tható meg, ha a klasszikus üzenet nem tartalmaz információt a bemenetről.
Ha viszont információ nem szivároghat ki, a kommunikációs protokoll biztonságosan használható például titkosı́tásra vagy alkalmazható különféle kvantumszámı́tások során (Gottesman és Chuang, 1999). Az ilyen átvitelt feledékenynek (angolul
oblivious) hı́vják. Megmutatható (Leung és Shor, 2003), hogy tetszőleges állapot távoli előállı́tására alkalmas feledékeny sémák erőforrásigénye legalább 1 ebit és 2 bit
kvantumbitenként, és egyik sem csökkenthető a másik rovására. Az ilyen sémák
tehát kitüntetett szerepet játszanak a kvantuminformatikában. Joggal merül fel a
kérdés, hogy mitől lesz egy összefonódáson alapuló kvantumkommunikációs séma feledékeny, illetve hogyan kell megkonstruálni távoli állapot-előállı́tási sémákat, hogy
azok ilyenek legyenek. Az értekezés 3. fejezete erre ad választ.
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A kvantumteleportáció sémáját először Vaidman (1994) terjesztette ki folytonos
változós kvantumrendszerekre. Ilyen rendszer például az elektromágneses tér egy kiszemelt módusa vagy egy tömeggel rendelkező, spin nélküli, egy dimenzióban mozgó
elemi részecske. Ez utóbbi esetben a rendszert leı́ró folytonos változó lehet a koordináta és az impulzus, de lehet a kanonikus hatás és szögváltozó is. Mivel e változók
spektruma eltérő jellegű, a folytonos változós teleportációs protokollok alapvetően
különbözők lehetnek. Példa erre az elektromágneses tér kvadratúráin (Braunstein és
Kimble, 1998), illetve a fotonszámon és fázison (Milburn és Braunstein, 1999) alapuló teleportációs sémák. A folytonos kvantuminformáció alkalmazása egy érdekes és
sok szempontból gazdagabb alternatı́váját kı́nálja a hagyományos”, kvantumbit ala”
pú kvantuminformatikának (Lloyd és Braunstein, 1999; Gottesman és társai, 2001;
Bartlett és társai, 2002). Ezért fontos a folytonos változós kvantumkommunikáció
tanulmányozása. Bár ismert néhány probabilisztikus folytonos változós távoli állapot-előállı́tási módszer, amely két összefonódott fénynyaláb (kétmódusú összenyomott vákuum) egyikén elvégzett feltételes mérésen alapul, a távoli állapot-előállı́tás
elmélete mindezidáig hiányos volt. Az egyenlı́tői állapotok determinisztikus távoli
előállı́tási sémájának egy végtelen dimenziós általánosı́tásával ezt az űrt hivatott
mérsékelni a 4. fejezet.
Mivel az értekezés számos eredménye a kétrészecskés összefonódott állapotok
antilineáris operátorokkal való ábrázolásán alapszik, érdemes erre a reprezentációra
mint kevésbé ismert eszközre kitérni. Az antilineáris (vagy más néven konjugált lineáris) operátorok szerepe a kvantummechanikában leggyakrabban az időtükrözési
szimmetriával, a csoportok és algebrák ábrázolásával kapcsolatban szokott felmerülni. A kvantuminformáció-elmélet további érdekes alkalmazást kı́nál. Ennek oka,
hogy az antilineáris operátorok eredendően nemlokálisak. Matematikailag nem értelmezhető egy antilineáris operátor tenzorszorzata az identitásoperátorral; fizikailag
pedig nem hajtható végre időtükrözés egy összetett rendszer egyik részrendszerén,
miközben a másikkal nem történik semmi. Antilineáris művelet például a sűrűségmátrix transzponálása, mivel önadjungált mátrixok esetében a transzponálás és a
komplex konjugálás egyenértékű. Ezért egy összefonódott pár egyik felén elvégzett
részleges transzponálás nemfizikai állapothoz vezetne: az eredmény nem lenne pozitı́v definit sűrűségmátrix. Ezt a tényt használja ki Peres (1996), valamint Horodecki
és társai (1996) az összefonódás tényének vizsgálatára kifejlesztett úgynevezett pozitı́v részleges transzponált kritériumban.
A kétrészecskés tiszta állapotokban rejlő korreláció hatékonyan reprezentálható
antilineáris operátorokkal, akár szétválasztható
(azaz |ΨiAB = |φiA ⊗ |ψiB alakú),
P
akár összefonódott (azaz csak |ΨiAB = i |φi iA ⊗|ψi iB összegként felı́rható) állapotról van szó. Ha az A részrendszeren elvégzünk egy teljes mérést, aminek eredményeként a részrendszer a |φiA állapotba kerül, akkor a korreláció miatt a B részrendszer
állapota is teljes bizonyossággal megmondható: |ψiB = λ A hφ|ΨiAB . Mivel e részleges skalárszorzat konjugált lineáris az első tényezőben, az
ÂΨ : HA → HB , |φiA 7→ A hφ|ΨiAB

(A.1)
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leképezés egy antilineáris operátort definiál. Belátható, hogy ez az operátor teljesen
és egyértelműen leı́rja a kétrészecskés állapotot. Minden folytonos antilineáris operátorhoz kölcsönösen egyértelműen hozzárendelhető egy állapotvektor, és az ilyen
operátorok a Hilbert-tér szerkezetét is hűen tükrözik. Érdemes megjegyezni, hogy a
tiszta állapothoz tiszta állapotot rendelő fizikai műveleteket folytonos lineáris operátorokkal lehet megadni. A kevert állapotokat is figyelembe véve, a legáltalánosabb
transzformációk a sűrűségoperátoron értelmezett teljesen pozitı́v szuperoperátorok,
P
amik Kraus-reprezentációban ρ̂ 7→ i V̂i ρ̂V̂i† alakban ı́rhatók, ahol a V̂i -k a szuperoperátorra jellemző lineáris operátorok. Kevert kétrészecskés állapotok (akár összefonódottak, akár szétválaszthatók) hasonló szuperoperátorokkal ábrázolhatók, ám a
lineáris V̂i -k helyett antilineáris Âi operátorokat kell venni. Az ilyen szuperoperátorokat teljesen ∗-kopozitı́vnak hı́vják. Ha az A részrendszeren elvégzett teljes vagy
részleges, projektı́v vagy általánosı́tott mérés eredménye az M̂ pozitı́v operátorral
jellemezhető (teljes projektı́v mérés esetén M̂ = |φihφ|), akkor a B részrendszer
P
állapota ρ̂B = λ i Âi M̂ Â†i .

2. Teleportációs csatornák visszafordı́thatósága
A kvantuminformáció-elméletben a fizikailag megengedett állapottranszformációkat gyakran nevezik kvantumcsatornának. A teleportáció egy olyan csatorna, amely
egy bemeneti rendszer ρ̂in állapotához egy másik rendszer ρ̂B állapotát rendeli hozzá.
Amennyiben e művelet során felhasznált összefonódott erőforrás tiszta (de nem feltétlenül teljesen összefonódott) állapotban van, és a mérés egy teljes projektı́v mérés
(de nem feltétlenül Bell-mérés), úgy a teleportációs csatorna tiszta állapothoz tiszta
állapotot rendel. Ha ez a hozzárendelés injektı́v (kölcsönösen egyértelmű), akkor az
eredeti bemeneti állapot visszaállı́tható, és a teleportációs csatorna visszafordı́tható.
A 2. fejezet ilyen teleportációs csatornákat elemez.
A teleportációs csatorna számı́tásánál két összefonódott állapotot is figyelembe
kell venni: az egyik az A és B rendszer |ΨiAB állapota, a másik a mérésnek az
m kimenetelhez tartozó |Φm iin,A sajátállapota. Ha e két állapotot az (A.1) képlet
alapján az Â : HA → HB és B̂m : Hin → HA antilineáris operátor reprezentálja,
akkor az m mérési eredményhez tartozó feltételes teleportációs csatorna
fm : Hin  HB ,

fm (|ψiin ) ≡

ÂB̂m |ψiin
,
kÂB̂m |ψiin k

(A.2)

ahol a nevező négyzete, pm (ψ) = kÂB̂m |ψiin k2 annak a valószı́nűsége, hogy a mérés
az m eredményt adja. Egy egzakt teleportációs sémában a fogadó fél egy Ûm unitér
transzformációt hajt végre a kimeneten úgy, hogy Ûm fm (|ψiin ) = |ψiin tetszőleges bemeneti állapot esetén. Ekkor a teleportációs csatorna unitéren visszafordı́tható (Nielsen és Caves, 1997). Előfordulhat, hogy unitér transzformációval ugyan nem
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állı́tható helyre a bement, de a teleportációs csatorna injektı́v, s ı́gy egy nemlineáris
transzformációval mégis helyreállı́tható a bemenet. [Az ilyen nemlineáris transzformációk nem determinisztikus módon vitelezhetők ki (Bergou és társai, 2000).] Az
értekezésben az ilyen csatornát gyengén visszafordı́thatónak nevezzük. Az első eredmény e kétféle visszafordı́thatóság kapcsolatáról szól.
2.1. tétel. Az fm feltételes teleportációs csatornára a következő állı́tások egyenértékűek.
(i) A csatorna gyengén visszafordı́tható és lineáris, azaz
fm (α1 |ψ1 i + α2 |ψ2 i) = α1 fm (|ψ1 i) + α2 fm (|ψ2 i).

(A.3)

(ii) A pm (ψ) valószı́nűség független a |ψiin bemeneti állapottól, s ı́gy a mérés
eredményéből nem lehet következtetni a bemenetre.
(iii) A csatorna unitéren visszafordı́tható.
Ha az összefonódott erőforrás teljesen összefonódott, és a mérés sajátállapotai is
teljesen összefonódottak (a Bell-mérés ilyen), akkor a teleportációs csatorna unitéren
visszafordı́tható. Felmerül a kérdés, hogy egy adott részlegesen összefonódott erőforrás esetén milyen mérést kell elvégezni, hogy unitéren visszafordı́tható csatornát
kapjunk. Erre az összefonódás-illesztés ad választ. Az előbbi megfontolások alapján
ˆ in
ÂB̂m |ψiin = I|ψi
tehát ha a visszaállı́tó unitér transzformáció Ûm , akkor az Ûm p−1/2
m
összefüggésnek kell fennállnia, ahol az Iˆ homomorf beágyazás a Hin tér vektorait
azonosı́tja a HB vektoraival. Ez alapján a mérés sajátállapotát reprezentáló antilineáris operátor
√
† ˆ
B̂m = pm Â−1 Ûm
I.
(A.4)
Ha a részlegesen összefonódott erőforrás állapota |ΨiAB =
a mérés sajátállapotát ehhez kell illeszteni. Így például a
|Φ1 iin,A =

n
1
√ X
p
|iiin |iiA
∗
i=1 αi

Pn

i=1

αi |iiA ⊗ |iiB , akkor

(A.5)

állapotra vetı́tve a bemenetet és az A rendszert a B rendszer helyesen a bemeneti
P
állapotba kerül. E mérési kimenetel valószı́nűsége, p = ( ni=1 1/|αi |2 )−1 csak az összefonódott erőforrástól függ, minden illeszkedő mérési sajátállapotra azonos. Érdekes,
hogy kvantumbitek esetében az illeszkedő sajátállapotok összefonódás-tartalma véletlenül egybeesik az összefonódott erőforráséval (Agrawal és Pati, 2002). Magasabb
dimenziós állapotterek esetében azonban ez az analógia félrevezető, az (A.5) reciprokos összefüggés a helytálló.
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3. Diszkrét változós távoli állapot-előállı́tás
A távoli állapot-előállı́tás egy olyan kvantumkommunikációs folyamat, amelynél
a küldő teljesen ismeri a bemeneti állapotot, tehát például kvantumbit esetén az állapotot leı́ró két valós szögparamétert. Ez alapján elvégez egy mérést az összefonódott
erőforrás nála lévő részén, és közli a fogadóval a mérés eredményét mint klasszikus
információt, és esetleg közöl további részinformációt magáról a bemeneti állapotról
is. A fogadó fél ezután egy a kapott üzenettől függő lokális kvantumműveletet hajt
végre az összefonódott erőforrás másik részén, hogy annak állapota megegyezzen a
bemeneti állapottal. Tipikus példa erre a korábban már emlı́tett egyenlı́tői állapotok távoli előállı́tása. A teleportáció is tekinthető távoli állapot-előállı́tásnak: a küldő
lokálisan előállı́tja a bemeneti állapotot, majd teleportálja azt. Az ehhez szükséges
kétrészecskés Bell-mérés helyett azonban elegendő egy egyrészecskés, általánosı́tott
mérést∗ elvégeznie, amely közvetlenül függ a bemeneti állapot paramétereitől. Mind
az egyenlı́tői módszer esetén, mind pedig a teleportáció mint távoli állapot-előállı́tás
esetén a mérés pozitı́v operátorai expliciten függnek a ψ̂in bemeneti állapottól, és
mint ilyen szuperoperátorok teljesen ∗-kopozitı́vak, nevezetesen
†
M̂m = pm Â−1 Ûm
ψin Ûm Â−1† ,

(A.6)

ahol pm az adott mérési eredmény valószı́nűsége, Ûm a fogadó fél által végrehajtandó unitér művelet, Â pedig az összefonódott erőforrást reprezentáló antilineáris
operátor. Ismert, hogy mindkét protokoll esetén pm állandó, tehát az üzenet valószı́nűségeloszlása alapján nem lehet következtetést levonni a bemeneti állapotról,
s máshol sem szivároghat ki információ a bemenetről: a kvantumkommunikációs
séma feledékeny. Belátható általánosan, hogy egy távoli állapot-előállı́tási séma feledékenységének szükséges és elégséges feltétele, hogy a mérés pozitı́v operátorai mint
a bementi állapot függvényei teljesen ∗-kopozitı́vak legyenek.
3.2. tétel. Tegyük fel, hogy az összefonódott erőforrás tiszta és Schmidt-rangja maximális. Tegyük fel továbbá, hogy az m mérési eredmény (klasszikus üzenet) sikeres
távoli állapot-előállı́tást jelez, azaz az előállı́tható állapotok E halmazából mindegyik
ψ̂ tiszta állapot egzaktul előállı́tható, valahányszor a feladó az m üzenetet küldi. Jelölje M̂ψ az ehhez az üzenethez (mérési eredményhez) tartozó pozitı́v operátort. Tegyük
fel továbbá, hogy az előállı́tható állapotok E halmaza elég nagy ahhoz, hogy bármely két különböző ψ̂1 , ψ̂2 ∈ E tiszta állapothoz létezzen egy tiszta állapotokból álló
{ψ̂i }ni=1 ⊂ E halmaz, amely lineárisan összefüggő, de bármely elemének eltávolı́tása
után lineárisan függetlenné válik. Ekkor az alábbi két állı́tás ekvivalens.
∗

A kvantummechanikai méréselmélet szerint a legáltalánosabb mérés (POVM) pozitı́v operátorokkal jellemezhető: az m mérési eredményhez tartozó pozitı́v operátor M̂m , 0 < M̂mP≤ 1̂, e kimenetel valószı́nűsége a ρ̂ sűrűségoperátorral megadott állapotban pm = Tr(M̂m ρ̂), és m M̂m = 1̂.
A szokásos, Neumann-féle projektı́v mérés esetén e pozitı́v operátorok ortogonális projektorok.
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(i) A távoli állapot-előállı́tási séma az adott üzenet (mérési kimenetel) esetén
feledékeny.
(ii) A ψ̂ 7→ M̂ψ leképezés egy teljesen ∗-kopozitı́v szuperoperátor.
Érdemes megjegyezni, hogy a mérés pozitı́v operátorai mindig teljesen ∗-kopozitı́vak, ha a mérés úgy történik, hogy egy a bemeneti állapotba preparált segédrendszerrel kiegészı́tjük mérendő kvantumrendszert, és rajtuk egy kétrészecskés csatolt
mérést hajtunk végre — mint ahogyan az a teleportációnál történik. A teleportáció tehát, ha egzakt, mindig feledékeny. Fordı́tva azonban nem igaz: egy feledékeny
sémát megvalósı́tó mérés nem feltétlenül helyettesı́thető egy olyan méréssel, ahol a
bemeneti állapotot a feladó nem ismeri, csupán egy az adott állapotba preparált
segédrendszer van birtokában (3.5. tétel).
A távoli állapot-előállı́tás utolsó lépéseként a fogadó fél egy lokális kvantumművelettel állı́tja helyre a célállapotot. Ez a kvantumművelet gyakran (bár nem
szükségszerűen, egy elégséges feltételt fogalmaz meg a 3.1. tétel) unitér transzformációt jelent. Ebben az esetben az állapot-előállı́tás folyamata tiszta állapotokkal
is leı́rható. Jelöljön |ψiB egy olyan állapotot, amelynek távoli előállı́tása az Ûm unitér helyreállı́tó transzformációval lehetséges. Ha az összefonódott erőforrást az Â
†
eléréséantilineáris operátor reprezentálja, akkor a helyreállı́tás előtti állapot, Ûm
√
−1 †
hez a küldőnek a |φm iA = pm Â Ûm |ψiB mérési sajátállapotra kellett vetı́tenie
rendszerének állapotát. Ha a séma feledékeny, akkor az m üzenet pm valószı́nűsége
független a |ψiB célállapottól, s emiatt a mérés |φm iA sajátállapota a célállapotnak
antilineáris függvénye. Ez fordı́tva is igaz.
3.7. tétel. Tekintsünk egy olyan egzakt determinisztikus távoli állapot-előállı́tási sémát, amely tiszta állapotú és maximális Schmidt-rangú összefonódott erőforrást, egyirányú klasszikus kommunikációt és unitér helyreállı́tó transzformációt használ. Tegyük fel továbbá, hogy az előállı́tható |ψiB tiszta állapotok E halmaza elég nagy
ahhoz, hogy bármely két különböző |ψ1 i, |ψ2 i ∈ E állapotvektorhoz létezzen egy
{|ψi i}ni=1 ⊂ E halmaz, amely lineárisan összefüggő, de bármely elemének eltávolı́tása után lineárisan függetlenné válik. Ekkor az alábbi két állı́tás ekvivalens.
(i) A séma feledékeny.
(ii) A küldő mérésének sajátállapotai a célállapotnak antilineáris függvényei, azaz
minden m mérési eredményhez (üzenethez) létezik egy rögzı́tett B̂m antilineáris
operátor, amely megadja a mérés |φm iA = B̂m |ψiB sajátállapotát.
Az A és B rendszer állapotai, illetve operátorai között az összefonódott erőforrást
reprezentáló Â : HA → HB antilineáris operátor teremt kapcsolatot. A fogadó fél
által végrehajtott Ûm unitér operátor, ami eredetileg a B rendszer állapotain hat,
ennek segı́tségével átvihető az A rendszerre:
L̂m ≡

q

†
pm (ψ)/p1 (ψ)Â−1 Ûm
Û1 Â

(A.7)
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az az operátor, ami a mérés sajátállapotait köti össze úgy, hogy |φm iA = L̂m |φ1 iA .
Praktikus, ha L̂m számszorzó erejéig unitér. Ennek szükséges és elégséges feltétele, hogy az összefonódott erőforrás σ̂B = TrA (|ΨiAB AB hΨ|) = ÂÂ† részleges sűrűségoperátora felcseréljen a helyreállı́tó unitér operátorokkal, azaz [σ̂B , Û1† Ûm ] = 0
(3.9. tétel). A teleportáció mint távoli állapot-előállı́tás és a már emlı́tett egyenlı́tői
módszer esetén is L̂m unitér, és mátrixa megegyezik Ûm mátrixával. Az ilyen protokolloknál az összefonódott erőforrás átskálázható: ugyanaz a protokoll (tehát a
mérési összeállı́tás, a klasszikus üzenet valószı́nűségeloszlása és a helyreállı́tó unitér
műveletek) változtatás nélkül használható bármely más összefonódott tiszta erőforrással, amelyre a fenti kommutációs reláció fennáll. A kommutációs reláció másik
fontos következménye, hogy részlegesen összefonódott erőforrás esetén az Ûm helyreállı́tó operátorok szükségszerűen blokkdiagonálisak. Ezt kihasználva lehetőség nyı́lik
arra, hogy meglévő, ismert protokollokat blokkonként összetéve új protokollokat hozzunk létre. Egy lehetséges konstrukciót mutat be a 3.2.3. szakasz.

4. Folytonos változós távoli állapot-előállı́tás
A kvantuminformatikai alkalmazások folytonos változós általánosı́tásai többnyire nem tekinthetők egyszerűen a véges dimenziós változat határesetének. Így például mı́g diszkrét esetben nem vitelezhető ki passzı́v lineáris optikai eszközökkel a
determinisztikus teleportációhoz nélkülözhetetlen teljes Bell-mérés, ez a probléma
nem merül fel a Braunstein és Kimble-féle (1998) folytonos változós kvantumteleportációnál. A D dimenziós általánosı́tott egyenlı́tői állapotok távoli előállı́tásához
log2 D bit klasszikus információt kell továbbı́tani, miközben
az előállı́tható állapotok
−1/2 PD
iϕj
halmazát D valós szög (ϕj ) paraméterezi: |ψi = D
|ji. A bemutatott
j=1 e
folytonos változós távoli állapot-előállı́tási sémában az átvitt klasszikus üzenet egy
valós szám, és az előállı́tható állapotok halmazát végtelen sok valós szögparamé√
ter (egy ϕ(x) valós függvény) ı́rja le: hullámfüggvénye ψ(x) = eiϕ(x) / 2π. Ehhez
egy ideálisan összefonódott erőforrásra van szükség, amely a két részrendszer relatı́v koordinátájának és összimpulzusának is sajátállapota. Ennek hullámfüggvénye
Ψ(xA , xB ) = δ(xA − xB ). Első lépésként a küldő egy általánosı́tott impulzusmérést
hajt végre, amelynek sajátállapotai expliciten függnek az előállı́tani kı́vánt állapot
ϕ(x) paramétereitől:
1
φp (xA ) = √ e−iϕ(xA )+ipxA ,
2π

|φp iA = e−iϕ(X̂A ) |piA ,

(A.8)

ahol a p valós szám a mérés eredményét jelöli. Ez a mérés a gyakorlatban úgy valósı́tható meg, hogy előbb egy V̂ unitér transzformációt hajt végre a küldő, majd a szokásos impulzusmérést végzi el. Ez az összetett mérés valóban az (A.8) sajátállapotokra
vezet, amennyiben az [e−iϕ(X̂) P̂ eiϕ(X̂) , V̂ † P̂ V̂ ] = 0 kommutációs reláció fennáll.
√ E
mérés eredményeként a fogadó félnél lévő részrendszer a ψP (xB ) = eiϕ(xB )−ipxB / 2π
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hullámfüggvényű állapotba kerül, amiből a klasszikus üzenet ismeretében egy +p impulzuseltolással kapható a helyes végállapot. Az értekezés néhány egyszerű példán
azt is bemutatja, hogy nem ideális esetben a kvantumoptikai kı́sérletekre jellemző veszteségek miként befolyásolják a kimenet megbı́zhatóságát. A legegyszerűbb
esetben, amikor ϕ(x) egy legfeljebb másodrendű polinom, a kapott állapotok eltolt,
összenyomott és kiszélesedett vákuumállapotok.
Az előbbi távoli állapot-előállı́tási sémában az előállı́tható állapotok a koordináta
sajátállapotainak egyenlően súlyozott szuperpozı́ciói voltak, és a mért fizikai mennyiség, valamint a helyreállı́tó transzformáció generátora a koordinátához kanonikusan
konjugált impulzus volt. Más konjugált dinamikai változópárhoz is hasonló séma
szerkeszthető, ha azok spektruma szintén a valós számok. Harmonikus oszcillátor
esetén (és az elektromágneses tér nemkölcsönható módusai ilyenek) a kanonikusan
konjugált hatás és szögváltozó az N̂ betöltési szám (fotonszám) és a Φ̂ fázis. Az
előbbi spektruma diszkrét és alulról korlátos, az utóbbié egy folytonos intervallum.
A fázisoperátor az alábbi összefüggéssel definiálható
Φ̂ =

Z

2π

dϑ ϑ|ϑihϑ|,

ahol |ϑi =

0

∞
X

einϑ |ni,

[N̂ , Φ̂] = i.

(A.9)

n=0

Az eltérő spektrumból eredően ezek az operátorok eltérő jellegű távoli állapotelőállı́tási sémákra vezetnek. Az összefonódott erőforrás ez esetben a relatı́v betöltési
számnak és a két részrendszer fázisa összegének közös sajátállapota. Betöltési szám
mérésekor az előállı́tható állapotok
|ψiB =

1 Z 2π
dϑ eiϕ(ϑ) |−ϑiB
2π 0

(A.10)

alakúak, a klasszikus üzenet egy felülről nem korlátos egész szám, és a lefelé léptető
létraoperátor a helyreállı́tó transzformáció. Fázisméréssel
|ψiB =

∞
X

eiϕn |niB

(A.11)

n=0

alakú állapotok állı́thatók elő, a klasszikus üzenet egy 0 és 2π közötti valós szám, a
helyreállı́tó transzformáció pedig egy fázistolás.

Az eredmények tézisszerű összefoglalása
1. A nemideális teleportáció véges dimenziós Hilbert-terekben való leı́rására egy
olyan módszert alkalmaztam, amely az összefonódott állapotokat antilineáris
operátorokkal reprezentálja. Rámutattam, hogy a teleportációs csatornát leı́ró állapottranszformáció egyszerűen megkapható az összefonódott erőforrást
és a csatolt mérést megadó két antilineáris operátor kompozı́ciójaként. Megmutattam, hogy a probabilisztikus teleportációs csatorna akkor és csak akkor
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fordı́tható vissza lineáris transzformációval, ha a sikeres mérési kimenetel(ek)
valószı́nűsége nem függ a bemeneti állapottól, azaz a folyamat feledékeny. Ebben az esetben a csatorna unitér transzformációval fordı́tható vissza, és ı́gy
torzı́tásmentes probabilisztikus teleportációként használható. Egy adott tiszta, de részlegesen összefonódott erőforrás mellett megadtam egy összefonódásillesztési feltételt, amit a mérésnek teljesı́tenie kell ahhoz, hogy a csatorna
reverzı́bilis legyen. (Kurucz és társai, 2001, 2003)
2. Vizsgáltam a feledékeny kvantumkommunikáció kérdését. Megadtam egy általános feltételét annak, hogy egy torzı́tásmentes távoli állapot-előállı́tási séma
feledékeny legyen: ehhez szükséges és elégséges, hogy a küldő általánosı́tott
(POVM) mérését jellemző pozitı́v operátorok, amik ugyanis az előállı́tandó állapottól függnek, teljesen ∗-kopozitı́vak legyenek. Ez antilineáris analógja az
állapottranszformációknál szokásos teljesen pozitı́v tulajdonságnak. A tiszta
állapotokon alapuló sémáknál ez a feltétel azt jelenti, hogy a mérés sajátállapotai antilineáris függvényei a célállapotnak. (Kurucz és társai, 2006a)
3. Az antilineáris formalizmust azokra a torzı́tásmentes determinisztikus távoli
állapot-előállı́tási sémákra is alkalmaztam, amelyekben a visszaállı́tó transzformáció unitér (Kurucz és Adam, 2005). Alternatı́v, egyszerűen alkalmazható
feltételt adtam felcserélési reláció formájában arra, hogy az ilyen sémák létezzenek, illetve feledékenyek legyenek. Módszert dolgoztam ki arra, hogyan lehet
több dimenziós állapottérben protokollt tervezni kevesebb dimenziós protokollok kombinálásával (Kurucz és társai, 2006a).
4. Megmutattam, hogy egy egyrészecskés pozitı́v operátor értékű mérés (POVM),
amelynek pozitı́v operátorai egy általános (nem megszorı́tott) ismeretlen állapottól függnek, és teljesen ∗-kopozitı́vak, mindig visszavezethető egy olyan
kétrészecskés mérésre, amit a szóbanforgó rendszeren és egy az ismeretlen állapotba preparált segédrendszeren kell elvégezni. Ha azonban az ismeretlen állapot nem tetszőleges, például a Bloch-gömb egyenlı́tőjén fekszik, akkor a mérés
ilyen módon nem vezethető vissza. Következésképpen az egyenlı́tői állapotok
távoli előállı́tásánál szükséges, hogy a küldő teljesen ismerje a célállapotot, és
nem elegendő, ha a kvantuminformáció csupán egyetlen példányban áll a küldő
rendelkezésére.
5. Megmutattam, hogy az egyenlı́tői módszer nem terjeszthető ki determinisztikus és torzı́tásmentes módon tetszőleges, megszorı́tatlan állapotra kvantumbitenként 1 ebit összefonódás és 1 bit klasszikus kommunikáció felhasználása mellett. Kettőnél több dimenziós állapotterű rendszerekben az előállı́tható
állapotok halmaza még akkor sem terjeszthető ki a teljes állapottérre, ha a
fogadó a helyreállı́tó transzformációt nem a számára ismeretlen kimeneti állapoton, hanem a később elvégzendő ismert műveleteken hajtja végre. Ez utóbbi
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esetben minden mérés statisztikája helyesen reprodukálható lenne. (Kurucz és
társai, 2005a)
6. Az egyenlı́tői állapotok távoli előállı́tási sémáját általánosı́tottam folytonos
változós kvantumrendszerekre. A dinamikai változók spektruma alapján három esetet különı́tettem el impluzus-, részecskeszám- és fázisreprezentációban.
Megmutattam, hogy az előállı́tható állapotok halmaza (folytonosan, illetve
megszámlálhatóan) végtelen sok valós szögparaméterrel paraméterezhető, miközben a klasszikus üzenet csupán egyetlen valós szám, illetve egy felülről nem
korlátos egész szám (Kurucz és társai, 2005b, 2006b).

